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Summary.
The objective of this thes is is the elucidation of
the charac terist ics and chronology of veg etati ona l
sequences that have a ccompanied chang es in sea-level and
climate in the western Forth valley during the Late ~uaternary .
A major aim of the inve sti ga tions was to con st ruct a
type diagram i llustrative of re gi onal Post- glacia l veget ational development .

In this diagram, from a site in the

westernmost part of t h e Forth valley , eig ht p ollen zones
(Forth Valley Zones I - VIII ) e a ch cha racteri sed by, and
named after , certain pollen assembla ges are distinguished .
These a re correlated with pollen zones of the English
zonation in diagrams from other sites in the re search area .
Broad trends of Post- glacial woodland development ar e
i ndi cated in the t y~ e diagram and are divided into thre e
c hronozones .

The earliest of these covers the immigration

of trees into the reg ion during the Pre- Boreal and Boreal;
the second relates to the At lantic pe riod, the time of the
climatic optimum when mixed broad- leaf deciduous forests
attained their maximum development and raised bogs d evelop ed
in the western Fo rth valley ;

the third covers the p eri od of

probable anthropogenic influence upon fore s t development .
Radiocarbon dates from P ost- g lacial deposits in the
weste rn Forth valley fall within dated Post- g lac i al pollen
zones at a site at Scaleby Moss in north ern Eng land ,
suggesting that the p ollen zones at Scaleby may be synchronous
with Forth valley zones .

On this basis and until more
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dates of Fo r t h va l ley pollen z ones become a v a i lable, the
da te d zona l d ivisions at S c aleby may b e us e d as a temporRry
c h rono l og ica l index for dat ing maj o r v e g etation a l e ven t s
during t h e Post-g l a cia l .

Unti l furth er radi oca r b on

evid ence i s f o rthcomin g , t h e p ol l e n assemb l age z ones and
chronozones at the t ype s i t e p rovi de a b ro ad c h ro nolog i c a l
framewor k of ma j or veg eta tion al e vents wi th which o ther
p ollen d i agra ms f rom s ites in t h e a rea can be compare d a n d
assessed.
At mo s t

of the sites inves ti g a t ed, s o me p oll en spectra

are from minerogenic dep osits from buried ra i s ed beach es
and .marine clays laid down durin g former period s of high
sea-level .

P ollen frequencies from t hese dep osits ar e

indicative of regional veg etation that was contemporaneous
with the formation of the buried beaches a nd carse clays .
At one s ite , however , t h e deposition of river- borne pollens
into t h e sea has resulted in the over-representation of
alder in the carse clays in t h is locali ty .

Ot her factors ,

such as poll en selectivity by moving water , especially by
sea currents, and reworked po l len from older material
(apart from Pre- Quaternary spores from Devonian and Carboniferous rocks in the region) are considered to be insignificant, as pollen fre quencies from the buried beaches and
carse clays are comparable to those from organic materia l
at the type site and at other sites investigated.

Thus

pollen from ice- transported marine deposits of Zone II a ge
in Zone III termina l mor aines at Menteith in the western
Forth valley and at Kinlochspelve in south- east Mull , are
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also considered to be representative of the veg etation in
these areas around 11,800 B. P . and 11 , 300 B. P . respec t i vely,
when sea- level was h i gh , and this type of vegetation is
comparable to that which characterises Zone II at other
Scottish sites .
Chang es in relative levels of land and sea in the area
ga ve rise to variations in s oil conditions .

These were

associated with chang es in plant assembla ges tha t have been
interpreted from pollen and stratigraphic data .

Falling

sea- levels produced local veg etation successions from the
ha l ophytic species cha racteristic of saltmarshes to fresh water marsh and swamp communities ;

but this seq uence was

followed by retrogression as sea - level a ga in rose .
Pollen evidence together with radio c arbon dates p rovides
a chronological framework which s upported by g eomorphological
evid ence , can be used to date relative c ha n g es of sea- level
in the western Forth valley during the Late- Quaternary .
During the earliest pa rt of the p eriod under cons ideration , namely the Late - g lacial Interstadial (Zone II) ,
sea- level was h i gh in the westernmost part of the Forth
valley by about 11 , 800 B. P .

The height of this sea- level in

rela t ion to the land is unknown .

Around 10, 800 B. P ., ice

of the Loch Lomond Readvance moved down the F orth valley to
Menteith where it culminated probably£ · 10 , 300 B. P .

This

event corresponded with the culmination of the main Lateg lacial marine transgression , repre sented by the Buried
Gravel Shoreline in south- east Scotland and , farther west,
by t he Hi gh Buried Beach , when sea- level was between
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1 0 - 12m OD.
Subse~uently , ice disappeared from the Forth lowlands
(and other p arts of S cotland) as a result of climatic
ame lioration .

Then during Zone F . V. 1 ( t he P re- Boreal )

the sea r ose and the Main Buri ed Beach was formed .

P ollen

evidence i ndicates that the sea t ransgr essed swiftly into
the re sea rch area , r eaching the western extremity of the
F orth v a lley before the e nd of Zone F . V. 1, a nd tha t the
i nfluence of l vnd uplift, cons e quent upon g lacia l unloading ,
uoon the rise of this sea - level was insig nific ant .
Following the formation of the Ma in Buried Beach sealevel dropped to ab out 7m OD , when deposits of the Low
Buried Beach accumulated .
Zone V (Zone F . V. 2) .

This event took place during

The level of the sea then fell

furth er, reaching a minimal level c . 8 , 500 B. P .

Shortly

after t hi s date , the sea b egan to ri se rapidly in relation
to the land a nd c arse clays began to accumulate over t he
buried beaches and the peat deposits resting upon them.
This marine transgression, the principal P ost-g lacial marine
transgression in the Forth vall e y, was in re spons e to a
eustatic rise of sea - level resulting from the disintegration
of the world ' s ice sheets .
Geomorpholo g ical data indicate that the land was rising
as the main Post- g lacial sea transgressed into the upper
Forth valley .

A major objective of the thesis was to

det ermine whether the early rise of the sea at this time wa s
retarded by l a nd uplift .

Pollen evidence signifies that the

adva nce of the sea into t he western Forth valley was rela tively
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swift, beginning in Zone F .V. 3 (Vla) a nd reaching the
wester n marg in of t he For th valley b y t he beginning of
Zone F .V . 4 (Vlb).

Thus t h e infl uence of isostatic recovery

up on t he early ris e of the main Post-g lacial sea in this
reg ion was insignificant.
However, the sea reached some sites at later times .
This may be explained by local variables related to differences in site conditions and locations.

Thes e include the

rap id development, in relat i on to the rising sea, of peat
and the dep osition of river- borne sands and gravels which
resulted in the surfaces of these depos its being raised
above sea- level until the sea rose and began to cover them
with carse clays .

At other locations carse clays, and

possibly fine river- borne sediments, accumulated, resulting
in the raising of t he level of t h ese clays above the sea .
Subsequently , peat dep osits were formed upon them until the
sea rose and beg an to cover these minerog enic and org anic
layers with carse clay .

At some sites sands and gravels

were discharg ed into the sea by streams and were built up
above sea- l evel.

Later , these minerogenic deposits were

buried beneath carse clays as the sea rose .
These local variables focus attention on some of the
difficulties of attemp ting to correlate isolated fra gments
of relict marine features in the we stern Forth valley, but
it is hoped that the data presented in this thesis may be
of use as a basis for further research into problems relating
to Post-g lacial land and sea - level changes, particularly in
t he central Scottish lowland s .
- viii-
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Introduction.
This thesis is concerned with the physical evolution
of part of the Forth valley, especially the characteristics
and chronology of the ve getational sequences tha t have
accompanied c hanges in sea-level and climate in this part
of Scotland in the Late- Quaternary.
The research area i s situated in the Centra l Lowlands
of Scotland and is located within a broad plain , locally
referred to as carseland, in the western part of the Forth
valley.

The carse, drained by the River Forth and its

tributaries, extends eastwards from the vicinity of the
Highland margin to end between Grangemouth and Bo 'ness,
and its geomorphology reflects some of the principal events
of the Late - and Post- glacial periods in this part of
lowland Scotland.

The western part of t he plain is almost

enclosed by a belt of morainic dep osits, the Menteith
moraine, produced by the last incursion of Highland ice,
the Loch Lamond ReadYance, into this area .

The carse is

associated with a major Post- glacial marine transgression
which culminated about 6,500 B. P . and which 'laid down a
widespread deposit of grey clay known locally as carse clay.
With intermi ttent retreat of the sea extensive peat mires
developed over the higher parts of the ill- drained carse
surface , although in modern times man has removed much of
the peat and the underlying carse has been transformed into
valuable farmland .

Concealed beneath the carse clay,

numerous borings have revealed the existence of nearhorizontal surfaces each with a covering of peat and each
- 1-

representing a much earlier position of the sea .

These

surfaces rise like a series of steps from the buried channel
of the Forth and are known as the Low , Main and High Buried
Beaches.
This thesis is an investigation of the chronology and
related characteristics of these events in the physical
geography of the western Forth valley and it attempts in
particular to elucidate vegetational development which
accompanied changes in sea - level .

Additionally an attempt

is made to i nterpret and correlate vegetational development
which accompanied Late- glacial marine conditions in the
western For th valley and in a small area in south- east Mull ,
situated west of the Sc ottish mainland .

The methods utilized

in t his resea r ch are those of pollen analysis , stratigraphical
examination and r adiocarbon assay .
The thesis is presented in six parts .

In Part 1 the

physical evolution of the western Forth valley is outlined .
Part 2 deals with the choice of the pollen s i tes , followed
in Part 3 by a description of the resea r ch methods and
techniques used .

In Part 4 the stratigraphic and pollen

data from each s i te are presented , which are then discussed
in Part

5.

A summary of this discussion is given in Part 6 .

- 2-

PART 1 .

The Evolution of the Research Area with Particular
Reference to Geomorphology and Vegetation .

l.i .

Outli n e of the Geograph y of t h e Researc h Ar ea .
The researc h area i s located within that part o f t h e

we s tern Fort h val l ey wh ich extend s from near Bo ' ne s s westwards for about 43Km ( Fi g . 1 ) .

The western F orth valley

is an exten sive tract of lowla nd fl o ored mainly by Old Red
Sandstone and Carboniferous sedimentary rocks .

It termin-

ates near the edg e of the Scottish Hi ghl a nds and is boun ded
by various hill masses , nota bly t h e Me nteith and Ochil Hi l ls
and the Campsie Fe lls .

At Stirling the volcanic rocks of

the Ochils and Campsie Fells are separated by a na r row gap
which forms the major link between two p arts of the Forth
valley.
The r egion is drained by the River Forth , which rises
in the south- west Grampians .

The F orth flows eastwards

across the Carse of Stirling and is joined by numerous
tributaries , the most notable being the River Teith and
t he Allan water which enter the Forth just west of Stir ling .
After threadi ng through the Stirling gap , the Forth meanders
~o become increasingly pronounced and the river widens to
become the inner tidal Forth estuary into which f low the
Carron and Avon rivers .
The h i ll areas mentioned above bound an extensive lowland plain whose surface is mostly below 15m OD .

This

plain is composed of estuarine deposits collectively known
as t h e carse clays .

From Grangemouth westwards to Stirling ,

a distance of about 17Km , the ca r se varies in width u p to
several kilome tres , but is greatly constricted in the Stirl ing
gap .

West of St i rling the carse forms a broad flat plain

- 3-

Map showing the location of the pollen sites in the western part of the Forth Valley
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called the Carse of Stirling which is about 27Km long
with a maximum width of appr oxima tely 6Krn .

In the west ,

this broad plain i s interrupted and almost divi ded by the
Menteit h moraine .
In the westernmo st pa rt of the Carse of S tir ling ar e
ext ensive peat bogs, the larg est of which ere Ea st F l anders
Moss, We st Flanders Moss and Ga rtrenich Moss .

Parts of

the latter Mosses, however , have already b e en a fforested
a nd other pa rts are in preparation f or afforestation .
East of these mosses the primeval veg etational landscape
has been p rofoundly altered .

The orig inal forests have

long been cleared as a result of agricultural and industria l
exploitation while f ormer larg e areas of p eat moss have been
removed and the ground brought under cultivation.
In the F orth lowlands are a variety of l a ndforms
associated with Late-Quaternary glaciation .

The most out-

standing glacially-dep osited landform in the western Forth
valley is the Menteith moraine.

This feature is a complex

arcuate ridge system, about 20Km long , which encloses the
westernmost part of t h e Forth lowland .

Immediately wes t of

the moraine is the Lake of Menteith whi ch occupies and defines
a la r ge kettlehole.

At Stirling occur kames and kettleholes

which eastwards merg e into , and are replaced by, a spread of
outwash sands and gravels, this in turn grading into raised
beach flats .

Yet farther east , outwash sand and g ravels

merge into deposits of the Main P erth Rais ed Beach which forms
an i mportant feature near Plean (NS 837864) , while a similar
relationship is seen around Larbert .
-4-

In the easternmost

part of the research area is the Polmont esker system ,
which forms a dist inct series of ridges not far from the
flat carseland of the Grangemouth area .
Compa red wit h many other parts of S cotland , the F orth
valley is f avoured climat ical ly , having le ss rain and cloud.
Except on hig h g round rainfall is not exce ssive and is evenly
distributed over t he y ear with a tendency to a minimum in
April and a maximum i n August .

Prec ipitation is mainly

fronta l rain associated with e ast ward mov ing depressions ,
hence t here is a d ecrease from west to east.

Thus Gartmore

in the western extremity of the Fo rth valley receive s an
annual average r a infall of 1,800mm , while the Grangemouth
area receives 900mm of rain per annum.
Temperatures reflect the mild ocea nic climate of the
Forth lowlands .

Stirling has an averag e January mean of

3 . 4°c and a July mean of 15.3°c .

The early summer months

are the sunniest , receiving an average maximum of 174 hours
of sunshine in May .

During the winter months, s unshine

totals are low, reaching an averag e maximum of 29 hour s in
De cember .

The length of the a nnual growing season for

vegetation in that part of the lowland plain in the research
area is about 8 months .
The region is divisible i nt o climatic "sub-re g ions"
on the basis of accumulated temperature data (Birse and
Robertson , 1970) .

Thus the carseland from Grangemouth to

Stirling is classified as moderate l y expos ed, rather d ry a nd
warm lowland with fairly mild winters .
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West of Stirling

to Kippen (NS 690948) the carse is classified as warm
moist lowland ;

f r om Kippen westwards to the western edge

of the Forth valley, as warm wet lowland.
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l . ii.

Outline of the Geomorphology of the Western
Forth Valley .
The research presented in this thesis relates to

events associated with the later stages of the decay of the
Devensian ice sheet , and in particular to events that occurred
after the ice finally disappeared from the westernmost part
of the Forth valley , about 10,000 years a ~o .
During the last glaciation the whole of Scotland (and far
beyond) was ice- covered, apart perhaps from the highest
mountain peaks (Sissons, 1967b) .
interrupted by readvances .

The decay of this ice was

In the research area Simpson

(1933) claimed to have recognised two readvances;

the earlier

one he named the Perth Readvance , the later (and less extensive) one, the Loch Lemond Readvance .
That the Perth Readvance was a major episode in Scottish
Late- Quaternary history seems doubtful.

Simpson could find

no precise stratigraphic evidence for the readvance limit in
the Forth valley, or elsewhere .

Later, Francis et al (1970)

found no evidence of a major readvance in the Stirling area
and considered that the features attributed to the so- called
Perth Readvance , which have been described by other workers
(Si s s ons , 1962a , 1963a ;

Sissons and Smith , 1965a ;

Sissons,

Smith and Cullingford , 1966) , could be explained by a standstill period during the melting of the last great ice sheet ,
possibly accompanied by a minor oscillation of the ice front .
In the Perth district , Paterson (1973) found convincing
evidence of a readvance only at Moneydie , where an oscillation
is represented by two ti l l layers separated by laminated
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sediments.

He considered that this readvance was a local

event as no second till layer was found elsewhere.

According

to Paterson , the evidence from the Perth and Forth areas does
not support the concept of the Perth Readvance proposed by
Simpson (1933), but indicates the probable occurrence of
localised readvances of ice during the general retreat of a
major ice sheet .
Widespread deglaciation is indicated by radiocarbon and
stratigraphic evidence .

Radio carbon dates of between about

13 , 000 B. P . and 11 , 800 B.P . have been obtained from shells in
Late- glacial marine clays in the Glasgow area (Bishop and
Dickson , 1970 ;

Peacock , 1971) .

These dates may be considered

in relation to a date of 13 , 940 + 250 B. P . from organic
deposits between Late- glacial sands and silts near Lockerbie ,
Dumfriesshire (Bishop , 1963) ;

a date of 12 , 810

~

155 B. P .

from silty organic material at Loch Droma (Kirk and Godwin ,
1963) and dates of 11 , 800 + 180 B. P . and 11 , 580 + 180 B. P .
from peat beneath clay at a site in south- western Scotland
(Moar, 1969) .

In a ddition , dates of 11,800 ± 170 B. P . and

11,700 ± 170 B. P . have been obtained from ice- transported
marine shells in morainic deposits at Menteith and Loch Lomond
respectively (Sissons , 1967a) .

The Loch Droma date with

·pollen and iodine analyses of lake deposits at Lochs Siona scaig
and Tarff in north- west Scotland, suggest that these locations
became ice- free by about 13 , 000 B. P . (Pennington and Lishman,
1971) .

On the basis of this evidence it may we l l be that

the whole of Scotland became free of ice before the Loch
Lemond Readvance.

Support is provided by evidence reviewed
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by Sissons (1974c), which suggests that total deglaciation
of Scotland , and other parts of Britain, occurred by 12 , 500
B. P .
The shelly marine deposits in the Menteith moraine
attest the presence of the sea in the Forth valley during
this milder phase .

These marine shells , along with those

from the Loch Lomond moraine , consist predominantly of
boreal and sub-arctic species, which include Arctica
islandica , Buccinum undatum and species of Tridonta,
Littorina , Mytilus, Chlamys and Nuculana (Jamieson , 1865;
Jack , 1875;

Simpson , 1933;

Gray and Brooks , 1972) .

These shells and the radiocarbon dates of 11 , 700 B. P . and
11 , 800 B. P . obtained from them , indicate that they are
related to one marine phase and further indicate lower sea
temperatures than at present.
The location of these shelly marine deposits in
morainic debris in the Loch Lomond and Menteith areas also
furnishes proof of
phase.

a

readvance of ice following this mild

This forward movement of ice - the Loch Lomond

Readvance - rarely extended beyond the margins of the uplands and no larg e ice sheet was formed ;

instead numerous

va l ley g laciers existed in many parts of Scotland .

The

limit of the ice in the Forth valley is very clearly defined
by the Menteith end- moraine complex and the absence of
surface morainic deposits east of this feature , criteria
which also define the limit of the Loch Lomond Readvance
in the Teith valley adjacent to the Forth lowlands (Thompson,
1972) .
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The Menteith mora ine extends for 20Km , forming an
a r cuate loop from lOKm west of Buchlyvie to the Port of
Menteith, and almost enc loses the weste rn Forth lowlands .
At its western extremity the moraine forms a low ridge at
about 245m OD and l a r gely consists of angular blocks of
Highland erratics.

The moraine declines in altitude to

approximately 60m OD at Buchlyvie , where it is composed of
mounds and terraces of sand and gravel.

Ea stwards, near

Arnprior , the moraine turns northwards a nd forms a conspicuous ridge system i mmediately east of the Lake of
Menteith.

In this locality the moraine is breached by

the River Forth .

The deposits in this part of the moraine

are exposed in a section by the shore of the Lake of Menteith.
Here Simpson (1933) recorded 3m of dark grey clay containing
marine shells which are overlain by about 9m of sands and
gravels.

From this evidence Simpson inferred that the ice

flowed into the sea, which he decided stood a t about 19m OD.
This figure is no lQnger considered valid as it is now known
that the grey clay was ice-transp orted and is not

!g situ .

The age of the Loch Lomond Readvance was established
by Donner (1957) through pollen analysis .

At Donner ' s

Drymen site , situated outside and between the Loch Lomond
and Menteith ice lobes , Late-glacial pollen Zones I , II and
III are represented ;

at his Gartmore site , within the limit

of the Menteith ice, these zones are not recorded , the pollen
sequence beginning with the earliest Post-glacial zone , Zone
IV .

On this basis Donner concluded that the Loch Lomond

Readvance occurred during Zone III between about 10,800 B.P .
-10-

and 10,300 B. P .
Sea-level at the maximal extent of the Zone III ice
in the Forth valley was lower than Si mpso n (1933) envisaged
(Sissons , Smith and Cullingford, 1966 ;

Sissons, 1966) .

The relative height of the sea has been assessed from outwash fans of sand and gravel in the vicinity of the Menteith
moraine .

One such outwash area is located at Powis Mains

near the south-east corner of the Lake of Menteith , approxi mately 2Km north of where the Forth has breached the moraine .
At this location, kames and dead-ice hollows are succeeded
eastwards by the outwash plain which declines down- valley
from around 23m OD, through a breach in the moraine, to about
10m OD passing beneath peat and carse clay .
plain occurs near Arnprior.

Another outwash

Here a valley excavated by

meltwaters from the Zone III ice (Sissons, Cullingfo rd and
Smith , 1965) cuts deeply into the moraine .

From this

depression the buried outwssh plain extends north-eastwards
along the valley floor declining in altitude to about llm
OD .

The outwash deposits must have been laid down during

the time the ice stood at the moraine , for if the ice had
retreated, the configuration of ground exposed would have
disrupted the supply of meltwater, preventing the growth of
these outwash deposits .

Farther east a l arge buried out-

wash fan spreads out into the Forth valley from the mouth of
the Teith valley .

As this fan is buried beneath later formed

buried beach and carse deposits, like those at Menteith, this
outwash deposit was probably also initiated by meltwaters
associated with Zone III ice (Kemp, 1971) .
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Subsequent to the maximum of Zone III ice,

a

sequence

of three buried raised beache s were fo rmed in the Forth
valley.

These features were first identified by Siss ons

(1966 ) in the western part of the Carse of Stirling , a nd
subsequently east of Stirling (Sissons, 1969 ;

Kemp , 1971) .

Before Sissons' detailed investigations , sub-carse morphology had received scant attention , Jamieson (1865) and
Geikie (1894) suggesting that silty clay deposits underlying sub-carse peat may be buried beach deposits .
The bu ried beaches, referred to in des cending and chronological order as the High, Main and Low Buried Raised Beaches ,
are distinctive features on both sides of the Forth river;
each being differentiated by altitude and composition
(although all are highly micaceous).

The surface of each

feature is overlain by a layer of peat of variable thickness .
The beaches and associated peat deposits were subsequently
buried beneath carse clay during a later transgression and
have been isostatically uplifted .
The highest beach , the High Buried Raised Beach , i s not
found inside the Menteith moraine, but extends eastwards
from it .

South of the Forth this beach extends horizontally

with a shoreline at about 12m OD for a distance of 3Km downvalley from the moraine .

The southern margin of the beach

ends abruptly against steeply-rising ground , which also limits
the carse at a h i gher level.

From its shoreline at approx-

imately 12m OD, the High Buried Beach declines northwards to
about 10m OD at its northern margin.

North of the Forth

this beach extends eastwards from the Menteith moraine for
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some 5Km, its shoreline declining from about 12m to approximately 10m OD ;

its slope perpendicular to the shoreline

being as much as 2m.
Farther down-valley towards Stirling the High Buried
Beach is missing along the northern side of the Forth lowland.

Kemp (1971) has suggested that beach formation was

prevented by outwash being discharged from the Teith, as
deposits of the High Buried Beach do not overlie the Teith
outwash fan.

East of Stirling the High Buried Beach is

poorly represented, a relatively small fragment being located
beneath the carse between Abbey Craig and Menstrie north of
the Forth .

In this area the shoreline altitude of the

feature is between roughly 10 and 8m OD, the buried beach
declining to about 7m OD at its seaward margin .
The surface of the Hi gh Buried Beach i s interrupted by
small shallow valleys.

In these minor depressions peat,

which elsewhere overlies the beach surface, is missing .
Kemp has suggest ed that these features are small river channels
comparable to those which traverse p resent coastal mud- flats.
Simil ar small r iver channels cross the surfaces of the lower
beaches .
The upper few centimetres of the Hi gh Buried Beach
consist of grey silty sand beneath which is coarse sand with
a distinctive pink or pale brown colour .

The grey layer is

presumed to owe its colour to weathering or leaching , while
the characteristic pink colour of the lower layer is derived
from Ol d Red Sandstone bedrock in the western Forth valley ,
or f rom Old Red Sandstone drift which is abundant in the
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west-east part of the Menteith moraine (Sissons, 1966) .

The

commonest heavy mineral constituent of the High Buried Beach
is garnet , probably derived from the breakdown of schistose
Hi ghland rocks ( Kemp , 1971).
The age of the Hi gh Buried Beach , has been determined on
geomorphic evidence (Sissons, 1966) , but awaits confirmation
by c 14 and pollen datings .
As intimated above , sea - level
was about 12m OD during part of the time decaying ice at the
Menteith moraine discharged outwash into the sea.

At this

location the outwash passes beneath deposits of the High
Buried Beach, the shoreline of which is between about 11 and
12m OD.

This evidence, ond the fact that the High Buried

Beach is not represented west of the Menteith moraine,
indicate that the beach was formed during the time ice was
decaying at the moraine .

As the latter event probably

occurred around 10,300 B. P . it appears that the Hi gh Buried
Beach ceased to fo rm about this time .

In addition , as the

altitude of the High Buried shoreline is slightly higher than
that of the outwash deposits , it also appears that sea-level
rose after they were formed .
A sample of peat immediately overlying the High Buried
Beach at Wester Kerse ( NS 652000) on the north side of the
Forth was ana l ysed for pollen by Newey (see Kemp , 1971) .
Although the peat was poor in pollen , the predominance of
Betula , with Corylus of secondary importance, and a few grains
of Ul mus and Quercus , led Newey to conclude that this organic
deposit was formed during the latter part of Zone V.

This

zone has been radiocarbon dated as between about 9 , 700 B. P .
- 14 -

and 8 , 800 B. P . (Godwin, Walker and Willis , 1957) .

Thus the

peat overlying the High Buried Beach at Wester Kerse was
formed much later than the beach, and is therefore of no
use in dating this feature .

In addition there wa s no

pollen evidence of saltmarsh conditions which characteris e
the basal peats overlying the later buried beaches in the
western Forth valley ( Newey, 1966 ;

Br ooks , 1972) .

At its northern margin the High Buried Beach falls
quite sharply and is often separated from the Main Buried
Beach by a small but distinct bluff about 0 .5 to l •.5m high
(Sissons, 1972) .

Unlike the Hi gh Buried Beach , the Main

Buried Beach i s represented and widely developed west of
t h e Menteith moraine.

In this area the beach extends for

approximately 7Km and slopes in an eastward direction .

On

both sides of the Forth the Main Buried Shoreline is gener~
ally between 10 and llm OD and slopes towards the Forth to
between about 8 and 9m OD .

East of the Menteith moraine

the beach is extensively developed on both sides of the
Forth .
over

a

On the south side of the river it is traceable
distance of approximately 28Km , extending past

Stirling and ending near Falkirk .

In this latter area the

buried shoreline is at about 7m OD and the beach s lopes noDthwar ds to nearly 5m OD at its no rthern margin .

On the north

side of the Fort h , east of Stirling , the Main Buried Beach i s
not extensiv ely developed, extending east wards f or about
from Abbey Craig to Menstrie .

4 Km

The altitude of this beach in

this area is between about 7 and 6m OD and slopes towards the
Forth .

Linear regression of the altitudes of the Main Buried
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Shoreline south of the Forth gives t his feature en overall
down- valley g radient of 0 . 146 m/Km.

There ere , however,

distinct variations of gradient of this shorel i ne west of
Stirling (Sissons , 1972) .

Within the Menteith moraine the

shoreline has a calculated down-valley gradient of 0 . 092m/Km
over 7Km .

Immediately east of the moraine the shoreline is

lm lower than within it, and is essentially horizontal (the
calculated up - valley gradient being 0 . 004m/Km over 4Km) .
Eastwards for approximate ly 8Km the shoreline g radient is
0 . 115m/Km down-valley .

It then descends nearly 1 . 5m in a

distance of about lKm, thereafter becoming horizontal for
about 5Km towards Stirling .

It is suggested that these

variations of g ra die nt are reflective of dislocations caused
by variable uplift (Sissons, 1972) .

The possibility that

these gradients represent more than one shoreline of different
ages was tested by Brooks (1972), whose pollen investigations
at sites situated on both sides of a ma j or dislocation a few
kilometres west of Stirling indicated that the buried beach
fragments examined were app roximately synchronous and related to the Main Buried Beach .
The Main Buried Beach i s composed of fine grey sediments .
The top few centimetres of the beach usually consist of silt
or clay with occasional thin bands of silty fine sand, the
latter becoming more numerous downwards until they comprise
the whole depos i t , apart from occasional thin bands of silt
and clay .

The mineral constituents of this beach are similar

to those of the High Buried Beach , with the exception that
muscovite is a characteristic component .
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The mica is

considered to be representative of the end product of the
decomposition of Hi ghland ice ( Kemp, 1971) .
The occurrence of small river channels on the surface
of this beach has already been noted .

In some of these

minor channel s on this beach mar i ne shells are found , the
commonest being species of Cardium, Mytilus and Ostres,
which were probably deposited during the later carse transg ression.

Pol len evidence, however , indicat es that the

Main Buried Beach accumulated under marine influence , during
whi ch time saltmarsh vegetation existed ( Newey , 1966 ;

Brooks ,

1972) .
Radiocarbon dating of the Main Buried Beach in the Forth
valley has at present not been attempted , as this beach and
its peat cover a r e buried beneath carse clay and are nowhere
exposed , thus precluding the collection (with the e quipment
available) of uncontaminated samples for radiocarbon assay .
Pollen evidence indicates, however , that this beach ceased
to accumulate in the western Forth valley between about l ate
Zone IV and the be gi nning of Zone V (Durno , 1956 ;
Brooks, 1972).

Newey , 1966 ;

The IV/V boundary has been radiocarbon dated

elsewhere at about 9 , 500 B. P . (Godwin , Walker and Willis,
1957), thus the Main Buried Beach ceased to accumula t e at
about this time .

This date accords with a date of 9 , 640 +

140 B. P . from basal peat beneath carse at a section near
Perth (Callow and Hassell , 1970) .
The above ·evidence shows that the Main Buried ~each was
formed at a lat er date than the High Buried Bea ch .

As the

characteristic grey deposits of the former feature have a
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sharp upper limit, it appears that the Main Bu r ied Beach was
formed as a result of a marine transgression.
Towards the Forth the margin of the Main Buried Beach
is fringed by the shoreline of the Low Buried Beach .

The

former beach generally slopes gently towards the latter but
in places, for example near Arnprior , the Main and Low
Beaches south of the Forth are separated by a sharp bluff of
about 3m .

The Low Buried Beach extends west of the Menteith

moraine, but in this area it is not well developed, being a
narrow feature , the surface of which is between about 7 and
8m OD .

Eastwards from the moraine the Low Buried Beach is

more widespread , in places forming a continuous feature a
few hundred metres broad, sloping towards the Forth from
approximately 7 to 6m OD.

North of the Forth the altitude

of the beach is rather higher, declining southwards from
about 8 to 7m OD .

East of Stirling the Low Buried Beach is

poorly rep resented north of the Forth , extending for about
4Km between 6 and 7m OD from Abbey Craig to Menst rie.

Like

the Main Buried Beach in this area , the surface altitude of
the Low Buried Beach increases slightly from west to east as
a result of beach build- up by s ediment from adjacent rivers.
On the south side of the Forth , east of Stirling , the Low
Beach is a very extensive feature, extending from Stirling
down- valley to the Rosehill - Kersebrook - Blairs area ,
where its surface altitude is approximately 5m OD .
About the top metre of the Low Buried Beach i s comp osed
of sticky grey silt and clay which contain innumerable
vevtical stems of reeds that merg e upwards into the overlying
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peat .

Downwards , the grey clay merges by alternation into

grey silty fine sand .
Pollen analysis at a site near Kippen shows that the Low
Buried Beach ceased to accumulate during the upper pert of
Zone V.

In northern England this zone lasted from approx-

imately 9 , 500 B. P . to 9 , 000 B. P . (Godwin, Welk er end Willis ,
1957) end if these dates are applicable to the Forth area,
the Low Buried Beach deposits probably ceased to be laid
down shortly before 9 , 000 B. P .

A radiocarbon date of 8 , 690

+ 140 B. P . from the base of the peat at this site , however ,

indicates a slightl y younger age .

The difference between

the pollen end radiocarbon evidence may be due to the lack of
synchronei ty between the pollen zones in the Forth valley and
those in England , whi l e the peat must be younger than the
beach on which it rests.
beach seems

a

An age of about 8 , 800 B. P . for the

reasonable compromise.

The above evidence

demonstrates that the Low Buri ed Beach is younger than the
Main Buried Beach, but evidence that the former feature was
formed as a result of a marine transgression is not clear;
however , it is probable that such was the case rather than a
relative halt or standstill of land and sea (Sissons and
Brooks , 1971 ) .
Taking into consideration t he dates of the Main and Low
Buried Beaches, it appears that these features were formed
within ab out 1 , 500 years of the time the ice stood at the
Menteith moraine .

The distinctive composition of these

beaches , which is quite different from the overlying carse
deposits , may be related to the wasting away of the Zone III
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ice mass .
The Low Buried Beach and overlying peat slope gently
towards the Forth .

West of Stirling these dep osits are

missi ng in a central belt roughly 400m to lKm wide , which
broadly follows the present course of the Forth .

Within

this belt, carse clay is much thicker than elsewhere and
downwards the clay alternates and is partly mixed with sand
and marine shells .

This evidence indicates that , following

the formation of the Low Buried Beach , sea- level fell and
was restricted to a relatively narrow estuarine channel.
As mentioned above, the Low Buried Beach probably ceased to
accumulate around 8,800 B. P. ;

thus the sea had probably

become restricted to the now buried estuary

a

short time

later, probably reaching its minimal level about 8 , 500 B. P .
(Sissons , 1966) .
Subsequent to the sea being restricted to the buried
estuary, a major transgression occurred which resulted in
the Low, Main and High Buried Beaches and associated peat
deposits being buried beneath carse clay .

Buist (1841)

was the f irst to recognise this marine transgression in the
Tay and Earn valleys, although it was Jamieson (1865) who
first realised the broader significance of this event in
Scottish Quaternary history .
The carse clay is the most extensive marine deposited
feature in eastern Scotland , giving rise to widespread lowl ying plains in sheltered coastal areas .

The most well-

developed carse areas are located in the Firths of Forth and
Tay .

In the former area the carse clay extends the whole
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length of the western part of t he Forth valley and p enetrates
numerous tributary valleys.

I n t he less s heltered p arts

of t he lower For th est uary c a rse clay i s not extensively
developed, being chiefly located in embayments such as
Aberlady Bay and the Tyne estuary on the East Lothian coast .
In the western Forth valley Durno (1956) found no evidence of carse clay at a site at West Flanders Moss and
considered that clay underlying peat at Blair Drummond Moss
to the east was not related to the carse .

On this basis

Durno (1958) inferred that the maximum westerly extent of
the carse clay was between West Flanders and East Flanders
Mosses , despite earlier evidence to the contrary.

This

anomalous situation was resolved by Sissons and Smith (1965b)
who showed that two roughly circular areas of peat in East
and West Flanders Mosses rest on buried beach deposits and
are surrounded , but not penetrated by, carse clay .

From

this evidence Sissons and Smith argued that on the withdrawa l
of the sea from the buried raised beach, peat developed over
the beach surface and , probabl y assisted by isostatic recovery ,
was able to maintain itself during and after the main Postglacial transgression which deposited the carse clay .
The carselands are elevated mudflats usually composed
of silt and clay with a very small amount of sand and are
generally free of stones , although sand and gravel layers in
carse clay commonly occur at the mouths of former and present
stream courses.

About the top metre of the carse clay is

often tougher than that underneath , which consists of very
soft wet blue- grey mud often referred to as "sleech" .
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These dep osits often contain abundent decaying ve~ etable
matter result ing in the sleech having a foetid odour .
The ma rine orig in of the c arse deposits has long been
r ecog ni s e d by the abunda nce of marine shells they contain
in s ome places (Sibbald , 1707 ;
1 865 ;

Turner, 1869 ;

Dinham , 1927;

Blackadde r, 1824;

Fo ord and Kidston , 1890;

Ja mie s on ,

Geikie , 1894 ;

Smith, 1972 ), among t h e commonest being species

of Cardium , Ost rea, Cyprina, Littorina, Trophon , ~ytilu2 ,
Buccinu~, Scrobicularia and Cerastoderma .

In addition

ske letons of wha les embedded in t he carse have been recorded
(Ba ld, 1811 ;

Drummond , 1824;

Milne-Holme, 1871;

Morris ,

189 2) as well as seal skeletons (Dinham , 1 927) at various
locations in the western F orth valley.

More recently

evidence of marine conditi ons has been supplemented by p ollen
analysis wh ich indicates that saltmarsh veg etation existed
as t h e carse clay was laid down ( Newey, 1966 ;

Brooks , 19 7 2) .

I n addition a seed of Suaeda ma ritime has been.found in
carse clay at F landers Moss ( Dick son, 1971) .

Yet f urthe r

evidence of marine c onditions is furnished by fo raminifera
such as Miliammina fusca and Jadammina macrescens, both
characteristic species of inter- tidal marsh environments ,
in the carse clay at Tentsmuir in north- eastern Fife
(Chisholm, 1971).
At its western extremity, the maximum altitude of the
carse clay is almost 15m OD while in the east, at the mouth
of the Tyne , it is about 6m OD .

Linear reg ression of t h e

altitudes of the carse clay south of the Forth g ives this
shoreline an overall eastward g radient of about 0 . 067m/ Km
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( Sissons, 1972) .
After the culmination of the c arse transgress ion , which
is rep resented by t he Main Post- g lacial Beach (named PGl,
Sissons, 1967b), sea- level began to fall t o its p resent
level.

This retreat , however, was marked by ha lts ,

distinguished by breaks of slope in t h e s urface of the
carse clay (Geikie, 1881;

Read, 1959 ) .

These breaks of

slope were later recognised as a sequence of t hree beaches
lower than PGl and which were first i dentified in the carse
surface in the Grangemouth - Stirling area .

The beaches ,

named in descending order PG2 , PG3 , PG4 , are sometimes
differentiated by small but distinct bluffs , but are usually
disti nguished only by accurate and detailed levelling
( Sissons , 1967b) .

These beaches are also p resent in t h e

carse clay north of the Forth and with t he exception of PG4
are represented west of Stirling (Smith, 1968 ).

Measure-

ments along these beaches show t hat all slope eastwards with
decreasing gradients.

South of t h e Forth PG2 and PG3 have

very similar gradients c l ose to 0 . 06m/Km;
about 0 . 003m/Km ( Sissons , 1967b) .

that of PG4 is

Nort h of the Forth t he

gradients of PG2 and PG3 are close to 0 . 04m/Km and that of
PG4 is at about O. Olm/Km ( Smith, 1968 ) .

Followed westwards

each shoreline gradient increases and merg es into t h e one
above , suggesting sedimentation as sea - level was falling .
The p resence of an occasional thin band of peat beneath the
carse clay of the lowest beach , PG4 , is apparently indicative
of a slight trans g ression, but as yet it is unknown whether
PG3 and PG2 were similarly formed ( Sissons , 196 7b) .
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Th e ag e of the carse clay has and still does command
great interest .

A radiocarbon date of 8,270 + 160 B. P .

from peat immediately beneath carse clay at a site near
Kippen ( Sissons , 1966) i ndicates that by that date the
eustatic rise of sea- level which initiated the carse transgression was already in progress .

Near Airth , between

Grangemouth and Stirling , a sample of peat immediately
beneath carse clay gave a date of 8 , 421 ± 157 B. P . (Godwin
and Willis, 1961) which is similar to the upper date from
Kippen and confirms that the carse clay began to be de posited at this site after this date .

I n the light of the

above evidence a radiocarbon date of 3 , 249 + 160 B. P . from
peat beneath carse c lay at Littleward , near Kippen (Godwin
and Switzur , 1966), appears anomalous .
Evidence relating to the termination of the carse
transgression is more abundant .

At a site at Ochtertyre

Moss , pollen analysis shows that peat began to develop over
carse clay at t hi s location during sub- zone Vllb (Erdtman ,
1928), which according to radiocarbon dated zones elsewhere
(Godwin , Walker and Willis , 1957) is between about 4 , 900
B. P . and 2 , 500 B. P .

A pol len diagram from a site at West

Fl anders Moss (Turner , 1965) shows that peat at this
location began to develop over the carse clay during subzone Vll a .

From the base of this peat a radiocarbon date

of 5 , 492 ± 130 B. P . was obtained (Godwin and Willis , 1962)
which was , until recent l y , accepted as the date for the end
of the carse sea .

This date accords with that of 5,535 ±

160 B. P . obtained from shells in the highest Post- glacial
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raised beach at Aberlady Bay (Smith , 1972) .

A radiocarbon

da te of 6 , 490 ± 125 B. P . was obtained from basal peat overl ying the Main Post-g l acial Raised Beach a t a sit e in the
southwestern part of We st Flanders Moss (Si s sons and Brooks,
1971) .

This date indicates that the carse clay ceased to

accumulate much earlier than 5 , 500 B. P .

The revised a g e

of this feature accords with da tes of 6 , 645 ± 120 B. P . and
6 ,150 ± 120 B. P . from d eposits overlying stratigrap hic
equivalents of the carse clay at Lochar Moss and Newton
Stewart, resp ectively, in south-west Scotland ( Godwin and
Willis, 1962).

In addition, the date of 6 , 490 ± 125 B. P .

accords with evidence from Tentsmuir, in northeastern Fife,
where it has been shown that the carse transgression
culminated between 7 , 605 ± 130 B. P . and 5 , 830 ± 110 B. P .
(Chisholm, 1971) .
As yet there is little available evidence of the a g e
of the sequence of raised beaches associated with the
regression of the carse sea .

Sissons , (1967b) estimated

that the third visible Post- glacial Raised Beach , PG3, was
formed about 4, 000 B. P. , as peat overlying this feature
gave a radiocarbon da te of 4,120 ± 105 B. P .

A sample of

peat overlying a carse s horeline at Aberlady Bay, and
tentatively correlated with Sissons' PG3 s horeline, gave a
date of 2 , 505 .!.. 10 0 B. P . (Smith , 1972).
As there are four visible Post-g lacial raised beaches
in the Forth valley , it seems that some of the above evidence
may relate to beaches formed at different times.

In this

context the date from south-west Flanders Moss (Sissons and
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Brooks , 1971) relates to the Main Post- g lacial Raised Bea ch
(PGl) .

According to Smith (1968 ) the base of the peat at

We st Flanders Moss , dated by Godwin and Willis (1962) also
r ests upon PGl , wherea s the peat at the base of Ochtertyre
Moss, dated by Erdtman , partly overlies the surfaces of PG2
and PG3.

As yet , however , the three lower visible Post-

g l acial beaches have not been investigated in detail to test
this hypothesis , but the variance of the radi ocarbon a nd
pollen ev idenc e indicates that dating the termination of the
carse sea i s not a simpl e matter as previously thought .
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Summary of Event s.
1.

During th e build up of th e la s t g rea t i ce s heet mo s t

of Scotla nd was covered by ice.

The d eca y of this ice

sheet appea r ed t o be a continuous process , accompanied by
local advances of the ice front .
2.

By about 13,000 B. P . Scotla nd was p ro bably free of ice

and t h e sea extended to t h e western extremit y of the Forth
valley .
3.

Between approximately 10,800 B. P . and 10, 300 B. P . a lobe

of Loch Lamond ice advanced into t h e Forth valley ;

the limit

of this readvance being defined by the Menteith moraine .
4.

As the Loch Lamond ice decayed at the Menteith mo r aine ,

g lacial meltwaters excavated minor valleys and deposited
outwash sands and gravels into the Forth valley .

5.

Within a very short p eriod close to 10,300 B. P . , after

the ma in deposition of the outwash but before the ice
retreated from the Menteith moraine, the Hi gh Buried Beach
was formed during a slight rise of sea- level .
6.

Subsequently sea- level fell but then rose a g ain

slightly and formed the Main Buried Beach which ceased to
accumulate at approxima t ely 9 ,500 B. P .

This feature was

later dislocated at the Me nteith moraine and at a point a
few kilometres west of Stirling by crusta l movements .

7.

The sea regressed from the Main Buried Beach but

probably rose a g ain to produce the Low Buried Beach whi c h
ceased to accumulate at around 8 , 8 0 0 B. P .
8.

A further lowering of the sea caus ed it to be confined

to a relatively n a rrow estuary , t he sea reaching its lowest
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level round about 8 , 500 B. P .

9.

Thereafter sea- level rose rapidly as a result of

wor ld-wide deg lacietion .

It overtook the isostatically

rising land, causing the earlier beaches to be buried
beneath c ars e clay that now forms the present surface of
much of the Forth v alley .

The transgression culminated

at about 6 , 500 B. P .
10 .

After the maximum of the transgression , sea- level

fell and produced the younger Post- glacial beaches , PG2 ,
PG3 and PG4 .
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l.iii .

The Altitudes and Gradients of the Shorelines
of the Western Forth Valley .

The present elevation of the raised beaches described
-in the preceding section has commanded, and still does
command , great interest.

Until recently much attention

was directed to explaining the altitude of the carse and
its westward increase in height which Carmichael had noted
in 1832 .

Among the earliest exp lanations for the slope

of this feature was that it wa s caused by marine erosion
(Chambers , 1848) .

Earlier , Buist (1841) had postulated

that the carse in the Tay and Earn valleys had achieved
its present position by "a general upheaving which brought
about the present l and and water into the relative positions
they now occupy" .

Others (Milne- Holme, 1871;

Morris , 1892)

thought that the slope of the carse was partly a reflection
of estuarine deposition , as the altitude of present mudflats
generall y increases towards the head of an estuary in common
with tidal range .

Jamieson (1906, 1908 ) however, believed

t hat the westward rise of the carse was related to land uplift and corresponding me l ting of glacier ice , the centre
of which he thought was west of the Forth lowlands .

He

had proposed this concept in 1865 and it had been supported
by Wri ght (1914) .
Jami eson ' s concept of shoreline displacement differs
considerably from the interpretation initiated by the
Geological Survey in 1879, which recognised three horizontal
raised beaches named the 100 , 50 and 25 foot raised beaches .
This classification became widely accepted and persisted
- 29-

until recently.

Donner (1959 , 1963), for instance,

claimed to have identified 100, 50 and 25 foot raised
beaches at various coastal locations in Scotland, and
Earp et al (1962) maintained that the carse in the Forth
valley is horizontal .
scheme;

Not all workers accepted this

Jamieson, for example, could find no evidence of

the 100, 50 and 25 foot raised beaches and concluded that
they did not exist .

Jamieson's conclusions were later

confirmed by Sissons (1967b), which led to the abandonment
of the Geological Survey ' s classification and the reaffirmation of the westward rise in height of the r aised beaches
in the Forth valley .
Detailed investi gations (Sissons, 1963a , 1966, 1967b ,
1969, 1972;

Sissons and Smith, 1965b ;

Smith 1965 , 1968;

Kemp, 1971 ;

Sissons and Brooks , 1971) have shown that the

sloping nature of the raised beaches , including those buried
beneath the carse , is related to a combination of differential land uplift and world sea - level changes associated with
glacial readvances and decay of the last ice sheet .

In a

broader context, these events are closely linked with the
gr owth and decay of the world ' s glaciers which radiocarbon
and other evidence indicate were approximately synchronous
events .
It is now generally accepted that in response to climatic
deterioration and consequent glacier build- up , land and ocean
level dropped , minimal levels being reached when glacial ice
was at its maximal extent .

As the glaciers decayed , water

was returned to the ocean which accordingly rose , while the
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land, relieved of its ice- load, readjusted .

The decay of

the last ice sheet was not continuous, however, being
interrupted from time to time by mejor glacial reedvances
which resul ted in reversal of eustatic (and perhaps in some
areas of isostatic) rises .
The amount of land uplift is related to the thickness
of the ice .

In Scotland the centre of isostatic recovery

is considered to lie in the south- west Grampians (Wright,
1914;

Donner , 1959;

Sissons , 1965, 1967b) as this area

was the major source of ice accumulation during the buildup of the last Scottish ice sheet.

Outwards from the ice

centre the amount of land uplift diminishe s .

As the centre

of isostatic uplif t is situated west of the Forth lowlands,
the eastward decline in altitude and gradient of the raised
beaches in the Forth valley reflects the outward diminution
of isostatic recovery .

This pattemcorresponds with that

in north- west Europe, which shows that the rate of isostatic
recovery increases towards the location of the centre of the
former ice mass (West, 1968) .

In this context, it is common

practice to cite a single gradient for the whole length of a
shoreline, but this is inapplicable to at lea~t some of the
raised beaches in the Forth valley, owing to local variations
of shoreline gradients caused by differential uplift and
dislocations noted in the p revious secti on .
Another factor that has influenced the slope and distribution of the raised beaches is the age of the features .
During the formation of the earliest Late-glacial beaches in
East Fife (Cullingford and Smith, 1966) most of Scotland was
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covered by ice.

Thus these beaches are situated a

considerable distance from the ice centre and , having
experienced a longer period of uplift than their younger
counterparts , are more steeply tilted .

The latter point

is illustrated by comparing the gradients of the oldest East
Fife raised shoreline with that of the Ma in Perth Raised
Shoreline, the former having a gradient of l.26m/ Km , the
latter

a

gradient of 0 . 43m/Km .

As a consequence of glacier

decay , the younger Late- glacial beaches terminate nearer and
nearer the ice source.

The Post - glacial shorelines , uncon-

strained by ice , extend even farther towards the centre of
isostatic recovery and are less warped .

The Mai n Post-

glacial Shoreline , for example, reaches to the western
extremity of the Forth valley and has a low gradient of
about 0 .08m/Km.
Initially isostatic uplift at a particula r location
was rapid , occurring during or soon after ice decay , as
indicated firstly, by the fact that the earliest East Fife
shoreline is twice as steeply inclined as the last ;
secondly, by the location and lower altitude of the later
formed Perth raised beaches .
Apart from isostasy, the second most important factor
to have influenced the raised beaches is the eustatic
changes of sea- level .

As stated earlier, changes i n ocean

levels are closely associated with the growth and decay of
the worl d ' s g l a c iers.

Many attempts have been made to plot

the variations of ~ea-leve l changes using radiocarbon, pollen ,
height measurements etc ., in specific areas or in the world
- 32-
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While there is broad agreement

on eustatic fluctuations during the early part of the Holocene
period , there is some serious disagreement on sea- level
changes during the last 6 , 000 years or so , despite the
application of similar methods to the same investigated
areas.

Many factors are considered to contribute to the

diversity of the results obtained, among the most important
being the influence of tectonic and isostatic effects on
sea - level changes , and the sources , quality, quantity and
individual interpretation of the data.
It has been suggested that in order to isolate eustatic
sea- level changes from isostatic and tectonic influences ,
data must be obtained from relatively stable areas
(Fairbridge, 1961).

There is some doubt , however, as to

whether such areas exist in the world , so that it may be
impossible to construct an acceptable eustatic sea - level
curve for the Post- glacial period (Jelgersma , 1966) .

Most

writers , however , accept the inadequacy of present results
and point to the need for improved measuring and dating
tec hniques .

Considering these points , it is apparent that

there may be considerable imprecision in most , if not all,
eustatic sea- level curves (Kemp , 1971 ) and this may account
for the variety of positions and forms of the sea- level curves
in Fig . 2 .

Thus in assessing isostatic and eustatic factors

in order to relate variations of sea- level to the world wide
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pattern, much will depend upon the choice of eustatic curve .
Contrasting with the problems in determining eustatic
and isostatic changes in comparatively large areas, is t he
relative accuracy poss ible in considering these changes from
accurate levelling and detailed geomqrphological evidence
from a relatively smal l area such as the Forth valley .

Thus

on the basis of detailed height measurements and geomorphological evidence, supplemented by radiocarbon dates, t wo
curves of relative land/sea -level changes have been const ructed in relation to the raised beach sequence in the Forth
valley (Sissons, 1967b;

Kemp , 1971).

These curves relate

resp ectively to the Menteith moraine and a suite of buried
beaches at a point near Abbey Craig, a short distance east of
Stirling .

A third curve based on the same methods, but

including pollen evidence , has been constructed for the
Menteith moraine (Sissons and Brooks , 1971).

Between them

the curves relate to relative land and sea - level changes
from about 11,500 B. P . to the present ;

but because of the

sloping nature of the raised shorelines , the graphs represent
combined eustatic and isostatic c hanges at fixed points at
the above mentioned locations .
Information relating to the earliest part of the time
period under consideration is obtained from Kemp ' s (1971)
curve at Abbey Craig, which shows a rise of sea- level relative
to the land which began sometime before 11 , 500 B. P . and
culminated at about 10,300 B.P .

This sea- level rise is

considered to have been due to more than one cause ;

the

earlier stage being eustatic, resulting from the release of
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water from the decaying Scottish ice sheet (or its equivalent in the world) , the later stage being related to
downwarping of the land as the Loch Lomond ice advanced.
Subsequent interection of eustatic and isostatic movements illustrative of the period from about 10,000 B. P . to
4 , 000 B. P. is reflected in the curve in Fig . 3.
used to construct this curve

The data

were collected from seven sites ,

the locations of which are shown in Fig . 4.

The curve shows

that during the formation of the High Buried Beach , sea- level
was relatively high, at approximately 12m OD .

Then relative

to the land, sea- level fell , a slight transgression occurring
at£· 9 ,500 B.P. , when sea- level -was at about 1Om OD and the
Main Buried Beach was formed.

The sea then regressed to

almost 7m OD , reaching this level at around 8,700 B. P .,
during which time a minor transgression probably occurred
and the Low Buried Beach was formed.

Then sea- level fell

to about 6m OD at approximately 8,500 B. P . during which time
it was res tricted to the buried estuary.

Shortly afterwards ,

by about 8 , 500 B. P ., the sea rose rapidly in relation to the
land and carse clay was deposited.

This marine transgression

reached a maximum altitude of about 14m OD and culminated
at£-=.. 6,500 B. P ., which is almost 1,000 years earlier than
indicated by the earlier curves of Sissons (1967b) and Kemp
(1971) .

After the maximum of the transgression, sea =level

fell to below llm OD by about 4 , 000 B.P., and according to
Sissons ' (1967b) curve , had dropped to nearly 6m OD as the
younger Post-glacial beach, PG4, was formed at approximately
2 , 500 B. P .
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Donner (1970) ha s constructed a curve of land and
sea-level changes in central Scotland between 12,000 B. P .
and 3 , 500 B. P .

This curve shows a constant marine re-

gression from 25m OD at about 12 , 000 B. P . to nearly 6m OD
at approximately 6,500 B. P .

Then sea- level steadily rose

to a maximum of about 15m OD at 5,000 B. P . and subsequently
fell to£· l~. 6m OD by 3,500 B. P .

Donner ' s curve, however,

is partly based on estimation from evidence from five sites
and thus does not record the full sequence of land and sealevel changes in the Forth lowlands as revealed by the
detailed investigations described above.
Comparisons have been made between the varying positions
of land and sea- level in the Forth valley with other curves
of sea - level changes from other parts of the world, in order
to estimate the relative importance of the isostatic and
eustatic elements in the formation of the raised beaches
(Sissons , 1967b;

Kemp , 1971;

Sissons and Brooks , 1971) .

On this basis the amount of uplift of the raised beaches has
been calculated, which shows that isostatic recovery progressively diminished , as demonstrated by the estimated
uplift of about 90m of the earliest Late- glacial beaches
in East Fife compared with 10m of uplift of the Main Post glacial beach.

Land uplift did not decrease at a constant

rate, however, as mentioned earlier ;

isostatic recovery

being initially rapid following ice decay associated with
the East Fife and Perth shorelines .

In addition, recent

evidence indicates that rapid uplift also occurred at the
Menteith moraine in association with the Loch Lamond ice
- 36-
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After this ice had disappeared , isostatic

recovery diminished at a fairly steady rate as indicated by
the curve in Fig . 5.
During the forma t ion of the Late- glacial beaches in East
Fife world sea-level was low.

Subsequently the sea rose

during the Late-glacial and transgressed westwards along the
Forth valley.

Extensive gravel deposits were laid down

during this marine transgression which apparently began sometime after 13,500 - 13,000 B.P. and ended probably about
10 , 300 B.P.

During most of t his time the sea stood at, or

slightly above , its present level in relation to the land
(Sissons, 1969) .
From about 10,300 B. P . to approximately 8,500 B. P . land
uplift usually exceeded world sea -leve l rise, although
relatively minor transgressions were probably associated with
the formation of the buried beaches as illustrated in Fig . 3.
The pronounced rise in the curve in Fig . 3 from approximately
8 , 500 B. P. indicates
years.

a

transgression of about 7m in 1,000

This marked rise implies rapid melting of the world ' s

glaciers causing eustatic sea- level to rise steadily and
overtake the isostatically rising land whose recovery, as
noted above, was s lowing down during this period .

In this

context it is significant to note that Bryson et a l (1969)
believe that in Canada "c atastrophic ice disintegration 11
followed the Cockburn Readvance , which is considered to have
culminated between 8,500 B. P . and 8 , 000 B. P .
The rapid reduction in the rate of sea- level rise as
the maximum of the Post- glacial transgression was approached,
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subsequently followed by regression , indicates that by this
time decaying ice sheet remnants were contributing much less
water to the oceans and that the isostatic factor became
dominant a gain.

The latter is also reflected by the gradients

of the younger Post- g lacial shorelines .
Summary .
Early explanations for the elevation and slope of the
carse clay included marine erosion , estuarine deposition
related to tidal influence and land uplift associated with
glacial unloading .

The Geological Survey classified the

marine deposits in the Forth valley into three horizontal
beaches, the 100 , 50 and 25 foot raised beaches.

This

scheme was later abandoned as a result of detailed height
measurements and geomorphological evidence which revealed
that the raised beaches were isostatically til ted;

the

rate of uplift being related to the age and distance of
these features from the centre of isostatic recovery
situated in the south- west Grampians.
After the earliest Late-glacial beaches were formed,
at about 13,000 B. P . , sea- level was low .

Some time afte r

this date, however , sea- level rise exceeded land uplift
until about 10,300 B.P.

From this da te to c . 8 , 500 B. P. ,

land uplift exceeded sea- level rise apart from minor reversals .
decay .

Ini tially, land uplift was rapid following ice
After 8 , 500 B. P . world sea- level rose rapidly, as

a result of the decay of the world ' s glaciers , overtaking
the isostatically rising land and deposited carse clay over
the earlier formed beaches .

After the maximum of this
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transgression , at approximately 6,500 B. P ., land uplift,
although much diminished , became dominant again.
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Outline of the Late- Quaternary Geomorphology of
South- East Mull in Relation to Pollen Investigations.
In the area investigated ( Fi g . 6) a period of local

valley glaciation was correlated with the "va.lley" or
"Moraine Glaciation 11 of the west Hi ghlands (Bailey et al ,
1924) .

Later this glacial stage was c orrelated with

Simpson ' s (1933) Loch Lomond Readvance ice lobes at Menteith
and Loch Lamond (Charlesworth , 1955;

Sissons , 1967a , 1967b;

Gray and Brooks , 1972) formed during pollen Zone III,
between about 10 , 800 B. P . and 10,300 B. P . (Donner, 1957) .
During Zone III in eastern Mull, glacier ice radiated
from the mountains and coalesced to form a piedmont ice
lobe which occupied Loch Spelve .

Evidence of a readva.nce

is provided by marine shells in the Kinlochspelve moraine,
which marks t he limit of this ice lobe at the head of Loch
Spelve .

The marine shells also indicate that prior to

this readvance the sea occupied the loch .

Further evidence

of a forwa rd movement of ice is demonstrated by varved clays
overlain by crossbedded sand, both truncated by sand and
gravel in a section in t h e moraine near Kinlochspelve Farm .
This depositional succession indicates the ice advanced
into an ice- dammed lake or sea- loch.
The Kinlochspelve moraine consists of a number of
ridg es chiefly composed of grey clay with stones .

The

clay is usually homogenous, but thin lenses of sand occur
locally and these contain concentrations of small she ll
fra gments .

The latter, although normally weathered , are

fairly abundant in certain layers while other parts of the
- 40-

clay are barren.

Occasionally, however, better preserved

s hells a r e f ound in t h e c l ay.

A collection of these

shells consisted of s pecies of Tridonta, Arctica islandica ,
Nuculana, Portlandia,

~~,

Li t torina, Acanth ocardium,

Troph onopsis, Buccinum, Tellinaceae , Arenomya, 1~£tia and
Trochidae, wh ich constitute a marine assemblag e of boreal
to sub-arctic c haracter, compa rable to t h e molluscan fauna
collected from t h e Loch Lemond a nd Menteith moraines
( Gray and Brooks, 1972 ).
A radiocarbon date of 11,300 ± 170 B. P . was obtained
from a sample of the sh ells from the Kinlochspelve moraine
a nd which accords with dates of 11,800
11,700

~

~

170 B.P. and

170 B. P . from shells in the Menteith and Loch

Lomond moraines resp ectively.

The dates from the latter

locations are referable to Zone II, (the Late- glacial
Interstadial) wh ich preceded the Loch Lomond Readvance
(Sissons, 1967a).

Thus on this basis the molluscan fauna

at the Kinlochspelve moraine is also of Zone II age , which
is supported by pollen evidence presented below.
(4.viii. pp . 122- 130).
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l.v .

Previous Investigations into the Vegetational
History of the Western Forth Valley.
Early accounts of vegetational history of the research

area are mainly descriptions of plant remains, particularly
trees, preserved in peat mosses in the Forth valley .

These

records, h owever, are useful to the present study as they
shed some light upon the former arboreal vegetation of the
Forth regi on .
Pri or to the development of peat bogs, the Forth lowlands were apparently covered with forest vegetation, as
indicated by remains of tree trunks projecting through carse
clay into overlying peat at numerous locations (Sinclair,
1792).

Most of these tree trunks were identified as oak,

which signifies that this species was a common constituent
of the forest vegetation in the region .

Other probable

components of this woodland were birch, alder, hazel and
willow, as remains of these species were observed by Tait
(1794) at the base of Kinca r dine and Flanders Mosses and at
the bottom of Blair- Drummond Moss by Ramsey (1801).
It was generally believed that the forests in the Forth
lowlands were mainly destroyed by human agency.

Evidence

of forest destruction was presented by Tait and later by
.Aiton (1811).

They observed that numerous tree trunks

buried beneath peat deposits bore axe marks .

In addition,

Ramsey reported the presence of wooden causeways and Roman
artifacts at the base of Blair- Drummond and Flanders Mosses .
Similar archaeological evidence from other peat mosses was
recorded by Steele (1826 ) .
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Thus it was generally accepted

that widespread disforestation which, according to Hunter
(1883) began about 81 AD, occurred during the Roman occupation of the Forth valley.
Further destruction of the f orest resulted in the
subsequent development of extensive peat mosses over the
Forth lowlands ( Sinclair, 1792;

Aiton, 1811).

Strati-

graphic details of two of these peat bogs give an indication
of t he vegetation which apparently existed as these mosses
developed .

Ramsey noted that the lower peat of Blair-

Drummond Moss was mainly composed of remains of wood and
heather, which were overlain by a layer of moss .

The upper

peat contained abundant remains of wood, grasses and sedges.
Thus woodland apparently existed at this site during the
early stages of p eat development .

Later this arboreal

vegetation was replaced by moss which in turn was subsequently colonized by trees.

On the basis of archaeolo-

gical evidence at this site Ramsey, and later Hunter,
estimated that the p eat of Blair- Drummond Moss accumulated
over

a

period lasting nearly 2,000 years.

Comparable

stratigraphic evidence was obtained from a peat bog near
Linlithgow by Steele.

At this site woodland, indicated

by remains of birch, alder and hazel in the lower peat, was
replaced by moss .

This type of vegetati on was subsequently

colonized by heather, as signified by abundant remains of
Ericaceae in the upp er peat.
These early descriptions of vegetational history ,
and those from other Scottish regions, were later used by
Mcvean and Radcli ffe (1962) and Anderson (1967) to
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construct maps of the former distribution of primevsl
forest types in Scotland.

These maps s how that there

existed in the Forth lowlands an extensive mixed-oak
forest.

Anderson considered that the sheltered position ,

favourab le climate and unleached base-rich soils of the
Forth valley favoured the development of mixed-oak woodland.
Knowledge of vegetational history of the research area
was advanced by detailed studies of stratigraphy, and in
particular by pollen analysis and radiocarbon dating of
peat deposits .

Using these techniques, workers were able

to demonstrate relationships between vegetational development, climate and recent geological changes in the research
area , and further , to correlate these events with those in
other countries.
Erdtman (1928) was the firs t to apply the technique
of pollen analysis to the problem of the chronology of
Post- glacial sea- level change and vegetational development
in the Forth valley.

In order to cast some light upon

this problem, Erdtman selected a site at Ochtertyre Moss
where peat rests upon carse clay.

The frequencies of

arboreal poll en from peat samples at this site indicate
the probable existence of Alnus dominated woodland in the
region.

Betula and, to a lesser extent , Corylus were

important constituents of this woodland .

Low counts of

Quercus pollen suggest that this species may also have been
present.

Pinus was probably unrepresented as only traces

of this pollen type were recorded .
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Erdtman correlated

this stage of forest development with the Sub- Boreal
climatic stage recognised in Sc a ndinavia by Bl ytt (1876)
a nd Sernander (1908 ) .

Thus Erdtman considered that the

peat of Ochtertyre Moss accumulated during the Sub- Boreal
(later named sub-zone Vllb by Godwin, 1940, and his
followers) .

As the p eat of Ochtertye Moss overlies carse

clay , Erdtman concluded that the carse transgression
culminated in the Forth valley prior to the Sub- Boreal .
Knowledge of Post- g lacial vegetational history in the
research area was advanced by Durno ( 1956 ).

He was also

the first to attempt to correlate stages of Post- glacial
vegetational development in the Forth valley with Postg lacial vegetational zones recognised at many sites in
England and Wales by Godwin (1940) .

Arboreal pollen

frequencies in Durno ' s pollen diagram from a site at East
Flanders Moss, west of Stirling, reflect the development
of forest veg etation from Zones V to VIII (modern) .

In

Zone V the arboreal veg etation was dominated by Betula ,
which was also the major woodland constituent in Zone VI .
During Zone VI, however , the composition of the forest
changed, as indicated by the rapid expansion of Corylus
into the region at the beginning of the zone;

the con-

sistent p resence of sma ll amounts of Ulmus and , to a lesser
extent, Quercus ;

and the immigration of Alnus into the area

towards the end of Zone VI .

The presence of thermophilous

species , particularly Corylus, Ulmus and Quercus , together
with Tilia , indicate the response of forest development to
climatic amelioration.

(The sub- zonal divisions of Zone VI
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recognised at Eng lish s ites by Godwin are not distingui shable in Durno ' s diagram).
A further stage of forest development is recognised
in Zone VII which is characterised by the dominance of
Alnus.

This stage of vegetational development is con-

sidered to indicate a cool wet Atlantic or oceanic type
of climate, as opposed to t he very dry Boreal climate of
the preceding zones.
distinguished;

Two sub-zones, Vlla and Vllb, are

the latter sub- zone being c haracterised

by a marked dec line of Ulmus, which is thought to have
been initiated in part by Neolithic agricultural communities,
and partly by climatic change unfavourable to this species.
Alnus dominated the arboreal vegetation in Zones VIII
and VIII (modern).

The latter zone is distinguished by

increased representation of Pinus and the occurrence of
small amounts of Fagus which are attributed to modern
planting .

During these zones he rbaceous vegetation in-

creased, indicating progressive forest clearances in
response to increasing grazing and agricultural practices .
Durno also thought that the representation of arboreal
vegetation, particularly the expansion of Betul a and corresponding decline of Alnus and Corylus, during these later
zones may, in part, reflect progressive soil leaching a nd
concomitant climatic deterioration.
The stages of Post- g lacial vegetational development
represented in Durno ' s diagram from East Flanders Moss are
comparable to those displayed in Donner 's (1957 ) diagrams
from sites at Gartmore and Drymen in the westernmost part
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of the Forth valley.

Donner ' s work, however, ca s ts some

light up on vegetational development during Zone IV (the
earliest Post-g lacial zone of Godwin ' s, 1940 , schema) and
the pre c eding Late-glacial period in the research area .
At Gartmore and Drymen Zone IV is stratigraphically
represented by organic lake muds which overlie Late- glacial
solifluction deposits .

On the basis of pollen frequencies

from the former deposits at both sites , Donner considered
that tundra veg etation probably existed in the region during
the early part of Zone IV , and that by the end of this zone
the herbaceous flora was replaced by birch dominated woodland.
Information relating to Late-g lacial vegetational
history of the region is obtained from Donner 's site at
Drymen .

At this location deposits referable to Late-

glacial Zones I, II and III at other British sites are
present .

The earliest and latest Late- glacial deposits ,

of Zones I and III respectively, at Drymen are sparse in
pollen and are thus defined by stratigraphy .

Zone II

deposits , however, are characte rised by the predominance
of non- arboreal p ollen which are considered to reflect the
presence of tundra vegetation in the region during this zone .
According to Donner, this tundra vegetation probably consisted mainly of sub- arctic heaths composed of Empetrum
and Calluna with many herbaceous species .
The work of Donner was fol l owed by that of Turner
(1965), who investigated man ' s influence upon vegetational
development in the research area during the later stages
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of the Post- glacial period .

This work was an advance on

previous pollen investigations in the wes tern Forth va lley
in that ra diocarbon evidence wa s used to date critical
s t ages of Post- glacial veg etational development .
At Turner ' s site at ~.est Flanders Moss, peat deposits
overlie c a rse clay .

Rediocarbon as say of peat i mmediately

overlying the carse clay indicates that organic material
began t o accumulate over t he carse clay at this location at
a b out 5 , 4 92 + 130 B. P . (Godwin and \iillis , 1962) .

Accord-

ing to Turner ' s pollen diagram , peat accumulated a t this
site during sub- zones VIIa , VIIb and Zone VIII .

Radio-

c arbon da tes of 5 , 192 + 120 B. P . a nd 5 , 014 ± 120 B. P . were
obtained fo r the VIIa/VIIb transition , ~hile the VIIb/VIII
junction was dated et 2 , 712 ± 120 B. P .

Turner considered

that the pollen and radiocarbon evidence from this site
gives no indication of forest clearance s in the western
Forth vall ey before 2 , 750 B. P .

Extensive clearance s were

made in the re gion during Zone VIII as indicated by high
Gramineae pollen totals in t h e upper part of the diagra m
fro m this s ite .

Additiona lly, relatively high values of

Plentago and Pteridium with low Chenopodiaceae pollen totals
are considered t o be comparable to the representation of
these pollen types in p ollen samples from present day
pastoral regions.

Thus Turne r conclud ed tha t forest

clearances in t he Forth valley were associated with
p ast oralism, practis ed by nomadic p eoples .

On the ba s is

of the pollen and r adiocarbon evidence from this site,
Turner believed that nomadic pa storalism was practised on
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a small scale in the region during the Bronze and Iron
Ages , and that extensive clearances associated with increased pastoral activities began during the Roman occupation of the Forth valley .
Post- glacial sea - level changes and vegetational
development in the western Forth valley were investigated
by Newey (1966) at two sites , one at west Flanders Moss ,
t h e other at Ki ppen .

At the former site, deposits of the

Main Buried Beach are overlain by peat which in turn is
overlain by carse clay .

At Kippen, deposits of the Low

Buried Beach are similarly buried beneath peat and carse
clay .

According to Newey, relatively high Gramineae and

low Chenopodiaceae pollen totals from the lower minerogenic
layer at West Flanders Moss indicate the probable existence
of saltmarsh vegetation as deposits of the Main Buried
Beach accumulated at this site .

During Zone IV , deposition

of the Mairi Buried Bea ch ceased and Sphagnum moss began to
develop over the beach surface, a s indicated by abundant
macro- remains of Sphagnum in the peat overlying the buri ed
beach deposits .

Oligotrophic vegetation c e ased to develop

towards the end of sub- zone VIa when carse clay began to
be laid down at this location .

Rising counts of Gramineae

and Chenopodiaceae pollen in the carse clay signify the
return of marine conditions as carse clay began to accumulate .

Comparable poll en evidence from Kippen indicates

the probable existence of saltmarsh conditions as deposits
of the Low Buried Beach accumulated at this site in Zone V.
During this zone , at about 8 , 700 B. P ., beach deposition
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ceased.

Biostratigraphic evidence from the overlying

peat indicates that saltmarsh vegetation developed over
the beach surface .

Subsequently, marine influence

diminished and saltmarsh vegetation was p ossibly replaced
by brackish/freshwater swamp.

This type of vegetation

was replaced by woodland in sub- zone Vla.

Towards the

end of this sub-zone, at about 8,300 B.P., c a rse clay
began to be laid down accompanied by the return of saltmarsh conditions .

According to Newey, the expansion of

marine influence as carse clay was deposited probably resulted in the recession and destruction of coastal woodland.
More recent pollen investigations in the research area
relate to the re- investigation of Donner ' s (1957) Drymen
site by Vasari and Vasari (1968).

This work, although

primarily an investigation of Late - and Post- glacial
macrophytic vegetation, sheds more light upon Late- glacial
vegetational development in the research area.

The pollen

fre quencies in the lower part of the diagram from this site
indicate that during Zone I herba c eous and dwarf shrub
vegetation, mainly composed of Gramineae , Rumex, Ericaceae
and Empetrum , predominated in the westernmost part of the
Forth valley.

In addition, small amounts of Betula, Salix,

and Juniperus were possibly present.

In Zone II Betula

increased its representation at the expense of herbaceous
vegetation.

However, three sub- phases of vegetational

development are distinguished in this zone and named after
dominant pollen types .

The earliest sub- phase is marked

by the expansion of Betula , Ericaceae , and Rumex;
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the next

by the spread of Empetrum ;
of Juniperus.

the third by the development

In Zone III open vegetational conditions

increased at the expense of tree and shrubs .

A transitional

zone , III - IV , is distinguished by the increased representation of Empetrum and Juniperus which marks the passage from
the Late- g lacial to the Post- glacial period .
Summary .
According to early records there existed in the Forth
lowlands a primeval forest which was subsequently destroyed
by the Romans.

Knowledge of vegetational history and

chronology of the research area was later advanced by pollen
analysis and radiocarbon techniques.

The earliest pollen

investigations in the research area, by Erdtman , indicate
the existence of woodland as p eat accumulated over carse clay
at Ochtertyre Moss.

This woodland stage was correlated with

the Sub- Borea l climatic stage recognised in Scandinavia.
Durno investigated Post- glacia l vegetational history at a
site at West Flanders Moss .

At this location forest devel-

opment from Zones V to VIII was distinguished and correlated
with comparable stages of Post- gl acial arboreal development
at English sites .

Donner ' s investigations at sites in the

westernmost part of the Forth valley indicate that during
the e arliest part of the Post-glacial period (Zone IV) tundra
vegetation was replaced by woodland.

Pollen evidence from

one site , at Drymen , indicates that during Late- gla cial
Zone II tundra vegetation was present in the region •
.Anthropological influence upon forest development in
the research area was investigated by Turner .
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On the basis

of pollen a nd radiocarbon evidence from a site at West
Flanders Moss , she concluded that forest clearances,
associ8ted with pastoral activities , commenced about 2 , 800
B. P. and that extensive clearances began during the Roman
occupation.
Newey investigated Post-glacial vegetational develop ment and sea- level changes at sites at West Flanders Moss
and Kippen.

Pollen evidence indicates that phases of

marine influence, during Zone IV and sub- zone Vla at West
Flanders Moss and Zone V and VIa at Kippen, were associated
with the development of saltmarsh vegetation at these sites .
Work by Vasari and Vasari at Drymen casts more light
upon Late- glacial vegetational conditions in the research
area .

In Zone I open vegetational conditions predominated .

In Zone II three sub-phases of vegetational development are
distinguished;

the earliest is marked by the expansion of

Betula, Ericaceae and Rumex;
Empetrum;

the next by the spread of

the third by the development of Juniperus .

In Zone III herbaceous vegetation increased at the expense
of trees and shrubs.

The passage from the Late- glacial

to the Post- glacial p eriod is marked by the increased
representation of Empetrum and Juniperus in Zone III- IV .
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l.vi .

Vegetational History of the Kinlochspelve Area
in South-East Mull .
Maps of the distribution of primeval forest in

Scotland , produced by McVean and Radcliffe (1962) and
Anderson (1967), show that the original forest cover of
the lowland corridor of south-east Mull consisted chiefly
of oak with probabl y some ash .

Apart from this inform-

ation evidence of vegetational history of this area is
apparently non-existent.
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PART 2 .

Research Aims and Selection of Sites .

2.

Research Aims and Selection of Sites.
This t he sis is an investigation into the characteristics

and chronology of ve getat ional sequences that accompanied
chang es of climate, land and sea- level in the western Forth
valley during the Late- Quaternary.

A major part of this

study relates to the c hrono l ogy of vegetational development
and raised beaches t hat accompanied high sea- levels in the
research area during the Post- glacial period.
The most extensive and accessible raised beach deposit
in the western Forth valley is the carse clay which was laid
down during the main Post- glacial transgression.

Thus a

major aim was to investigate the characteristics of
veg etat ional development in the research area during this
period of high sea- level .
Evidence presented earlier ( l .iii.pp.29- 39) indicates
that the initial rise of the main Post- glacial sea- level was
relatively rapid.

As t he sea began to transgress up the Forth

valley, however, the land was rising.

Land up l ift was in-

creasingly pronounced westwards towards the centre of isostatic
recovery in the south- west Grampians.

In view of this

evidence a further aim was to deter mine whether or not the
early rise of the main Post- glaci al transgression was
progressively retarded westwards by increasing isostatic
readjustment .

To achieve this aim the commencement of carse

clay deposition was dated at sites over a distance of about
23Km west of Stirling.

These sites (displayed in Fig . 1)

from east to west are, The Homesteads, Bield, Newburn ,
Easter Mye and Woodend Farm Site 2, and are loc ated on or near
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the southern c a rse shoreline, at points where t he carse
cla y is known to be relatively thin and where the underlying
peat is well developed .
'An attempt was made to determine the characteristics
of vegetation and chronology of minerogenic deposits that
accompanied the deposition of carse clay at Dollhouse Sites
1 and 2, located a bout 15Km east of St irling .
Radi oca rbon evidence presented by Godwin and Willis
(1962) indicates that the main Post-glacial transgression
culminated in the western Forth valley at about 5,500 B. P .
This evidence was tested a t Woodend Farm Site 1 situated at
the south-west mar gin of West Flanders Moss .

Borehole

information (Fig . 7) shows that at t his location the surface
of the carse clay is buried beneath a relatively thin layer
of p eat .

Thus it was possible to obtain organic material

from the lower peat f or radiocarbon assay in order to date
the culmination of the main Post- glacial transgression and
to test the pollen investigations at this site.
At The Homesteads and Bield sites raised beach deposits
are buried beneath peat which underlies carse clay .
Geomorphological evidence presented by Sissons (1972)
indicates that the buried beach deposits at these locations
are dislocated fragments of the Main Buried Raised Beach.
The possibility exists, however, that the buried raised
beach deposits at The Homesteads and Bield sites may be
unrelated and of different ages .

Thus a major objective

of the investigations at these sites was to test the
geomorphological evidence.
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A further objective was to

investigate vegetational development that accompanied the
deposition of the buried beach and overlying peat deposits
at these locations .

A layer of grey clay buried beneath

peat and carse clay at a site at Easter Offerance , west of
Stirling , was also assumed to be related to the Main Buried
Beach .

Thus the major aim of the investigations at this

site was to test this assumption.
An important objective of the research presented in
this thesis wa s to produce a pollen profile reflective of
vegetational development in the western Forth valley during
the Post- glacial period .

To this end Woodend Farm Site 2 ,

situated near the western end of the Forth valley , was
selected;

for at this site peat deposits over 7m thick are

present and from which bi ostratigraphical evidence illustrative of Post- glacial vegetational history was obtained .
Stag es of Post- glacial vegetational history recognised
in earlier pollen diagrams from other sites in the research
area were correlated with comparable Post- glacial vegetation
sequences recognised at English sites by Godwin (1940, 1956) .
Some of Godwin ' s zonal divisions , however , have not been
recognised at sites investigated by Durno (1956) and Donner
(1957) in the research area, nor at sites in other parts of
Scotland investigated by other workers, (e.g . Moar , 1969 ;
Pennington and Lishman, 1971) .

Evidence presented by West

(1970) shows that some of Godwin ' s zonal divisions are
diachronous and that detailed correlation of ·vegetational
history between distant areas based upon pollen zones is not
always possible because of diff erences in vegetational
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development in diff erent g eographical regions .

To overcome

t h is p roblem , West p roposed that a typ e p ollen dia gram s howing
t h e most comp lete pollen stratigraphical record available
should be constructed for each region in Britain .

The

regional type dia gram shou ld be composed of pollen assembla ge
zones (as defined by t he Rep ort of t h e Stratigraphical Code
Sub-Committee , 1967, and Recommendations on Stratigraphic
Usag e, 1969) with which comparable pollen assemblage zones
in dia grams from other sites can be correlated.

Thus

s purious correlations with pollen assemblages at sites out with the region are avoided.
In the light of West ' s proposals a main aim of the
inve s tigations at Woodend Farm Site 2 was to produce a
reg ional type pollen diagram illustrative of Post- glacial
veg etational histo r y in the western Forth valley .

In

addition, an attempt is made to correlate the pollen assemblage zones tentatively recognised in the type diagram with
comp arable pollen assemblages displayed in diagrams from
other sites investigated in the research area.
Late- glacial deposits were investigated at two sites,
one of which is situated by the Lake of Menteith in the
western Forth valley, the other located at Kinloc hspelve
(Fig . 6) in south- east Mull .

At these locations Zone III

end moraine complexes contain ice- transported marine
deposits which , according to radiocarbon evidence presented
by Gray and Brooks (1972), are referable to Zone II .

The

main objectives at these sites were to test the radiocarbon
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evidence and to obtain information of, and correlate ,
Late- glacial vegetational conditions at these l ocations .
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PART 3.

Research Techniques .

3.i.

Field Equipment and Techniques.
The field e quipment used in this research consisted

of a Hiller peat sampler with a chamber length of 50cm ;
light alloy extension rods, each 1 . 5m in length and marked
at 10cm intervals;

level and staff;

plus the usual

sterilised bottles , spatulas , l abels etc .
At most sites investigated bu ried beach and overlying
peat depo sits are concealed beneath carse clay ;

thus a

Hiller sampler was used to obtain stratigraphic information
and samples for pollen analysis .

A soil auger was first

used to remove unwanted surfac e material , where present , in
order to facilitate entr y of the sampler.

Successive cores

were thenectracted from a l ternate closely spaced boreholes;
sampl es being taken at 5cm i ntervals from the c entre of
each core .

Additiona l samples were taken for examination

of macrofossils .

Where depos i ts were exposed , as at

Dollhouse Sites 1 and 2 , Newburn and Easter Offer ance,
sampl es for analysis were obtained from a cleane d face .
A sample of wood from minerogenic deposits at Dollhouse
Site 1 and samples of peat from Newburn and Easter Mye were
obtained for radiocarbon assay .

At these locations the

samples for radiocarbon dating were collected from cleared
faces .

At Woodend Farm Site 1, however , organic material

for radiocarbon assay was extracted from the lowest 10cm
of peat by sinking about 30 closel y spaced bores and taking
from the bore chamber in each case only a narr ow central
band of peat (about 1cm) .

Despite these precautions,

contamination from higher levels in the peat was possible ,
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therefore additional samples of peat from 30 - 40cm
higher in t h e bores were obtained for dating .

These

samples consisted of wood from a branch or trunk of birch,
about 10cm thick, and cont amination of this materiel during
boring was unlikely.

About 450gm of peat and a similar

amount of wood fragments were collected f or radiocarbon
a s say et this site .

All samples for radiocarbon dating

were oven dried in the laboratory prior to despatch to a
radiocarbon laboratory for processing .
Each site investigated was accurately levelled from
Ordnance Survey Bench Marks and critical stratigraphical
levels were related to Ordnance Datum .
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3 . ii.

La boratory Techniques .
Samples for p ollen analysis were chemically treated

in the laboratory with the objects of s eparating pollen
from their matrix and then c oncentrating the forme r in a
suitable mounting medium prior to examination.

The

ch emical treatment used depended upon the nature of the
deposit .

For pure peats a method outlined by Godwin

(1956) was used.

First , 2gm of each sample were disin-

tegrated by digestion at 100°c in 10% potassium hydroxide ,
followed by sieving and alternate washing and centrifuging ;
s econd , delignification of the centrifugate was obtained by
adding to this material a mixture of glacial acetic acid
(8 c.c.), sodium chlorate (4.5 c.c.) and concentrated
sulphuric acid (1 c.c.) followed by centrifuging and washing;
third, acid hydrolysis of the celluloses was achieved by
adding a mixture of glacial acetic acid (10 c . c.) and concentrated s ulphuric acid (1 c .c. ) to the centrifugate which
was then heated at 100°c for about 30 minutes , after which
t he sample wa s washed and centrifuged .

Mineral matter ,

when present, was removed prior to acetolysis by boiling the
sample in 40% hydrofl uoric acid , as described by Faegri
and Iversen (1964) .

This procedure wa s also used to treat

pure clay and s i lt samples.
Microscopic slides were prepared by mounting the
centrifuget e in approximately twice its bulk of safraninstained glycerine jelly.

Pollen and spores were then

i dentified and counted with the aid of a Baker Patholette
microscope fitted with binocular tubes and a micrometer
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stsge.

The usual magnification was X320 , being increased

to Xl,000, with oil immersion, when required.

To assist

identification of the pollen and spores reference slides,
together with illustrations, keys and descriptions in text
books by Erdtman (1943) ;
Hyde and Adams (1958);

Erdtman et al (1961, 1963);
Knox (1938) ;

Kuprianova (1965) and

Wodehouse (1935) were used.
To examine macroscopic contents of the deposits , samples
were first broken down by soaking in 5% sodium hydroxide .
Seeds and p l ant fragments were then washed and inspected .
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3.iii.

The Pollen Diagrams .

In order to obtain pollen fre quencies illustrative
of Post-gl acial vegetational development in the research
area , a total of 150 arboreal pollen grains, excluding
Corylus and §alix, was counted from each prepared sample;
non-arboreal pollen and spore fre quencies being expressed
as percentages of the tree pollen sum .

In The Homesteads

diagrams (Figs. 19 and 20) the pollen and spore counts
at 420cm are expressed as percentages of 100 arboreal
grains, as the sample at this level was poor in pollen .
Small numbers of PolYPodium spores are grouped with
those of Filicales ;

while similar counts of Lycopodium

annotinum , L.clavatum , L.inundatum and L. selago are combined
under Lycopodiaceae.

Where applicable, these species are

mentioned in the text , as are derived spore types which
are grouped under the heading Derived Carboniferous Spores .
It is possible , however, that some of these P re- Quaternary
spores may have originated from rocks other than those of
Carboniferous age .
A total of 300 pollen and spores, excluding derived
Pre- Quaternary spores, was counted from each sample obtained
from Late- glacial ice- transported marine deposits in the
Menteith and Kinlochspelve end moraines, as arboreal pollen
were sparse in the samples from these sites .
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PART 4 .

Pollen end St ratigraphy of the Deposits at the
Selected Sites .

4.i.

Wood end Farm Site 2 .

( NS 561954).

Wood end Farm Site 2 is located in the westernmost
part of the For t h lowland and is situa t ed at a point on
t h e south-western edge of West Flanders Moss .

Until

recently the surface vegetation of the moss at this
location consisted mainly of Sphagnum spp wit h grasses ,
sedges and Ericoids .

This vegetation has been cleared,

t h e moss surface drained and planted with young conifers
by the Forestry Commission .
This site has been chosen to provide data relevant
to Post- glacial vegetation development of the area because,
as the stratigraphic diagram (Fig . 7) shows, the bore
traverses (1) the upper raised moss peat of Flanders Moss ,
( 2 ) the carse clay, (3) the l ower peat , and reaches miner-

ogeni'c deposits of the Main Buried Beach .

Hence the

principal physical phenomena of the Post- glacial of the
upper Forth valley are r epre sented by the samples from each
of the distinctive h orizons intersected by this bore .
Stratigraphy and Macrofossil Content.
The lowest minerogenic layer at this site consists of
grey mic aceous si l ty c l ay of the Mai n Buried Beach which
contains macro- remains of reed and sedge .

The surface of

this buried beach , at 680cm , is overlain by over 2m of
Phragmites/Carex peat.

This organic material includes

bands of birchwood fragments from 636- 600cm , 510- 480cm
and 457- 45lcm.

The peat is replaced by a thin wedge of

carse clay from 450-420c m and contains abundant macroremains of reed and sedge.
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Overlying the carse clay are
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raised bog peat deposits over 4m thick.

The lowest 19cm

of this peat layer, from 419- 400cm , consists predominantly
of reed and sedge remains .

This peat type is overl ain

by 1 . 8m of mainly Eriophorum spp peat which merges into
that of Sphagnum which extends from about 170cm to the
surface of the moss .

Details of stratigraphy and macro-

fossils at this site are tabulated below in Table 1 .
Table 1.
Cm from
surface

Deposit ayi.d Macrofossil Content

0- 170

Sphagnum peat , poorly h umified.

~

171- 220

Poorly humified Sphagnum/Eriophorum spp
peat, macro- remains of the latter type
increase in abundance with depth .

221- 400

Eriophorum spp peat , of low humification .

401- 419

Phragmites/Carex peat , poorly humified ;
Sphagnum leaves common.

420- 450

Carse clay containing abundant leaves and
stems of reed and sedge; 1 Carex sp . fruit ;
1 Scirpus sp . seed; 3 Lynchi s - flo£ cuculi seeds ; 1 Rumex acetosa fruit;
1 Be tula sp . fruit .
From 451- 679cm are peat deposits composed
predominantly of Phragmites and Carex
remai ns.
The humification of this peat
layer is low .

451-457

Numerous fragments of Betula wood; 1
Betula sp . seed ; 1 Menyanthes trifoliata
seed .

458- 480

Phragmites/Carex remains .

481- 510

Betula wood ; 1 Betula sp . seed;
1 Eriophorum sp . fruit .

511- 590

Phragmites/Carex remains .
Continued/
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Table 1, continued .

Cm from
surface

Deposit and Macrofossil Content

591- 599

Abundant Sphagnum leaves .

600- 612

Numerous Sphagnum leaves and Betula twigs .

613-636

Abundant pieces of Betula wood .

637- 670

Abundance of Sphagnum leaves.

671-679

Phragmites/Carex macrofossils.

680 +

Grey micaceous silty c l a y (base not reached)
containing leaves and stems of Phragmites
and Carex ; 1 Carex sp . fruit.

I

'

The arboreal pollen diagram (Fig . 8) from Woodend Farm
Site 2, the longest of all the pollen diagrams presented
in this thesis, i s of key importance as its f e atures
provide a standard of reference with which vegetational
and geomorphol ogical data at other locations in the
research area can be compered and correlated .
Pollen zones proposed by Godwin (1940) have been
widely accepte~ and used for the sub- division of Postglacial pollen diagrams throughout the Britis~ Isles .
When first proposed, they were c orrelat ed with the BlyttSernander sequence of Post- glacial climat ic periods in Scandinavia and archaeologi cal and geol ogical eve nts in
Britain and Scandinevia , and given c onnotations of time
synchr one ity and climatic equivalenc e .

Little difficulty

has been found in applyi ng this zonal scheme to pol len
diagrams in England and Wales .
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The application of

Godwin's zonal criteria at many Sc ottish sites (including
those investigated by Durno, 1956, 1957, 1958c, 1959;
Donner , 1957 , 1962 ;

Vasari and Vasari , 1968;

Moar, 1969),

however, is not always possible, as the pollen frequencies
in the diagrams from these locations differ from t hose
exhibited in diagrams from more southerly sites .
In view of differences in Post- glacial veg etational
h i story reflected in many pollen diagrams from sites in
different ge ographical areas of Britain, detailed correlation of p ollen zones between di stant locations is not
always possible;

although broad correlations of regional

vegetational history may be made (West , 1970) .

The

problem of correlating vegetational h i story within the
British Isles has been discussed by West, who proposed a
method of correlation based upon biostratigraphy in accordance with a ccepted rules of geological nomenclature .
According to West, a type site should be selected
for each region where the most complete p ollen and stratigraphic record for a given p eriod is available.

From the

biostratigraphical data at this s i te, a regional type
p ollen diagra m may be constructed.

The p ollen assemblages

in this diagram should be divided into pollen assemblage
zones , and these biostratigraphical units into broad
chronozonal divisions as defined in the Report of the
Stratigraphical Code Sub-Committee (1967) .
In the light of West's proposals, the diagrams from
Woodend Farm Site 2 are divided into pollen assemblage
zones;

a pollen assemblage zone being defined as a body
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of strata characterised by certain assemblages of fossils
without re gard to their ranges , as stated in the Report of
the Strati graphical Code Sub- Committee .

Thus e i ght p ollen

a ssemblage zones , Forth Valley (F . V. ) Zones I - III , are
tentatively recognised in Fig . 8 , each Zone b e i ng distinguished by and named after dominant arboreal pollen
frequencies .
These biostrat i graphical units are divisible into three
broadly defined Post - gla cial chronozones , PGl - PG3 ;

a

chronozone being defi ned as a segment of a rock sequence
adopted as a standard unit of chronostratigraphy distinguished b y marker points in type sections (as stated in
the above Rep ort , 1967) .

Thus Chronozone PGl covers the

peri od of immigration of woodland sp ecies into the research
area from Zones F . V. l - F . V. 5.

PG2 corresp onds to forest

development in res ponse to probable optimal climat i c
conditions in the Forth valley during Zone F . V. 6 .

PG3

corresponds to probable anthropogenic influence upon forest
veg etation in the upper Forth valley during Zones F . V. 7 and
F . V.8.

These broad divisions of the Post- glacial, based

up on simil ar chronozonal divisions of t he Flandrian (Postg lacial) prop osed by West for sites in England and Wa les ,
are regarded as provisional as the limits of these c hronozones are not dated by radiocarbon .
Accordi~g to West, his chronozone sequence for Flandrian
deposits can be applied to Godwin ' s (1940) pol len assemblage
zones at Post- glacial sites in England and Wales .

Thus

West ' s earliest chronozone , F . l , relates to Zones IV- VI of
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Godwin ' s schema , and embrace the Pre-Boreal and Boreal
periods;

F.2 corresponds to sub-zone Vlla , the Atlantic

period, and F . 3 to sub-zone Vllb and Zone VIII, the SubBoreal and Sub- At lantic.

The applicability of West ' s

schema to that proposed by Godwin has been demonstrated by
Hibbert et al (1971) ; radiocarbon dates of pollen assemblage
and chronozone boundaries of Flandrian deposits at their
site at Red Moss , Lancashire , agreeing with dates from
comparable boundaries at Godwin ' s (1957) site at Scaleby
Moss, Cumberland.
The main diagram , the arboreal pollen diagram, from
Woodend Farm Site 2 illustrates trends in Post- glacial
forest history comparable to many others of the British
Isles , and the zones characteristic of British forest
history , as proposed by Godwin, appear clearly recognisable
in it.

There are, of course, some differences , explainable

by differences in the regional physical environment.

There

is also a divergence in t h e chronology of the zonal bound14
aries as shown (later) by C
dates,
In view of broad similarities between the pollen
assemblage zones displayed in Fig . 8 from Woodend Farm and
those of Godwin ' s schema, the zonal and sub-zonal divisions
proposed by Godwin are displayed with equivalent Forth
Valley pollen assemblage zones in the diagrams at Woodend
Farm Site 2 and in those from the other sites investigated .
As stated , Godwin ' s Post- glacial pollen assemblage zones
are correlated with the climatic periods of Blytt and
Sernander ;

thus in the light of the preceding discussion
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these climatic periods ere also applicable to the pollen
assemblage zones at Woodend Farm .
The Forth valley c hronozones , pollen assemblages and
zones , and t h eir relationship to Godwin's zonal divisions
and the Blytt-Sernender climatic periods are summa rised
in Table 2 below.
Table 2.

Postglacial
(PG)
Chronozone.

Pollen
Assemblages,
Woodend Farm,
Site 2.

fi'orth
f:lalley
~ones.

Godwin's

Climatic
Periods of
Blytt and
Sernander.

(194-0)

zones
and subzones.

Betula - Alnus
- Quercus.

8

VIII

Sub-Atlantic

Alnus - Betula
- Quercus.

7

VIIb

Sub- Boreal

Al nus - Betula Quercus - Ulmus .

6

VIIa.

Atlantic

Alnus - Betula.

5

VIc

Qu e rcus - Alnus
Betula - Ulmus . 4-

VIb

Betula - Pinus Ulmus - Corylus .

3

VIa

5Boreal

Betula. - Ulmus Corylus.

2

V

)
)
)

PG3

PG2

IPGl

)
)
)
)
)

5
Betula - Salix

1

IV

Pre- Boreal

The Pollen Diagrams (Fig s. 8 and 9) .
The outstanding reg ional features i l lustrated by the
AP (arboreal pollen) diagram , (Fig . 8) are as follows:-
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Throughout Post- gl acial time Betula has been either
dominant or a subdominant component of t he woodland
veg etation, even if t he known over-repres entation of its
presence by pollen is allowed f or .

Its pollen is

extremely abundant i n the early Post-g lacial ( Zones F .V.
1, 2 , 3) but it becomes less frequent in the middle Postg l ac ial when the larger deciduous species such as Ulmus and
Quercus advanced into the fore st s in response to increasing
climatic warmth and to the development of more eutrophic
soil conditions in the area .

In the later Post- glacial

(Zones F.V . 7 and 8) Betula pollen a gain became important,
since climatic and soil deterioration together with forest
destruction by man , all favoured its re-establishment.
On the other hand, Pinus has clearly never exercised
the dominance indicated by the pollen diagrams of northern
Hi ghland sites (Durno, 1958b, 1959;

Donner, 1957, 1962;

Vasari and Vasari, 1968 ) or those of eastern England in the
earlier Post-g l acial (Godwin, 1956 ).

Although the pollen

representation of the tree is fairly constant until Zone
F.V.6 , this is very likely the result of long distance
transport of the pollen and many studies have shown that
such transp ort is important ( Erdtman, 1943;
Iversen , 1964).

Faegri and

Maps of the former forest cover of

Scotland, published by Steven and Carlisle (1959) and by
McVean and Radcliffe (1962), indicate that the Forth Valley
was south of the area where Pinus was dominant, i.e . the
Central and Northern Grampian Hi ghlands.
The type diagram shows clearly, however, that there
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has been in Central Scotland a considerable middle Postg lacial immigrat i on of the large broad-leaved species,
namely Q~~rcus and Ulmus , as shown i n Zones F . V. 3 , 4 and 5 .
This is contrary to the general supposition exp ressed by
workers more familiar with conditions in southern England .
When allowance is made for the known under- representation
of Ulmus and Quercus pollen, it becomes c lear that these
species were dominant ove r large areas and t here is also
macro-evidence t o support this ( e. g . oak stumps in p eat bogs,
as described in Section l . v. P .42).
Nevertheless, there a re differences in the manner in
which these s p ecies have developed in t h e middle Postg lacial forests , c ontrasti ng with the evidence from English
sites .

Thus the rise of both s p ecies has been very gradual;

Ulmus p ollen slowly increases in Zone F .V. 3, indicating a
gr adual change in the composition of the birchwoods of that
p eriod, but it was evidently more numerous than oak, which
increases it s representation even more slowly.

Hence the

sub- division of the Borealis different from that at English
sites;

the English sub- zone Vla is represented by a longer

period of time here .

Eventually the Ulmus dominance gave

way to that of Quercus , allowing the demarcation of subzone Vlb, as in Engl a nd.
A further contrast with English sites is t he earlier
and more gradual advance of Alnus.

This may be due to the

widespread existence in Scotland of sites favourable to
Alnus , such as low- lying hollows floored by heavy and wet
clays, or kettleholes, the result of more recent glaciati on.
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(We are reminded of the opinion of Tacitus, the Roman
historian who, at a later time, described Scotland as
"a land of bogs and marshlands").

This early appearance

of considerable Alnus pollen frequencies is seen in Zones
F.V.4 and 5, before the main rise in Zone F . V.6.

In

fact, so gradual is this rise , it becomes very difficult
to p lace the zonal boundary with absolute precision.
!lnus, however, as in southern England, became very abundant above that level, and thus the Atlantic sub-zone shows
many of the features recognised elsewhere in the British
Isles .
Corylus again is very similar in status to that which
it occupies at English sites .

Its values rise very sharply

in the early Boreal and it must have formed either a dense
pioneer scrub or possibly also a dense understory shrub
layer in the deciduous broad- leaved woodlands.

It forms

a very high proportion of the pollen rain throughout the
Boreal period (Zones F . V.2 and 3) although values diminish
sharply with the development of closed broad-leaved deciduous
woodland, indicated by the Ulmus and Quercus values in Zones
F.V.4 and 5.
The decline in Ulmus, used as the zonal criterion
marking the passage from F .V.6 to F . V.7, is clearly indicated
in the diagram.
discussion ;

This event has been the subject of much

in general it has been considered to be the

result of selective destructi on of this species by primitive
farming communities who used the foliage of the tree for
feeding their stock;

at the same level, pollen of Plantago
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lanceolata,

a

common weed of land cleared for pasture ,

becomes f requent with other plants characteristic of open
The NAP (non- arboreal pollen) diagram

cleared land .

(Fig . 9) from Woodend Farm Site 2 , however, contains no such
evidence of the presence of Plantago lanceolata at this
leve l , although the activities of primitive farming comm~nities are indicated by the occurrence of Plantago pol len
at higher levels in the diagram, from 240 - 170cm and from
178 - 80cm .

The fluctuations in the frequencies of Plantago

pollen at these l evels are accompanied by reciprocal
fluctuations of tree species indicating forest disturbance
and its replacement by non- arboreal species .
The Woodend Farm Site 2 diagram thus provides an
indication of the broad development of forest vegetation
in the western Forth Valley .

Other diagrams from sites

in the same area have provided a closely comparable picture .
Thus Durno (1956) has described forest vegetation on the
evidence of a diagram from East Flanders Moss, fairly close
to Woodend Farm .

His curves for the Betula, Quercus , Ulmus ,

and Corylus species are strikingly similar to the pollen
profiles of these taxa in the diagram from Woodend Farm
Site 2.

In addition the AP curves in Donner ' s ( 1957)

Drymen diagram reflect a comparable stage of Post- glacial
forest history to that reflected in Fig . 8 from Woodend Farm .
Shorter cores, again from the same area , have been
anal ysed. for pollen also by Newey (1966).

The tree pollen

curves, particularly those of Betula, Quercus, Ulmus and
Corylus, from his diagrams at sites at West Flanders Moss
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a nd Kippen , also clos ely resemble the pollen profiles of
t h ese taxa which characterise the expansion of woodland at
Woodend Farm from the early to t he middle Pos t - gla cial .
This stage of Post- glacial time is also characterised by
comparable woodland development reflected by similar AP
curves in a dia gram presented by Vasari and Vasari (1968)
from Drymen , a s hort distance west of Woodend Farm .

In

addition , Turner (1965) has described a sequence of forest
development in the upper Forth valley during the late Postg lacial (from the Atl antic to the Sub- Atlantic) from a site
at West Flanders Moss.

The trends of the AP curves in her

diagram are a l so comparable to those reflecting late Postg lacial woodland history in the diagram from Woodend Farm
Site 2.
The NAP diagram (Fig . 9), together with biostratigraphy ,
provi des some evidence of local vegetational changes in the
area, as distinct from the general pattern of change of the
tree cover .
The near horizontal surfaces provided by the buried
beach and the carse clay surface , being composed of deposits
of low permeability and poor drainage , were suitable sites
for the development of peat .

I n the lower part of the

diagram , represented by Zones F . V. l, 2 and 3, this organic
deposit is marked by an abundance of Phragmites and Carex
fra gments and high pollen values of these plants together
with Sphagnum spor es .
A significant event was the flooding of this peat by
the rise in sea- level produced by the main Post- glacial
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marine transgression and the deposition upon it of the
carse clay .

Some evidence of the presence of plants of

brackish or saline conditions, such as those of Chenopodiaceae
and Compositae, is s h own in the NAP diagram, although this
event is indicated by pollen evid ence much more clearly at
other sites to be described later.
The upper peat deposit, which appears above the carse
clay, belong ed to t h e phase of terrestrial oligotrophic
peat formation , which resulted in the development of the
large raised bogs of the area of which Flanders Moss is part.
Hence Sphagnum, the principal peat - building plant, is represented in the diagram by its spore counts together with
Cyperaceae and Ericoid pollen.

The extremely rapid growth

of these bogs, produced in the area by the climatic deterioration which began in Zone F.V.8, is indicated by the
increased values of these pollens and part icularly of the
spores of Sphagnum .
Summary.
Woodend Farm Site 2, located in the westernmost part
of the Forth Valley, was chosen to provide data of Postglacial vegetational history in this area.

This site is

of key importance as deposits reflecting the principal
physical events of the Post - glacial in the upper Forth
Valley are represented at this location .
The main diagram, the AP diagram, is thus of major
importance, as its features provide a standard of reference
with which vegetational and physical history at other sites
investigated can be compared and cor related.
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Following the rules of g eological nomenclature , as
laid down by the Report of the Stratigraphical Code
Sub- Committee (1967), the arboreal pollen fre quencies in
the Woodend Farm· Site 2 diagram are divided into pollen
assemblage zones .

Each of these zones , of which there

are eight, is distinguis hed by and named after characteristic pollens .

They provide an indication of the stages

of Post- glacial forest history in the upper Forth Vall ey
and are comparable to the sequences of Post- glacial woodland development recorded at more southerly sites .
The pollen assemblage zones in the Woodend Farm Site
2 diagram are divided into three Post- glaci al chronozones

(PG 1- 3).

Chronozone PGl covers the period of immigration

of woodland species in the area, the development of the
lower peat, the carse clay and the peat represented in Zone
F . V.5.

Chronozone PG2 corresponds to Zone F.V . 6 when

broad- leaved deciduou s trees reached their maximum deve l opment in the region and raised moss developed at Woodend Farm
Site 2 in response to probabl e optimal climatic conditions
in the research area .

Chronozone PG3 represents the period

of probable anthropogenic influence upon forest development
in the upper Forth Valley and the c onti nued development of
rai s ed bog at Woodend Farm Site 2 .

These chronozonal

divisions and the boundaries of the pollen assemblage zones
at this site are provisional , however, as they have not been
dated by radiocarbon .
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4 .ii .

Woodend Farm Si t e 1.

( NS 560955)

This site is situ a ted 175m north of Woodend Earm
Site 2 in the s outh-westernmost part of West Flanders Moss .
At the time of the site investigations the moss surface at
Woodend Farm Site 1 had recently been prepared for
afforestation by the Forestry Commission.

As

a

result the

surface of the moss had been c leared of vegetation, drained
and planted with young conifers.

Beneath these t r ees and

uncleared sp~ces, the moss surface was being colonised by
grasses, sedges and Ericoids.
Borehole evidence (displayed in Fig. 7) shows that
there is a great thickness of peat in this loca l ity .
Within this organic laye r is a wedge of carse clay which
decreases in altitude and thickness southwards .

Woodend

Farm Site 1 is situated at a point where the surface of
the carse clay attains a maximum altitude of 14.5m OD , as
a major objective was to date the termination of carse

clay deposition and associated mari ne conditions of the
main Post- g lacial transgression in this part of the
western Forth valley .
Stratigraphy and Macrofossil Content .
As the main aim of the inv esti gation,relates to

ascertaining the termination of the main Post- glacial
transgr ession , only the top 19cm of c arse clay , from
450- 43l cm, and the lowest 10cm of the overlying peat,
from 430-410cm, at this site were investigated in detail .
The former deposit contained remains of Phragmites and
Carex, which became less abundant as depth increased .
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Similar organic remains are predominant in the lowest 5cm
of peat (from 430- 425cm) overlying the carse clay surface .
Thi s peat type was replaced by that of Sphagnum from 424410cm.

A summary of the stratigraphy and macrofossils

investigated at this location is given in Table 3 below .
Two radiocarbon dates were obtained from separate
horizons in the peat.

Organic material from the lowe st

10cm of peat (from 430- 420cm) gave a date of 6,490

_:±:

(1-53D9)

125 B. P ., and a date of 6,135 ± 105 B. P . was obtained from
birchwood from 390- 380cm.

(t -5fS39)
Table

3.

Cm from
surface

Deposit and Macr ofossil Content

410- 424

Sphagnum peat, of low humification .

425- 430

Ehragmltes/Carex peat , of low humification .

431-450

Carse cl ay , containi ng leaves and stems
of Phra.gmites and Carex which decrease in
abundance with depth; 2 Carex sp. seeds.

The Pollen Diagrams (Figs. 10, 11)
The non- arboreal pollen evidence indicates that Woodend
Farm Site 1 wa.s infl uenced by marine conditions as carse
clay accumulated at this l o cation .

Evidence of marine

influence is furnished by high frequencies of Grami neae
and small sums of Chenopodiac eae pollen , which indicate the
probable local presence of saltmarsh vegetation in resp onse
to a high sea- level.

This type of vegeta.tion diminished

as carse clay deposition drew to a close as signified,
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notably , by the _p rogress ive fall in Chenopodiaceae pollen
va lues towards the carse clay surface .
The withdrawal of the sea from this site is represented
firstly , by the replacement of carse clay by peat;
secondly, by the abrupt diminution of pollens indicative of
marine influence .

As the sea withdrew, saltmarsh c onditions

were evidently replaced by freshwater swamp which developed
over the almost level carse clay surface, as indicated by
abundant macrofossils of Phragmites and Carex in the lowest
5cm of peat , from 430- 425cm.
Freshwater swamp was later replaced by raised moss ,
as signified by the replacement of Phragmites/Carex peat
by that of Sphagnum .

The development of oligotropbic

communities is confirmed by rising values of Sphagnum
spores and Ericaceae pollen in the upper part of Fig . 11.
The development of ombrogenous bog at this site may well
have been favoured by a change in site conditions such as
the replacement of base- rich drainage water by acid water;
the latter being associated with poor drainage of the carse
clay surface .

In addi tion the deve lopment of raised bog

at this location was probably associated with increased
precipitation, for evidence presented below shows that the
moss peat deposits investigated at this location are of
At l antic age ;

a period cha racterised by a wet c limate and

widespread dev e l opment of raised bogs in Britain .
The a r boreal pollen fre quencies from 450- 435cm in Fig .
10 are dominated by Pinus , which suggests that this species
was a major component of the regional woodland during the
- 80-

time when carse clay was deposited at this site .

Most ,

if not all, of the Pinus poll en in this minerogenic
deposit, however, may be derived , having been incorporated
into the carse clay during tidal movements, because fir st ly,
this pollen type is well adapted to transport by sea
(Erdtman, 1943);

secondly, large numbers of Pinus pollen

are characteristic of marine deposits and associated high
sea - level at coastal sites in England (Godwin , 1943) and
Germany (Brinkmann, 1934) .

On this basis the Pinus pol len

frequencies from 450- 435cm are probably unrepresentative of
the regional forest vegetation during the time carse clay
was laid down at Woodend Farm Site 1.

The remainder pf

the arboreal pollen totals probably indicate t hat as carse
clay was deposited at this site the regional forest vegetation consisted of oak, elm and birch together with shrubby
species such as hazel.

In addition low pollen values of

Alnus pollen may signify that this p lant was also present
in the region.
As peat developed over the carse clay surface at this
site , alder became an important woodland constituent as
indicated by high pollen values of this genus from 430- 410cm
in Fig. 10 .

It is possible that alder was present in

favourable damp hollows in the carse clay in the vicinity
of Woodend Farm Site 1 .

The possibility also exists that

the pollen values of Alnus from the peat are over-represented ,
as this genus is a prol ific producer of po llen, (as described
in Section 4 . i . above) thus the remainder of the arboreal
pollen tota ls may be depressed .
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The representation of Alnus pollen from the peat is
comparable to the pollen totals of this plant represented
in Zone F.V . 6 , the Atlanti c period , in the type diagram
from Woodend Fa rm Site 2.

An Atlantic a g e for the peat

at Woodend Farm Site 1 is also indicated by the radiocarbon
dates of 6 , 490 + 125 B.P. and 6 ,135 ± 105 B. P . obtained
from this organic layer , as these dates fal l within the
Atlantic period dated at Scaleby Moss by Godwin , Walker
and ~illis (1957) as between 7,425 ± 350 B. P . and 4 , 925 +
134 B. P .
It might be suggested that the low Alnus pollen values
from the carse clay may be referable to an earlier pollen
assemblage zone , such as Zone F.V . 6 at the type site at
Woodend Farm Site 2 , as the p ollen totals of Alnus i n this
zone are compa rable to those from the carse clay at Woodend
Farm Site 2 .

This suggestion implies t hat the re is either

a hiatus between the ca rse clay and the peat , or that the

~lnus p ollen values are depressed by those of Pinus .

The

f irst possibility is not lik ely in view of the presence of
macro fragments of Phragmites and Qare! in the peat
immediately above the carse clay indicating a phase of
fres hwater swamp fol l owing the transgression .

The se cond

possibility seems also inadmissible as the arboreal pol len
values from the carse clay were recalculated , firstly, by
excluding those of Pinus, secondly , by proportioning Pinus
pollen totals amongst the remainder of the AP fre quencies,
and no significant changes are apparent as illustrated in
Figs . 12a, 12b .
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As sea -level was high during the time when the carse
clay was laid down at Woodend Farm Site 2 , it is possible
that the expansion of Alnu~ in this locality was delayed
until the sea retreated and peat began to develop over the
c arse clay , as alder is highly i ntolerant of saltwater
( Buxton , 1942 ;

Richardson , 1955) .

On this basis the

carse clay appears to be referable to the Atlantic p eriod
(Zone F.V . 6) .

Thus in the light of the above pollen and

radiocarbon evidence , the main Post- glacia l marine transgression terminated at Woodend Farm Site 1 about 6 , 500 B. P .
during the At l a ntic p eriod .
Summary .
Pollen and radiocarbon evidence indicate that the main
Post- glacial marine transgression terminated at ¼oodend
Farm Site 1, situated in the south- westernmost part of t he
Forth valley , during the Atlantic period, at about 6 , 500

B. P.
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4 . iii .

Ea s ter Offerance Site .

( NS 582962)

This s ite is loc a ted in a channel occupied by a
s mall stream which flows northwards to join t h e river
For th.

Fo r most of its length the channel is a narrow,

shallow dep re s sion in t he c a rse but becomes progressively
deeper with steep- sided banks towards the Forth .

In many

places t h ese s teep banks have s lumped , covering p arts of
the c hannel floor with va riable t hickness es of carse clay .
Site investigations were carried out at a point on
the ch annel bottom about 15m south of t he For th .

At this

loca tion the stream bed consists of a thin layer of peat .
Buried beneath t h is org anic deposit is a layer of tenacious
grey clay .

These organic and minerogenic deposits were

traced l aterally a s hort distance beneath a relatively thin
laye r of slumped carse clay from the stream to the west bank
of the channel .

Southwards the peat and underlying grey

clay extend as essentially horizontal features for about 10m
and are then replaced by carse clay .

Th e p eat and grey cla y

could not be traced northwards owing to considerable thickne s ses of slumped carse clay .
The main aim of the investigations was to obtain biostratigraphic evidence which would i ndica t e whether or not
the grey clay beneath t h e pe at is related to the Main Buried
Beach in this p art of the western Forth valley.

To this end

only three samples from the upper grey clay close to the west
bank of the channel were ana l y sed .
Stratigraphy and Macrofossil Contents .
The top deposit at this site is carse clay , over 3 . 5m
- 84-

thick, in which no organic material was seen .

Beneath

this minerogenic layer is a band of peat, about 10cm
thick, which consists predominantly of leaves and stems
of Phra~mites and Carex .
of

a

The p e at rests upon the surface

l a yer of grey clay which contains abundant leaves and

sterns of Phr~g!!!_ites, the stems of which pass vertically
into the overlying p eat .

Owing to the tenacit y of the grey

clay the ba s e of this mine r og enic deposit wa s not reached .
A summary of the stratigraphy and macrofossils at this site
is presented in Table 4 below .
Table 4 .
Cm from
surface
0- 363
364- 374

375- 385 +

Dep osit and Macrofossil Content
Carse c lay .
Peat , highly humified , consisting predominantly of leaf and stem fragments
of Phragmites and Carex.

,
>

Grey clay, containing abundant leaves and
stems of Phragmites and Carex .

I
I.

The Poll en Di agr am.

(Fig . 13)

An indication of p r obable v egetationa l condit ions at

Easter Offerance , as the grey c l ay accumulated at this site ,
is f urnished by macrostratigraphy and non- arboreal pollen .
Abundant l eaf and stem fragments of Phragmites , together
with h i gh Gramineae and Cyperac eae pollen totals , signify
the presence of reedswamp.

Low v alues of Chenopodiaceae

and Plantago rnaritima pollen indicate that rep resentati ves
of these saltmarsh plants were also probably present in the
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s it e vicinity, a nd f urth er indicate that t he Easter
Off e rance site wa s influenced by marine conditions .

On

this b a sis it appears that the grey clay was dep osited at
this site during

a

period of high sea-level.

During the time when the grey clay was being laid down
at Easter Offerance, woodland apparently existed in the
region .

The AP fre quencies signify that this arboreal

vegetation consisted of oak, elm and birch together with
shrubby s pecies, notably hazel and willow.

Pinus may also

have been present in the region , but it seems more likely
tha t the pollen grains of this genus in Fig. 13 are
unrepresentative of the vegetation, having been probab l y
incorporated into the grey clay during the period of the
p r eva iling high sea-level .
The pollen totals of warmth demanding species such as
Quercus, Ulmus and Corylus broadly agree with the pollen
fre quencies of these taxa represented in Zones F .V. 3- 5,
t he Late- Boreal period, in the regional type diagram from
Woodend Farm Site 2 .

A Late- Boreal age is also suggested

by low values of Hedera pollen, as comparable pollen totals
of this thermophilous genus are recorded in Late- Boreal
deposits by Donner (1957) at sites in central Scotland .
On this basis it appears that the grey clay at Ea s ter
Offerance was laid down during the Late- Boreal .

This

interpretation is, however, very tentative owing to the
small number of samples analysed for pollen .
The Late- Boreal age of the grey clay indicates that
this deposit is not related to the Main Buried Beach as
- 86-

this fe a ture, according to the researches of Newey (1966)
and Brooks (1972), ceased to accumulate earlier, during
the Pre- Boreal .

In addition the grey c l ay lacks mica, a

constituent that is highly characteristic of the Main Buried
Beach throughout the research area.

The grey c l ay cannot

be related to the Hi gh Buried Beach as this feature is
found east of the Menteith Moraine and was formed while
Zone III ice was at , or in the vicinity , of t he moraine .
Correlation of the grey clay with the Low Buried Beach can
a l so be excluded because firstly, Newey (1966) has shown
tha t this beach ceased to be formed during Zone V; secondly,
the surface altitude of the Low Buried Shoreline west of
the Menteith Moraine is about 1.6m lower than that of the
grey clay at Easter Offerance .
As the grey c l ay cannot be correlat ed with any of the
buried beaches it might be suggested that the grey clay and
overlying peat are not in situ .

This suggestion, however,

can be dismissed for the following reasons;

firstly, the

peat and grey clay are essentially horizontal features ;
secondly , vertical stems of Phragmites p ass through the
grey clay into the overlying peat;

thirdly , local s l umping

of peat from the sides of the channel can be excluded
because no organic layer is present in the channel walls .
According to pollen and radioc arbon evidence from
other sites in the research area (described in Section 4),
carse clay was deposited in the western Forth valley during
a major marine transgression in the Late- Boreal (Zones
F . V. 3- 5) .

As the gre y c l ay also accumulated at Easter
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Offerance during this period it appears that this deposit
is related to the carse clay.
The evidence above may shed some light upon the sequence
of events which took place at this s ite .
of carse clay by a transgressing sea.

1.
2.

Dep osit ion
A temp ora·ry

withdrawal of marine influence from this site (discussed
later) and development of peat over the carse clay s urface.

3.

Subsequently, the sea rose and began to deposit c arse

clays over the peat .
Summary.
A layer of grey clay buried beneath peat and carse
clay at Easter Offerance was thought to be related to the
Main Buried Beach .

Pollen evidence from the grey clay

indicates that this minerogenic deposit is unrelated to
the Main Buried Beach but appears to be related to the
carse clay .

This interpretation is, however , very

tentative, being based on t h e analysis of only three
samples and a very thin band of pollen bearing deposit .
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4.iv.

Easter Mye Site.

(NS 582952)

The Eester Mye site is loceted on cultivated carseland west of the Menteith moraine, and is situated at a
point on the southern shoreline of the c ars e clay.

A

major objective was t o obtain bios tratigraphical da ta by
which the rise of the main P ost-glacial marine transg ression

et this site could be dated.
Stratigraphy and Macrofossil Content.
Investigations were carried out at a p oint where cerse
cley e nd peat were exp osed in the bank of a smell stream.
At this location the carse clay is about 76cm thick and
contains remeins of Phragmites , Carex and Juncus .

These

organic remeins increase in abundance towards the base of
the cerse clay.

Underlying this minerogenic la y er is a

band of p eat composed mainly of Phragmites and Carex
remains.

The bottom of this organic layer was not reach ed,

but it is almost certain t hat it overlie s sand and gravel,
as a s tratigraphic sequence of carse clay, peat, sand and
gravel was recorded from e trench dug within 2m of this
site ( Sissons, unpublished).

( 1-2797) ±

A radiocarbon date of 7 , 480

125 B.P. was obtai ned from the upper 3cm of peat , from

80 - 83c m, exposed in this trench .

Summeries of strat-

igraphy and macrofossils from the deposits exposed in the
stream bank and the trenc h close to this site are p resented
in Tabl es 5 end 6 respectively .
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Table

5.

, - - - - - --+--------------- ----------------1

Cm from
surfe.ce

Deposit end Ma crofossil Content

0- 76

I
77- 95 +

Carse cley, conteining leaves end stems of
Phregmites end Cerex which increase in
abundance with depth; 2 Junc us seeds .
Phregmit es/Cerex peet , highly humi fied;
1 Rubus sexatilis seed .

l___________________________

~-------

__,

Te.ble 6.

Cm from

surface

t

0- 80
81- 100

101 +

Deposi t e.nd Macrofossil Content
(recorded by Sissons)
Ce.rse clay, containing a fle.t lying treetrunk from 70- 80cm .
Peet , containing abundant remains of reed;
abundant hazel nuts, some whole at the top
of the peat; some wood fragments are also
present in the peet.
Sand and gravel of the Mente ith moraine .

The Pollen Diagrams.

(Figs . 14 , 15)

The AP diagram permits an interpretation of the g eneral
vegetationa l conditions of this area.

Pollen of broad-

leaved trees , notably Quercus and i n somewhat lesser amount
Ulmus , are conspi cuous, togethe r with those of Corylus and
Betula .

~inus may have been present also, t hough probably

over-represented.

Allowing for the knownunder-representation

of pollen of the dominants, a pic ture of mixed oak wood is
conveyed by the diagram , with perhaps a dense understory of
- 90-
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Corylus;

the latter indicated both by pollen and by nuts

of Corylu~ avel l ana among the macro- remains.

Counts of

Alnus s how a fluctuating rise towards the top of the diagram .
All these fe atures are characteristic of the closing
stages of the Boreal and correspond fairly closely to the
English sub-zone Vlc and to some extent with pollen Zone
F.V . 5 of the type site at Woodend Farm Site 2 .

Discrep-

ancies in the actual pollen fre quencies are tentatively
explainable by di fferences in site conditions between Easter
Mye and Woodend Farm Site 2.

As these sites are about 3Km

apart , exact correlation cannot be expected ;

but Easter Mye ,

being on the edge of the carse c l ay and nearer to higher and
probably more freely drained land than at Woodend Farm ,
evidently carried a greater frequency of oak and elm and a
lesser fre quency of alder .
However, the radiocarbon date of 7,480 ± 125 B. P .
confirms the Late- Boreal age of the upper part of the peat
at Easter Mye .

The Late- Boreal period , according to

Godwin, Walker and Willis (1957) lasted from 9 , 000 B. P . to
7 , 500 B. P .

According to this dating the peat at Easter Mye

accumulated during the closing stage of the Boreal .
Considering the NAP diagram (Fig. 15) together with the
stratigraphy , the main event is the replacement of a freshwater swamp peat , with abundant Phragmites and Carex remnants,
by a deposit consisting of increasing amounts of mineral
matter representing the carse clay .

This feature reflects

the initial rise of the main Post- glaciel marine transgression
at this site .

The rise in sea- level produced a saltmarsh
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t ype of habitat at first , indicated by pollen of plants
tolerant of brackish water or saline conditions such as
Phragmites, the Cyperaceae and Chenopodiaceae .

However, as

the transgression progressed , increasing salinity and a less
stable substratum suppressed the gr owth of reed and sedge so
that only the plants of the pioneer stages of the saltmarsh
succession, such as representatives of the Chenopodiaceae ,
remained .

A reversal of the usual saltmarsh succession is

thus suggested by the pollen frequencies and by the nature
of the stratigraphy , brought about by the transgression.
Summary .
Pollen and radiocarbon evidence from Easter Mye indicate
that carse clay began to accumulate during the rise of the
main Post- glacial marine transgression at this location at
about 7,500 B. P . almost at the end of the Boreal period .
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Newburn Site .

4.v .

( NS 613961)

The Newburn site is located in a sma ll valley cut in
the c arse clay immediately east of t he Menteith moraine .
The v a lley floor cons ists of c ers e clay , over which e small
stream, the Arngibbon Burn, flows northwerds to meet the
Forth .

Site investigations were carried out at a point on

the west bank of the Arngibbon Burn, where the follo wing
stratigraphic sequence, in descending order , cerse cla y ,
peat end grey clay is exposed .

The main objective was to

date the rise of the main Post- gl acial marine transgression
at this location .
Stratigraphy and Macrofossil Content .
The carse clay exposed at this site is over 2 . 5m thick,
containing , between 263- 268cm , wood fragments of Populus
and remains of reed and sedges .

Underlying this minerogenic

layer is a thin bend of Phragmites/Carex peat which overlies
grey clay.

This latter deposit also contains remains of

Phragmites and Carex which pass vertically from the grey clay
into the overlying peat .
The base of the grey clay was not exposed et the time
site investigations were carried out, but according to
stratigraphic data recorded by Sissons (unpublished) , the
grey clay at this site rests upon sand and grave ls
associated with the Menteith moraine .
From samples of organic material from the top 3cm of
peat , from 269- 272cm , a radioc arbon date of 8 ,010 ± 130
B. P . was obtained . (

I - 279 g)

Summaries of stratigrephy end macrofossil content
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recorded at this location by the writer and by Sissons are
presented in Tables 7 end 8 respectively.
Table 7.

Cm from
surface
0-268

Deposit and Macrofossil Content

I
I

I

Carse clay, containing wood fragments of
Populus and leaf and stem fragments of
Phra~mites and Carex from 263- 268cm .

269- 277

Peat, highly humified , containing abundant
leaves and stems of Phragmites and Carex.

278 +

Grey clay, containing remains of reed and
sedge which decrease in abundance with
depth ; 3 Carex sp. nutlets .

Table 8 .

Cm from
surface

Dep osit and Macrofossil Content
(recorded by Sissons)

0- 268

Carse clay.

269- 310

Peat .

311- 321

Grey clay , containing many plant remains
and scattered stones, the latter up to
2cm long .

322- 359

I

Sand and gravel, containing stones up to
5cm long from 322- 330cm ; from 331-358cm
deposits are iron- cemented.

The Pollen Diagrams .

(Figs . 16 and 17)

The tree pollen curves in Fi g . 16 signify the exi stence
of

a

regional woodland as the grey clay , peat and carse clay

accumulated at the Newburn site.
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appears to have consisted of oak, elm and birch, together
with hazel and willow.
the region .

Pine may also have been•present in

The possibility exists, however, that the

Pinus pollen from the grey clay and carse clay are unrepresentative ;

for according to stratigraphic and pollen

evidence below, these minerogenic deposits were laid down
during periods of high sea- level;

thus some or all of the

~inus pollen from these horizons may have been subject to
marine transport and deposition .
Some changes in the composition of the regional woodland during the time when grey clay , peat and carse clay
accumulated at Newburn are discernible in the arboreal
pollen profiles.

The most striking change in the woodland

vegetation is the decline of hazel .

This species appears

to have been a major woodl and element as grey clay accumulated
at Newburn , but was of relatively minor importance as carse
clay began to be deposited at this site, as signified by the
progressive fall in Corylus pollen values from 560% at 285cm
to 28% at 258cm in Fig . 16 .

It is possible that Qorylu~

declined as Ouercus and Ulmug expanded in the region, as
rising pollen totals of oak and elm are accompanied by
relatively low hazel pollen frequencies from the carse clay .
The occurrence of wood fragments of Populus sp . in the
carse clay, from 263-268cm , suggests that this genus was
also present in the region as carse clay began to be deposited
at Newburn .

Populus sp . is a widely distributed tree,

having a northerly range, and according to Tansley (1939),
is often found in present day oakwoods .
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Thus it seems

possib le that poplar was present during the time oakwood
expanded in the Newburn region.

No pollen or macro-remains

of Populus sp. have been recorded at other sites in the
western For th valley .

I n fact Populus h as been recorded at

a very small number of oth er Scotti s h sites.

Of t hese,

small fre quencies of popla r pollen have been recorded from
Boreal deposits at a site in southern Scotland by Godwin
(1956) and from deposits of a similar a ge from a site in
s outh-west Scotland by Moar (1969).

In addition macro-

remains of Populus have been recorded from material of
equivalent age at a site in Aberdeenshire by Vasari and
In contrast, macrofossils of poplar have

Va sari (1968).

often been found in Late- glacial Zone II deposits at more
southerly sites.
With regard to zoning, the similar fre quencies of
Quercus and Ulmus pollen in Fig . 16 are unhelpful.

However ,

t h e decline of Corylus, the very low values of Alnus and
substantial counts of Betula pollen in this diagram broadly
agree with the pollen profiles of these taxa displayed in
Zones F . V. 3 and/or F . V. 4 in the type diagram from Woodend
Farm Site 2 .

In addition the counts of Cor yl us , Alnus and

Betula in Fig . 16 are comparable to the pollen frequencies
of these species recorded in sub- zone Vlb at Newey ' s (1966)
site at Kippen , about lKm east of Newburn .

At the former

site the Vla/Vlb transition has been dated by radiocarbon
at 8,270 ± 130 B. P .

Thus the younger date of 8 , 010 ±

130 B. P . obtained from the peat/carse clay junction at
Newburn indicates that carse clay began to cover the peat
- 96-

at this site during Vlb .

As this sub-zone corresponds to

Zone F . V. 4 at Woodend Farm Site 2, it appears that the
dep osits at Newburn are referable to Zone F . V. 4 .
I nforma t ion of loca l site conditions as gr ey clay,
peat and carse clay accumulated at Newburn is furnished by
stratigraphy and non-arboreal pollen.

The frequencies of

Gramineae , Cyperaceae and Filipendula pollen from 285- 280cm
in Fig . 17 indicate the probable p resence of freshwater
marsh in the vicinity of Newburn as grey clay was deposited .
In addition , small sums of Chenopodiaceae suggest that saltmarsh veg etation was also present , and further suggest tha t
t h e Newburn site was influenced by a high sea - level as the
grey clay was laid down at this location .
A change in stratigraphy from grey clay to peat at 278cm

indicates a withdrawal of marine conditions from this site .
This event, discussed later , was followed by the development
of freshwater marsh, signified by pollen frequencies of
Gr amineae , Cyp eraceae and Filipendula over the grey c l ay
surface .

The sea , however, did not retreat far from

Newburn, as saltmarsh vegetation continued to develop as
peat accumulated at this site , as indicated by the totals
of Chenopodiaceae , Compositae and Artemisia maritime pollen
from this organic material .
A

return of marine conditions and the expansion of

saltmarsh vegetation is signified by rising values of
Chenopodiaceae and, to a lesser extent , Artemisia maritime
pollen from 269- 258cm.

During this time sea -level rose and

carse clay began to be laid down over t he peat at Newburn .
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I n the light of the above evidence, the following
sequence of events possibly took place at Newburn .
1.

Grey cla y wa s de posited at t his site during a pe riod

of hi gh sea-level.

As t h is minerogenic deposit is of

Zone F .V . 4 a g e it cannot be related to the buried beaches
in t h e western Fort h valley as these features were formed
a t earlier times (as s hown in Section 4 .iii above) .

It

is possible, however, that the grey clay is related to the
c a r s e clay, as this latter material began to accumulate,
du ring a period of high sea- level, at Kippen during Vlb
a bout 8,300 B. P ., a short time before carse clay began to
be laid down at Newburn.

2.

Marine influence temporarily

withdrew from Newburn and freshwater marsh and peat developed
over the surface of the c arse clay.

As this minerogenic

layer is probably related to the carse clay and as the land
was still rising as this latter deposit was being laid down
in the western Forth valley, it seems possible that at
Newburn the land rose faster than the sea and favoured the
development of peat over the exposed carse clay surface at
this site.

3.

Sea- level subsequently rose, overtaking

the rising land and began to deposit carse clay over the
peat .
Summary .
Pollen evidence indicates that grey clay , peat and
c a rse clay accumulated at Newburn probably during Zone
F.V.4 .

The following sequence of events possibly took

place at this site.

1.

Grey clay, possibly related to

the carse clay, was deposited at this site.
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2.

This was

followed by a temporary withdrawal of marine conditions
and the development of freshwater peat over the surface
of the grey clay .

3.

Subsequently sea- level rose and

began to deposit carse clays over the peat at about
8,000 B.P.
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4.vi.

The H9mesteads and Bield Sites . (NS 778932.NS 696947)
These sites are located at points close to the

southern carse shoreline east of the Menteith moraine .

At

both locations carse clay overlies peat wh ich in turn rests
upon deposits of the Main Buried Beach .

The Main Buried

Shoreline in this area slopes gently eastwards at an average
gradient of 0 . 12m/Krn and then descends sharply through 1.5m
over

a

horizontal distance of less than lKm;

it then becomes

horizontal for ·a distance of about lOKm ( Sissons, 1972) .
This evidence indicates that there is a pronounced dislocation
of the Main Buried Beach.

It is possible, however, that two

buried beach surfaces of different ages are represented in
this part of the western Forth lowlands.

Thus a major aim

of the investigations was to test this possibil ity .
Both sites are situated within 10m of the southern Main
Buried Shoreline, one on each side of the dislocation of
the buried beach (as shown in Fig . 18) and where overlying
peat was known to be well developed.

At Bield the buried

beach surface is at 9 . 04m OD while farther east at The
Homesteads site it is at 7 . 44m OD .
At each site samples for pollen analysis were collected
fro m the upper part of the buried beach , from the ove rlying
peat and the lower part of the carse clay.

Samples at

10cm intervals were analysed initially, intervening samples
at 5cm intervals being analysed later where more information

was required.
Radiocarbon dating of the peat at these locations was
not attempted since, with the equipment available,
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sufficiently large s amples could have been obtained only
by p utting down numerous clo sely spaced bores and the risk
of contamination was therefore high .

It should be added

t hat t he buried peat which rests upon the Main Buried Beach
is nowhere exposed in the a rea investigated .
Stratigraphy and Mecrofossil Content.
At The Homesteads site t he buried beach d eposits are
composed of grey micaceous clay.

This minerogenic layer

contains l eaf and stem fragments of Phragmites and Carex
from 4 20-409cm and abundant Sphagnum leaves from 410- 405cm .
Overlying the buried beach deposits is a band of highly
humified peat about 74cm thick .

The bas al 4cm of this

organic layer, from 404- 400cm, consists of Sphagnum peat
whi ch is replaced by that of Phragmites/Carex from 399- 39lcm.
F rom 390- 368cm is Sphagnum peat which is replaced by
Phragmites/Carex peat from 367- 355cm .
peat is impregnated with micaceous silt .

From 375- 355cm the
From 354- 355cm

is Sphagnum peat which is replaced by that of Phragmites/
Carex from 339- 330cm .

Overlying this organic deposit is

carse clay which contains abundant remains of reed and sedge.
Details of stratigraphy and macrofossils at this site are
summarized in Table 9 below.
Table 9.
Cm from
surface
0- 329

Deposit and Mac rofossil Content

Cars e clay , containing abundant leaf and
stem fragments of Phra gmites and Carex from
320-329cm .
Also in this horizon 1
Gramineae caryopsis .
/Continued
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Table 9, continued .

--·------r------------------,---------+
Cm from
Deposit and Macrofossil Content
surface
The peat layer underlying the carse clay,
from 330- 404cm , is highly humified .
330- 339

Phragmites/Carex peat .

340- 354

§:QQ.§_gnum peat , containing 1 Empetrum
fruitston.e.

355- 367

Phragmites/Carex peat , impregnated with
micaceous silt .

368- 390

Sphagnum peat; 2 Carex nutlets . From
368- 375cm this peat type contains micaceous
si lt .

391-399

Phragmites/Carex peat; 1 Betula sp. fruit;
1 Carex sp. nutlet utricle with fungal
fruiting bodies; 2 Menyanthes trifoliata
seeds .

400-404

Sphagnum peat ; 1 Carex sp . nutlet;
1 Menyanthes trifoliata seed.

405-420 +

Grey micaceous clay, containing abundant
Sphagnum leaves from 405- 410cm and leaf
and stem fragments of Phragmites and
Carex from 411-420cm.

The buried beach deposits at Bield consist of grey
micaceous clay, similar to that of the buried beach at
The Homesteads .

At the former site this minerogenic layer

contains macro- remains of Phragmites and Carex together with
fruits of Eleocharis sp. , Scirpus sp., ~riglochig maritime
Stems of reed and sedge pass vertically from
the grey clay into a band of highly humified Phragmites/
Carex peat , about 45cm thic k .
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This peat is overlain by

nearly 4m of carse clay.

The basal 4cm of this deposit,

from 394-390cm, contains abundant macro- remains of reed and
sedge tog ether with fruits of Betula sp .

Th e stratigraphy

and rnacrofossil contents at this site are tabulated below
in Table 10 .
Table 10 .

Cm f rom
surface

Deposit and Macrofossil Content

--------1--------------------------------0- 394

Cars e clay, containing, from 380- 394cm,
abundant leaves and stem fragments of
Phragmites and Carex; 3 Betula sp. fruits;
3 Gramineae caryopses .

395- 435

Phragmites/Carex peat , highly humified.

436- 480 +

Grey micaceous clay, containing abundant
macro-remains of reed and sedge; 2 Qa rex
sp . embryo fruits; 8 Eleocharis palustris
fruits; 1 E.uniglumis fruit; 16 Scirpus
tabernaemontanus fruits;
1 S .tabernaemontanus/lacustris fruit;
5 Triglochin maritima fruits •

.,____ _ _ _...._,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J

The Pollen Diagrams .

(Figs. 19 , 20 , 21, 22)

Hi gh non- arboreal pollen rat ios recorded from 420- 390cm

at The Homesteads site (Fig . 20) and from 480- 450cm at Bield ,
(Fig . 22) include small numbers of Dryas , Empetrum ( which
reaches, however, a maximum of 60% of the NAP total at Bie ld),
Helianthemum and Thalictrum alpinum pollen a nd sp ores of
Lycopodiaceae and Selaginella.

These pollen and spores are

ch aracteristic of Scottish Late-glacial and early Post- glacial
vegetation ( Donner, 1957;
Vasa ri, 1968 ;

Kirk and Godwin, 1963 ;

Moar, 1969 ;

Vasari and

Newey , 1965, 1966 , 1970).
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Phey reflect the presence of open communit ies and the
absence of a continuous tree cover .

Simi l ar conditions

probably existed at both The Homesteads a nd Bield sites .
This interpretation is supported by low values of Betula
nana (tentatively identified by p ore characteristics) and
Juniperus, as these species are also characteristic of open
habitat .
The a rboreal pollen profiles , from 420- 380cm at The
Homesteads and from 480- 450cm at Bield (in Figs . 19 and 21
respectively) , indicate an early s tage of regional woodland
development and a lands cape dominated by Betula, representing
the f irst colonisation by trees before the advance of
thermophilous species such as Corylus, Ulm~ and Quercus .
In addition to birch, Salix was pre s ent, possibly in
favourable marsh situations at or near t hese locations.

The

presence of p ine in the region seems doubtful for the
following reasons;

firstly , the Pinus pollen from the

minerogenic deposits at both s ites may not be representative,
being deposited at these locations during periods of high
sea- level, which according to pollen evidence below , was
contemporaneous with the deposition of the clay layers at
The Homesteads and Bield sites;

secondly, this pollen type

is subject to long distance transport by wind.
Frequencies of Betula, Salix and non- arboreal pollen
comparable to those from The Homesteads and Bield sites
characterise the Pre- Boreal (Zone F . V. I) at the t ype site
at Woodend Farm.

On this basis the vegetational conditions

which existed at The Homesteads and Bield are referable to
-104-

Zone F . V.I, the earliest stage of the Pos t-g lacial period.
The arboreal pollen profiles from 380-350cm in Fig . 19,
and from 440-420cm in Fig. 21 reflect an advance of woodland
in The Homesteads and Bield area.

This stage of forest

history is characterised at both sites by the immigration
into the region of thermophilous species, notably Q_orylus
and, on a much smaller scale, elm followed by oak.

Betula ,

however , remained the dominant tree in the region.

Salix

expanded at Bield , probably in response to favourable local
marsh conditions, whereas local conditions at The Homesteads
appear to have been less favourable for the development of
t his plant, as suggested by falling Salix pollen totals .
Similar arboreal pollen profi l es are displayed in Zone F .V.2
at Woodend Farm Site 2;

thus the immigration of hazel ,

followed by elm and oak into The Homesteads and Bield region,
took place during the early part of the Boreal (Zone F.V . 2) .
~

A further stage of forest development in The Homesteads

and Bield areas is signified by the arboreal pollen spectra
from 350- 320cm in Fig . 19 and from 410- 390cm in Fig . 21 .
The tree p ollen from these horizons records the marked
expansion of hazel which accompanied the spread of elm ,
which in turn expanded more quickly than oak.

Birch,

however, declined, probably as a result of the expansion
and competition from these deciduous species.
The pollen c urves of Corylus, Betula , Qlmus and Quercus ,
which reflect this stage of forest history at these sites ,
relate to the beginning of Zone F . V.3 , as similar arboreal
pollen profiles c haracterise the early part of this poll en
- 105-

assemblage zone at the Woodend Farm Site 2 type site .
Evidence of local site conditions which existed et
The Home steads and Bield sites during Zones F .V . I - F . V. 3
is furnished by non- arboreal pollen and macro- stratigraphy .
In Figs . 20 and 22, the fre quencies of Ch enopodiaceee,
Plantago maritima, Ar temisia .maritima and Compositae ,
together with those of Gremineae and Cyperaceae from the
buried beach deposits at both sites, indicate the probable
presence of saltmarsh vegetation at these locations .

This

evidence also indicates that the formation of the buried
beaches at The Homesteads and Bield was associated with a
high sea-level .

The most significant indication of marine

conditions during this period, however , is furnished by
macrofossils from the buried beach deposits at Bield , which
include fruits of Eleocharis palustris , E. uniglumis ,
Scirpus tabernaemontanus and Triglochin maritime .

These

plants are frequently found in present day saltmarsh and
brackish water locations , for example at Aberlady Bay, East
Lothian , and we r e evidently repre sented at Bield and perhaps
at The Homesteads sites during Zone F . V.I .
A change in site conditions at The Homesteads occurred
during Zone F.V.I .

The replacement of grey micaceous clay

by peat at 405c m and falling pollen totals of saltmarsh
plants indic ate a withdrawal of the sea f rom this site .
As the sea retreated , oligotrophic communitie s began to
develop over the beach surface , as signified by macro- remains
and rising spore totals of Sphagnum and Ericaceae pollen in
the peat from 405- 400cm .

Towards the end of Zone F . V.I the
- 106-

development of these plants appears to have been temporarily
arrested and replaced by reedswamp, as suggest ed by a thin
band of Phragmites/Carex peat from 399- 39lcm.

This type of

vegetation was later replaced by Sphagnum which, according
to macrofossils and spores of this plant , continued to
develop at this location from upper Zone F . V. I to the early
part of Zone F . V.2.
The development of moss at this site during Zone F . V.2
was , however, temporarily interrupted perhaps by an incursion
of the sea .

This interpretation is based upon the replace-

ment of Sphagnum macro- remains by those of reed and sedge in
the peat from 375- 355cm ;

the presence of micaceous silt in

the peat at this horizon , and increased values of poll~n of
saltmarsh plants, notably Chenopodiacea~

Towards the end

of Zone F .V.2 these marine conditions had diminished and
saltmarsh vegetation was replaced by Sphagnum, as indicated
by the replacement of reed and sedge peat by that of Sphagnum
at 354cm, falling pollen totals of Chenopodiaceae and rising
values of Sphagnum spores .
Oligotrophic conditions continued to exist at The
Homesteads until the early part of Zone F . V. 2 when they were
replaced by freshwater swamp as indicated by the replacement
of Sphagnum peat by that of Phragmites/Carex at 330cm .

This

change in vegetational conditions was accompanied by the
expansion of saltmarsh vegetation, reflected in the increased
totals of Chenopodiaceae , Compositae, Cyperaceae and
Gramineae pollen, in response to increasing marine influence .
As carse clay began to be laid down at this site, sea-level
- 107-

rose and s altmarsh veg etation increased as indicated

'

in

particular, by the p ronounced rise of Chenopodiaceae pollen
v a lues from 330-320cm.
The marine conditions associated with the formation of
t h e buried beach at Bield in Zone F.V . I ended very early in
Zone F.V.2 .

That the sea retreated from this location at

about t his time is marked firstly, by the replacemeni of
grey rnicaceous clay by peat at 436cm;

secondly, by falling

values of Chenopodiaceae, Artemisia maritim~ and Compositae
to gether with t hose of grass and sedge pollen.
withdrew , peat developed over the beach surface .

As the sea
The

p redominance of Phragmites and Carex remains in this organic
layer, tog ether with relatively high counts of Filipendula
pollen, indicates that freshwater marsh developed over the
surface of the buried beach .

This type of vegetation

continued to develop at Bield during the remainder of Zone
F.V . 2 until the early part of Zone F . V, 3, when sea - level began
to rise and carse clay began to be laid down at this site .
Small increases in Chenopodiaceace together with rising values
of Gramineae and Cyperaceae from 410- 390cm, signify the
spread of saltmarsh vegetation in the locality of this site
as sea- level rose.
That buried beach deposits ceased to accumul ate at The
Homesteads during late Zone F . V.I . and at Bield at approximately the beginning of Zone F . V. 2 , indicates that these
features are related.

In addition the dating of these

beaches accords with t h at for the Main Buried Beach at a
site at West Flanders Moss .
- 108-

At this latter location the

Main Buried Beach, according to Newey (1966), was completed
at the end of Zone IV (Zone F . V.I) .

In addition Durno (1956)

has shown that peat overlying the surface of the Main Buried
Beach at a site at East Flanders Moss is of Zone V (F . V.2)
age.

Al t h ough the buried beach deposits at this location

were not analysed for pollen, it seems probable that the
top of this minerogenic material represents Zone IV , for at
this site Zone V, which is a relatively shor t zone , is
represented by fully lm of peat .

On the basis of the above

evidence , the buried beach deposits at The Homesteads and
Bield sites are related to the Main Buried Beach and are
thus synchronous (or approxima t ely synchronous) features.
Summary .
The Homesteads and Bield s i tes are situated on both
sides of a major dislocation of a buri ed beach presumed , on
geomorphic evidence , to be the Main Buried Beach.

A major

objective of the investigations was to test this assumpt i on .
Pollen evidence indicates that accumulation of buried beach
material at The Homesteads c eased late in Zone F . V. I . and at
Bield at approximately the beginning of Zone F . V. 2 .

Pollen

data from other sit es in the research area indicates that the
Main Buried Beach was compl eted at about the IV/V (F . V. I/
F.V.2) transition .

Hence the buried beach deposits at The

Homesteads and Bield sites are re l ated to the Main Buried
Beach and are thus essential ly synchronous features .
The following sequence of events probably took place
at The Homesteads and Bield sites .

1.

Deposition of the

Main Buried Beach during a p eriod of high sea- level .
-109-

2.

The sea t h en retreated and peat developed over the

s urface of the Main Buried Beach at both sites .

A

temp orary marine incursion may have influenced The Homesteads
as peat accumulated at this site during Zone F .V.2.

3.

Sea-level later rose and carse clay began to be de -

posited over t h e peat at these sites during the early part

of Zone F.V . 3.

-110-

4.vii.

The Dollhouse Sites .

(NS 92927952, NS 92987954)

These sites are located in a former coastal embayment;
the landward margin of this feature being defined by numerous
small headlands and re- entrant valleys.

This embayment has

been larg ely infilled with carse clay which stretches northwards from the southern edge of the bay to the Forth .
Investigations were carried out at two sites located in

a

trench near Dollhouse Farm , and named Dollhouse Site 1 and
Dollhouse Site 2.

North of these sites the River Carron,

and in the south a small stream (the Grangeburn) and the
River Avon, flow northwards across the carse clay lowland
to meet the Forth.
At Dollhouse Site 1 the carse clay overlies
of grave l which rests upon

a

layer of grey clay.

a

thick band
The gravel

layer slopes northwards for about 60m to Dollhouse Si te 2.
Towards this latter site a thin bed of peat begins to appear
intermittently above the gravel.

At Site 2 silt and sand

deposits lie in a hollow in the gravel surface.

These silts

and sands merg e upwards into a thin layer of peat which is
overlain by carse clay.

The stratigraphic sequences at

these two s ites are diagrammatically displayed in Fig. 23 .
A major aim of the investigations was to interpret
and obtain

a

dating of the sequence of events which took

place at these sites as indicated by pollen , stratigraphic
and radiocarbon evidence.

To this end, samples for pollen

analysis were extracted from the grey clay beneath the
gravel and the lower part of the carse clay overlying the
gravel surface at Dollhouse Site 1, and from the silts ,
- 1 11-

DOLLHOUSE STRATIGRAPHY WITH RELATION TO POLLEN SITES
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sands , peat and lowe r c e r s e clay above t he gravel a t
Do llhouse Si t e 2 .
§tra!igraphy a n d Ma crofos sil Content .
At Dollhou s e Site 1 nearl y lm of c a r s e clay, cont aining a t h in b and of gr a vel, overlies the surface of a
bed of coarse gr avel end sand.

This latter dep osit, about

1 . 3m i n t h ickness, res ts upon e t hin l a yer of grey clay,
which in turn ove rlies
gr avel.

a

shallow band of coa rse sand and

Beneath t h ese deposits is a bed of grey cla y,

nea rly 50cm t hick, containing orange coloured sand layers of
variable thicknesses.

Th is grey clay layer rests upon

coa rse gravel and sand, about 18cm thick , which overlies
s a ndstone bedrock.

Stratigraphic and macrofossil details

recorded et this site are tabulated below in Table 11 .
Table 11.
Cm from
surface

Deposit and Macrofossil Content

0- 95

Carse clay, containing a thin bend of .
rounded gravel from 60- 70cm .
The diameter
of the gravel was about 1cm .

96- 172

Coarse rounded gravel and send , crudely
bedded, containing many stones with
diameters up to 7cm and some with diameters
over 15cm .

173-175
176- 177

Grey clay.
Medium/Coarse send .

178- 182

Coarse rounded gravel end sand.

183- 230

Grey clay , of buttery texture, interbe dded
with orange coloured medium sand l ayers
which vary rapidly in thickness .
/Continued
- 112-

Table 11, continued.

Cm from
surface

Deposit and Macrofossil Content

231-249

Coarse rounded sand and gravel .

250 +

Sandstone bedrock .

60cm away from the point where samples were extracted ,
a large fragment of Quercus sp. wood, about 30cm in diameter,
rests on the surface of the lowest gravel bed at 230cm.
Radiocarbon assay of a sample of this wood gave a date of
7 , 860 ± 125 B.P .

(1--2.133)

The surface of the gravel at Dollhouse Site 2 is overlain by 35cm of silt and sand deposits which merge upwards
into a layer of Phragmites/Carex peat , about 30cm thick.
Overlying this organic material is nearly lm of c arse clay.
Stratigraphic and macrofossil details at this site are
presented in Table 12 below.
Table
- - 12
-.
Cm from
surface
0- 93
94- 127

Deposit and Macrofossil Content
Carse clay.
Phragmites/Carex peat, highly humified;
1 Carex sp . fruit.

128- 133

Silt, containing abundant leaves and stems
of reed and sedge .
Sand , medium/coarse.

134-142

Medium/Coarse sand .

143-145

Silt, 1 Menyanthes trifoliata seed .
- 113-

/Continued

Table 12, continued.

Cm from
s urface

Deposit and Macrofossil Content

146-150

Coarse yellow sand .

151-163

Grey silt, containing 4 Carex sp . seeds .

165 +

Coarse rounded 1gravel and sand.

The stratigraphic columns in the pollen diagrams
represent material from which samples were extracted for
pollen analysis.

The p ositions of these sampled horizons

in the stratigraphy at these locations are, however,
indicated in Fig. 23 .
The Pollen Diagrams .

(Figs. 24, 25, 26, 27, 28)

The arboreal pollen fre quencies recorded at Dollhouse
Site 1 (Fig . 24) reflect the development of woodland in the
region as minerogenic material accumulated at this site.
Tree pollen spectra from 229- 184cm indicate that oak and e l m
were probably major elements of this woodland .

That the

former tree was present is attested by a large fragment of
Quercus sp., at 230cm , resting upon the gravel surface 60cm
from this site .

In addition to these broad- leaved taxa

birch was also present in the region , together with shrubby
species such as hqzel and willow .

Pine may also have been

a component of this regional woodland , although it seems
likely that the high Pinus pollen totals may be overrepresented, as evidenc e presented be l ow indicates that the
minerogenic deposits from which this pollen type was
- 114-
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extracted , are associated with high sea - level .

Thus high

numbers of Pinus pollen may have been transported and
deposited at this site by the sea , and possibly by air
currents.

In view of these possibilities, the arboreal

pollen curves from 229- 174cm may be depressed by substantial
totals of Pinus pollen.

To test this possibil ity the tree

pollen totals from this horizon were recalculated , excluding
those of Pinus .

The recalculated profiles of Betula ,

Quercus, Ulmus, Alnus, Cor;ylus and Salix pollen (displayed
in Fig . 25), however , show no significant change from the
pollen curves of these taxa in Fig . 24 .

On this basis the

arboreal pollen curves are not depressed by that of Pinus
and are thus reflective of the regional arboreal vegetation
during the time when grey clay , from 229-174cm, accumulated
at Dollhouse Site 1 .
A short time before the main gravel layer , from 172- 96cm,
began to be laid down over the grey clay at this site, Alnus
began to expand in the region , as signified by a rise in
Alnus pollen numbers from the grey clay at 174cm.

Although

the gravel above this level was not analysed for pollen , it
seems possible that alder continued to spread in the region
during the time the gravel was laid down at Dollhouse Site 1 .
This interpretation is strengthened by rising totals of
Alnus pollen from the carse clay immediately overlying the
surface of this gravel layer from 95- 75cm .
alder pollen totals from this level

The very high

and reduced values of

birch, oak and elm pollen probably reflect the importance
of Alnus in the region as carse clay began to accumulate
- 115-

over the main gr avel layer at this site .
From the arboreal pollen profiles in Fig . 24 the
deposits at Dollhouse Site 1 can be dated .

Falling Betula

v alues , Quercus totals higher tha n those of Ulmus , together
with ri s i ng Alnus p ollen fre quencies from the grey clay
beneath the main gravel layer , broadly agree with the p ollen
p rofiles of t hese taxa displayed in Late - Boreal Zone s F . V. 4
and F . V. 5 in the type diagram from Woodend Farm Site 2 .
Exact zonal correlation, however, does not seem possible as
the tree pollen fre quencies from 229-174cm at Dollhouse Site
1 , parti cula rly those of Alnus, differ from t h ose in Zones
F . V. 4 and F . V. 5 at Woodend Farm , probably because of
differences in site conditions.

The presence of higher ,

better drained land at the edge of t h e carse clay at Dollhouse
Site 1 would be more favourab le for oak and elm than alder;
whereas the type site , about 37Km west from Dollhouse, is
situated on flatter, less well drained land more conducive
to the formation of bog and the development of moistureloving species such as alder.

Despite t h ese differences,

the above arboreal pollen evidence indicates a Late- Bo~eal
age for the grey clay at Dollhouse Si t e 1.

This inter-

p retation is supported by the radiocarbon date of 7 , 860 ±
125 B. P . obtained from wood at the base of the grey clay,
as this date falls within the Late-Boreal period , dated by
Godwin , Walker and Willis (1957) at Scaleby Moss in northern
England, from about 9 , 000 B. P. to 7,500 B.P .
The p redominance of Alnus pollen in the carse clay,
from 95- 75cm , at Dollhous e Site 1 appears to be referable
- 116-

to Zone F.V . 6, the Atlantic period, as comparable pollen
totals of this genus characterise this pollen assemblage
zone in the type diagram from Woodend Farm Site 2 .
The arboreal pol len spectra from Dollhouse Si te 2 are
dominated by consistently high frequencies of Alnus pol len ,
as shown in Fig . 26 .

This evidence indicates that alder

was an important woodl and element in the region as deposits
accumulated over the surface of the gravel at this site .
As Alnus is a prolific producer of pollen and as the highest
values of this pollen type occur in the samples from 109164cm, in Fig . 26 , it is possible that other arboreal pollen
fre quencies from these samples are depressed.

This

possibility i s strengthened by the increased pollen values
of Betula, Quercus and Ulmus and reduced Alnus pollen totals
from 104- 74cm in Fig . 26 .

Despite this possibility, the

arboreal p ollen evidence in this diagram suggests that oak,
together wi th small amounts of el m, birch , hazel and willow
were also present in the region, but pine was absent .
Hedera, Ilex and Tilia may a l so have been present in the
Dollhouse area, but as pollen of these taxa are rare l y found
at Scottish sites, it seems more likely that the very low
pollen totals of these species in Fig. 26 have been wind
transported from distant sources .
The predominance of Alnus poll en in Fig . 26 accords
with similar high frequencies of this pollen type in Zone
F.V.6 , the Atlantic period, at Woodend Farm Site 2 .

Thus

the deposits above the gravel at Dollhouse Site 2 are of
Zone F . V. 6 a g e.
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Evid ence of non-arboreal vegetational and site
conditions as grey clay and carse clay were laid down at
Dollhouse Site 1 is furnisbed by non- tree pollen fre quencies
in Fig . 27 .

The profiles of Gramineae and Cyperaceae,

together with small sums of Chenopodiacea , Artemisia maritime
and Compositae from these minerogenic deposits, indicate
the probable existence of saltmarsh vegetation in response
to high sea- level which accompanied the deposition of the
grey clay and carse clay at this site .
The non-arboreal pollen spectra (in Fig. 28) from the
silt and sand deposits at Dollhouse Site 2 include substantia l counts of Gramineae.

The frequencies of this

pollen type , together with those of Cyperaceae, suggest the
existence of reedswamp in the vicinity of this site.
Intermittent and very low totals of Artemisia maritima and
Compositae may suggest that sa l tmarsh vegetation was also
present in the site region as the silts and sands were laid
down at this site .

Subsequent l y freshwater reedswamp

developed over these minerogenic deposits, as indicated by
the replacement of silt by Phragmites/Carex peat .

The

development of this organic material appears to have been
accompanied by that of saltmarsh plants , suggested by rising
values of Artemisia maritima and very low totals of
Caryophyllaceae (possibly Silene maritima) pollen.

From

94- 74cm the values of these latter pollen types together with
those of Chenopodiaceae , Compositae , Armeria , and grass and
sedge increase, reflecting the expansion of saltmarsh and a
high sea- level as carse clay began to cover the peat at this
site .
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The above pollen and stratigraphic evidence sheds some
light upon the sequence of events wh ich took place at the
Dollhouse sites, beginning with the deposits below the main
grave l l ayer at Dollhouse Site lwhich are of Zone F .V . 4/F . V.5
age .

1.

Coarse sand and gravel were deposited over sand-

stone bedrock .
during

a

Probably the former material was laid down

period of high sea- level as it is overlain by grey

clay associated with marine c onditions.

2.

The sea rose,

saltmarsh began to develop and grey clay began to cover the
lower gravel shortly after 7 , 800 B.P .
during the Late- Boreal .

This event took pla ce

Deposition of the grey clay was

temporarily halted as a thin band of gravel and sand was laid
down at this site .

The grey clay is probably related to the

c arse clay , for according to pollen and radiocarbon evidence
presented by Newey (1966) , this latter deposit began to
accumulate in the western Forth valley during a major marine
transgression in VIa , which began at about 8 , 300 B.P. ;
approximately 500 years before the grey clay began to be laid
down at Dollhouse Site 1 .

Thus the latter minerogenic

deposit is related to the carse clay .
The third event which took plac e was the deposition of
the main gravel layer at both Dollhouse sites.

Numerous

large rounded stones, coarse texture and crude bedding of
this gravel suggest that this material was laid down during
a river flood.

This interpretation is supported by records

of coarse , crudely bedded gravel and sand laid down by
n

present day river floods in south- east Scotland (Learmo~th,
1950) and in Morayshire (Green , 1958) .
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In the light of

this evidence and stratigraphy at Dollhouse Site 1, it is
probable that carse clay deposition at this location was
temporari l y replaced by that of g ravel and sand associ ated
with periods of river flooding ;

a

major flood occurring at

about the Late- Boreal/Atlantic transition , when gravel and
sand were discharged into the sea by floodwater and
accumulated over the sea floor from Dollhouse Site 1 to Site
2.
P ollen evidence from Dollhouse Sit e 1 indicates that the
main g ravel layer ceased to accumulate early in Zone F . V. 6 .
As the minerogenic deposit s immediately overlying the gravel
a t Site 2 appear unrelated to marine influence, and as these
deposits are, on stratigraphic and pollen evidence, slightly
older than the carse clay at Site 1, it seems probable that
the surface of the main g r avel layer was above sea - level .
Thus the next event (No . 4) which took p lace was the de position of silt and sand over the surface of the main gravel
la yer at Site 2 .

The former deposits may have been l aid

down by river action, the probable presence of freshwater
being suggested by the deyelopment of reeds wamp as t~e silts
and sands accumulated at Site 2.

5.

Freshwater swamp

continued to develop at this site accompanied by the formation of peat .

6.

Subsequent ly the sea rose and carse

clay began to be deposited over the peat at Site 2 and the
surface of the main gr avel layer at Sit e 1 .

This rise of

sea - level was accompanied by the expansion of saltmarsh
plants at both locations.
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Summa,EX.
Two sites , Dollhouse Site 1 and Site 2, are situated
close to the edge of the c ars e clay lowland in
embayment south of the river Forth .

a

former

Pollen and radiocarbon

evidence indicate that the deposits at these sites accumulated during the main Post- glacial transgression in the
western Forth valley.

The following sequence of events

probably took place at these sites ;

1.

At Dollhouse Site

1 coarse gravel and sand were deposited over sandstone bedrock, p robably during a river flood, as sea- level was rising .
2.

The sea rose and carse clay began to be deposited over

the gravel at this site.

This event , which took place

during t he Late- Boreal , shortly after 7,800 B. P . , was accompanied by the development of saltmarsh .

3.

About the

Late-Boreal/Atlantic transition carse clay deposition at
Dollhouse Site 1 was interrupted by a major river flood
which discharged gravel and sand into the sea .

As

a

result

of this flood a thick l ayer of sand and gravel, the surface
of which was above sea- level , stretched from Dollhouse Site
1 to Site 2.

4.

This event was followed by the deposition

of river-borne silts and sands and the development of freshwater swamp at Site 2 .

5.

Freshwater marsh cont inued to

develop at Site 2 accompanied by t h e development of peat at
this locatiom .

6.

Subseq uently sea- level rose and c a rse

c lay began to be laid down over the peat at Site 2 and the
thick gravel layer at Site 1.

This change of site

conditions was accompanied by the expansion of saltmarsh at
both locations.
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4.viii .

The Menteith and Ki nlochspelve Sites .

The Menteith site (NS 589000) is situated by the
shore of the Lake of Menteith and is within the Menteith
moraine complex deposited by ice of the Loch Lomond
Readvance during Zone III, between about 10 , 800 B. P . and
10 , 300 B. P . , according to Donner ( 1957) .

The moraine in

this area is chiefly composed of sand and gravel containing
glacier- transported marine clays and shells .
investiga tions were carried out at

a

Site

section where, accord-

ing to Simpson ( 1933 ) , 3m of da r k grey clay containi ng
marine shells is overlain by about 9m of sand and gravel.
A radiocarbon date of 11,800 + 170

B. P . was obtained from

marine shells in the grey clay at thi s section by Sissons
(1967a ) .
The Kinlochspelve site (NM 656261) is located near
Kinlochspelve Farm by Loch Spel ve in south- east Mull .
At this location are deposits of t he Kinlochspelve Moraine
which were l aid down during a stage of valley glaciation .
This valley glaciation was correl ated by Charlesworth (1955)
and later by Sissons ( 1967a , 1967b) with the Loch Lomond
Readvance at Menteith.

At the site investigated the

morainic deposits are composed chiefly of clay and stones
with i c e - transported marine shel ls .

A

sample of these

shells gave a radiocarbon date of 11 , 330 ~ 170 B. P . (Gray
and Brooks , 1972).
The ge omorphic and r adiocarbon evidence from Menteith
is comparable to that from Kinl ochspel ve and indic ates the
presence of marine conditions in the western Forth valley
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and Kinlochspelve area during the Late- glacial Interstadial
(Zone II) .

Thus a major aim of the investigations at

these sites was to test the geomorphological and radiocarbon
evidence by the independent method of pollen analysis .

A

further aim was to determine Late- glacial vegetational
conditions during the time the marine deposits in the
Menteith and Kinlochspelve moraines accumulated before they
were scooped up , transported and redeposited by i ce .

To

these ends a sample from the radiocarbon dated marine
deposits at each site was ana l ysed .

The nunbers of pollen

and spores from each sample are displayed i n Table 13 below .
Ta.ble 13 .
Kinlochspelve

Menteith

Alnus

3

1

Betula

4

22

Betula nana

14

10

Pinus

23

42

Salix

3

3

Juni perus

3

1

Armeria
---

1

1

Caryophyllaceee

12

13

Chenopodiaceae

2

5

Compositae

1

1

Cyperaceae

12

5

Drya~ octopetela

3

1

Epi lobium

0

1

Pollen and Spore s

/Continued
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Table 13, continued.
Pollen and Spores

Kinlochspelve

Menteith

Empetrum

20

12

Ericaceae

14

27

Filipendula

47

29

2

0

Gramineae

51

61

Helianthemum

15

11

Hippophag rhamnoides

0

1

Plantago maritima

1

1

11

8

1

1

Succisa

1

1

Thalictrum alpinum

4

8

Tilia cordata

0

1

Umbellifera e

4-

3

10

7

Myriophyllum alterniflorum

1

5

M. spicatum

l

0

Nymphaeaceae

1

0

Potamogeton

1

1

Fi licales

7

3

Lycopodium clavatum

2

1

11

8

Galium

Ranunculus
Rumex

'

Urtica

L. selago

1

Polypodium vulga r e
Selaginella selaginoides

10

I

0

2

/Continued
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Table 13 , continued .
Pollen and Spores

Kinlochspelve

,Sphaggum

Menteith

3

3

300

300

Arboreal percentage of
total count

17

26

Non- arboreal percentage
of total count

83

74-

Derived Pre- Quaterna ry
spores

71

1525

Total count

_J

1
The arboreal pollen totals in Table 13 consist of
small amounts of --Pinus and Betula.

A few grains of Salix

and Alnus are recorded, but pollen of warmth demanding
trees and shrubs such as oak, elm and hazel are not represented.

Non- arboreal pollen and spore t otals , however, are

high and include a large number of herbaceous species.

In

this category, pollen and spores of plants characteristic of
open habitat are well represented, particularly Gramineae ,
Cyperaceae , Caryophyllaceae, ~ryas octopetela, Empetrum ,
Ericaceae, Filipendula , Helianthemum , Ranunculus, Thalictrum
alpinum, Lycopodiaceae and Selaginella selaginoides .

To

this list may be added Betula gana (tentatively identified
by pore characteristics) and Juniperus, as p ollen of these
shade intolerant species are also recorded at both sites .
The pollen and spore assemblages described above are
comparable to those from Late- glacial deposits at Scottish
-125-

sites investigated by other workers (Mitchell , 1952 ;
Donner, 1957 , 1958;
Vasari, 1968 ;
Walker, 1974).

Kirk and Godwin , 1963;

Moar, 1969;

Newey, 1970 ;

Vasari and

Sissons and

The pollen evidence presented by these

investigators indicates the existence of open vegetational
conditions at Scottish sites during the Late- glacial.

On

this basis it appears that the pollen and spores listed in
Table 13 are referable to the Late- glacial period in which
herbaceous vegetation predomi nated as the marine deposits ,
subsequent l y incorporated in the Mentei th and Kinlochspelve
moraines, accumulated .
The predominanc e of Gramineae , Filipendula, Ericaceae
and Empetrum pollen in Table 13 suggests thet the Lateglaciel flora in the Kinlochspelve and Menteith localities
wes chiefly composed of grasses and heath communi ties .
These types of vegetation appear to be referabl e to Zone II ,
the Allerod period, as similer grass and heath communities
are cheracteristic components of Zone II vegetation at
sites in the reseerch area investigated by Donner (1957)
and Vasari and Vasari (1968), and at sites in the south- west
lowlands of Scotland investigated by Moar (1969).
Other non-arboreal pollen in Table 13 may also support
a Zone II age for the ice- transported marine deposits at
Menteith and Kinlochspelve .

The relative abundance of

Filipendula pollen may be indicati ve of climatic amelioration which characterised Zone II , as this thermophilous
plant is considered to be an indicator of warmer conditions
during the Late- glacial (Iversen, 1954) .
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Records of Filipendula pollen from Late- glacial deposits
in the research area are , however, sparse;

this pollen

type being poorly represented and recorded only in Zone II
ma terial a t Drymen by Donner.

The frequencies of

Filipendula pollen in Table 13, however, can be compared
wi th values of the pollen type in Zones I , II and III at
Newey ' s (1970) site in the eastern Forth vall ey and Moar ' s
(1969) sites in south- western Scotland.

Thus the values

of ~ilil2_endula pollen, 10% and 16% from Menteith and
Kinlochspe l ve respectively, are comparable to the totals
of Filipendul a pollen which do not exceed 12% and 25% in
Zone II deposits investigated by Newey and Moar, respectively .
In the diagrams presented by these workers, Filipendula
pollen totals in Zones I and III are below 5%;

thus it seems

unlikely that the higher pollen values of this plant from
Menteith and Kinlochspelve are representative of Zone I or
Zone III.
Helianthemum pollen values , below 10%, re c orded by
Moar and Newey from Zone II material are interpreted as
indicating the exi stence of stable soil conditions during
the Alle r6d period.

On this basis t he frequencies of

Helianthemum pollen, which do not exceed 5% , in Table 13
may also be referable to Zone II and suggest the possible
presence of stable soil conditions in the Kinlochspelve
and Menteith areas during this zone.

Soil stability at

these locations may also be indicated by the relative
abundance of Empetrum pollen in Table 13 since uns table
soliflucted soils, as in Zone III , were unfavourable for
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the development of this plant (Va sari and Vasari
Newey, 1970) .

'

1968·

'

The arboreal pollen counts in Table 13 also favour
an interpretation of a Zone II a ge .

The low tree pollen

fre quencies, 17% and 26% of the total pollen counts, from
Kinlochspel ve and Menteith respectively, are comparable to
arboreal pollen totals of between 10% and 30% from Zone II
dep osits at other Scottish sites referred to above .

In

addition, the tree pollen at these sites are represented
mainly by Betula, Pinus and Salix with pollen of the shrub
Juniperus , as are those from Kinlochspelve and Menteith .
The very low counts of Alnus and Tilia in Table 13, however ,
are uncharacteristic of Late- glacial pollen assemblages and
are most likely derived .

That or sample contamination

probably explains the presence of these pollen in the table.
On the basis of low a r boreal pollen counts from Zone
II deposits at other Scottish sites, Donner (1957) suggested
that during the Allerod the vegetation was completely open
and that Betula and Pinus poll en found in Zone II deposits
were derived by wind transport ;
(1969) .

a view shared by Moar

Thus it is possible that some, or all , of the

Betula and Pinus pollen from Kinlochspelve and Menteith
may have been similarly derived.

Some Pinus pollen,

however , may have been transported by the sea as substantial
numbers of this pollen type are characteristic of marine
deposits at other sites in the research area, as s·hown
earlier .

In view of these possibilities, the totals of

Betula and Pinus pollen in Table 13 may not be representative
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of vegetational conditions at Kinlochspelve and Menteith
during Zone II .
Pollen of ~rmeria, Caryophyllaceae (possible Silene
maritime), Chenopodiaceae, Hippophae rhamnoides and
Plantago maritime from Kinlochspelve and Menteith may
indicate the influence of the sea on the vegetation at
these locat ions for the following reasons ;

firstly , these

pollen types, particularly Chenopodiaceae, recorded in marine
deposits at other sites in the research area are considered
to reflect the probable presence of saltmarsh vegetation
duri ng periods of high sea- level;

secondly, representatives

of these taxa are found in coastal situations today (Tansley,

1939) .

However , they are also characteristic of open

habitat;

thus it is possible that presence of their pollen

in the Kinlochspelve and Menteith samples may have been
derived from the open vegetational landscapes which apparently
existed in the Kinlochspelve and Ment eith areas in Zone II .
In view of this p ossibility, the shells from Kinlochspelve
and Me nteith, described by Gray and Brooks (1972), are
regarded more reliable indicators of marine conditions at
these locations during Zone II .
Virtuall y all of the derived Pre- Quaternary spores
recorded from the Menteith sample were identified as
Lepidostrobus Jacksoni and L. Oldhamius , as described by
Knox (1938) from Productive Coal Measures of the Fife
coalfield .

As these deposits are not p resent in the

western part of the Forth valley , and since the ice that
deposited the Menteith Moraine came from the west, most
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if not all, of these spores were probably derived from
Carboniferous outcrops farther east in the Forth valley
and redeposited by the sea during Zone I I .
The total number of Pre-Quaternary spores in the
Kinlochspelve sample is much smaller than that from Menteith .
The two Carboniferous t ype spores found abundantly in the
Menteith sample could not be identified in that from
Kinlochspelve.

As no Carboniferous deposits have been

found on Mull it is suggested that the spores from the
Kinlochspelve site may have been derived largely or entirely
from adjacent Mesozoic outcrops .
Summary.
Zone III terminal moraines at Menteith in the western
Forth valley and at Kinlochspelve in south-eastern Mull
are partly composed of ice- transported shelly marine clays.
Radioc arbon and pollen evidence indicate that these icetransported marine deposits are referable to the Late-glacial
Interstadial (Zone II) .

The pollen evidence also suggests

the probable existence at these locations of essentially
open vegetational conditions, similar to those which
characterise Zone II at other Scottish sites.
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Discussion .

5.i.

Introduction.
The pres entation of the data in this thesis follows

the rules of geological nomenclature as defined in the Report
of the Stratigraphic Code Sub-Committee (1967) and by West
(1970).

Thus biogenic and minerogenic material from nine

Post-glecial sites in the western Forth valley is divided
into units, each of which consists of a stratum having characteristic pollen assemblages.

Taken together these units

illustrate the vegetational development and changing environmental conditions in the research area during the Postglacial.

The type site at Woodend Farm Site 2 is of key

importance as the deposits there represent the longest period
of Post- g lacial time and also allow study of most of the
characteristic deposits of the upper Forth basin represented
at other sites.

The data from the type site thus provide a

framework of reference of the chronology and development of
vegetation with which data from other locations in the western
Forth valley can be correlated.

It can also be used, with

radiocarbon dates, to date relative changes of land and sealevel in the upper Forth valley during the Post-glacial as
shown later.
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5.ii.

Zonation of the Pollen Diagrams.
It was stated in a previous section (4 . i.pp.66-77)

that zonation of Post-glacial diagrams from British sites is
usually based upon criteria proposed by Godwin (1940, 1956)
which are in turn a development of an earlier zonation
scheme evolved by von Post (1929, 1930) for pollen diagrams
from sites in north-west Europe.

By Godwin's zonation

system Post-glacial vegetational history is divisible into
eight zones and reflect the response of plants to widespread
environmental change, in particular an amelioration of
climate which progressed to a maximum and was followed by a
recession .

It was believed that these changes were widespread,

resulting in a broad parallelism of vegetational development,
thus pollen zones in diagrams from different regions were
regarded as being synchronous.

Consequently Godwin ' s zonal

system provided a general chronological index for dating
Post- glacial vegetational, archaeological and geological
events in Britain.

It was later recognised, however, that

factors including differences in migration rates of plants ,
especially trees, in response to climatic change may have
resulted in differences in vegetational development and that
pollen zones et different sites might not be synchronous
(Godwin, 1961, 1 966 ).
Radiocarbon dating enabled the synchroneity of pollen
zones at British sites and on the continent to be tested.
Godwin (1961) compared c14 dates of major Post- glacial zones
at Scaleby Moss in Cumberland with those from similar horizons
at continental sites .

The Scaleby dates showed a broad
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synchroneity with those obtained from sites on the European
mainland and therefore British pollen zones could be equated
with those of Europe.

Subsequent research, however , has

shown that the zones are not synchronous and that the actual
course of vegetational development differs in different parts
of Britain and the continent .
With regard to Scottish pollen dia grams , stages of
vegetational history comparable to those at Post- glacial sites
in Eng land and Wales are not always distinguishable as
demonstrated by Donner (1957 , 1962) , Moar (1969), Pennington
and Lishman (1971) and Birks (1970, 1972).

F_u rthermore,

the datings of some zonal divisions at Scottish sites are at
variance with those further south .

For instance, Pennington

and Lishman have shown that the expansion of Alnus at a site
in north-western Scotland took place about a thousand years
later than in England .

On the other hand sequences of

veg etation simi l ar to those reflected in diagrams from English
sites are recorded in diagrams pre s ented by Durno (1956) and
Newey (1966) from sites in the western Forth valley.

In

addition, the development of vegetation reflected in the type
diag ram from Woodend Farm Site 2 also corresponds to that
which developed at more southerly locations , as s h own below .
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5 . iii .

Correlation of the Type Diagram from Woodend Farm
with Diagrams from Other Sites in the Western Forth
Valley.

It may be assumed that most, if not all, of the pollen in
the org anic and minerogenic material at the t ype site is
derived from sources wit hin the upper Forth basin .

This

assumpti on is supported by the work of Turner (1964),
Tauber (1965, 1967) and Janssen (1973) whose investigations
into pollen disp ersal by air currents indicate that most tree
pollen does not spread far beyond the site where they are
released and that pollen of herbs is often found in close
p roximity to the p arent p lant .

Faegri and Iversen (1964)

consider t hat a distance between 50 - l OOKm is a natural limit
of p ollen disp ersal, most p ollen however being deposited long
before this limit is reached .
Pollen originating from sources outwith the research
area , if present, are impossible to distinguish in the pollen
s p ectra in the typ e diagram .

However , in view of the rela-

tively short distances travelled by airborne pollen, except
Pinu~ , it seems likely that the influence of extra- regional
p ollen upon spectra in the type diagram is smell .

The

ass ump~ion can therefore be made t hat this diagram provides
a record of the vegetation , climatic and other environmental

changes during the Post- g lacial within the research area.
An interpretation of the pollen and stratigraphy from
Woodend Farm Site 2 ha s been given in an earlier section
(4.i.pp . 64- 77) .

Att ention was drawn to the similarity of

vegetational development at this site to that which developed
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Location of pollen sites investigated by other workers in the western Forth valley in relation to the type site at Woodend Farm Site 2. ( WE.F.2)
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at other sites in the western Forth valley .

There are of

course differences in the development of vegetation at each
of these locations, explainable by variable site conditions.
Therefore, to establish the validity of the type diagram as
a standard reference for Post- g lacial vegetational history
in the upp er Forth valley similarities (and divergencies) of
the vegetation which developed at Woodend Farm Site 2 and at
other locations in the research area (Fig . 29) merit more
detailed discussion.
The Pre-Boreal Period .
The Pre- Borea l period, the earliest part of Post - glacial
time is represented by the deposits of three sites, namely
Woodend Farm Site 2, Bield and The Homesteads.

The pollen

assemblages from these deposits have therefore been designated
Zone F.V. I .

At each site the deposits are associated with

the Main Buried Beach surface which existed as a raised shoreline at a p eriod of falling sea-level in the early Postglacial.

The pollen composition illustrates the ch aracter-

istic v egetation of the period and is shown in detail by the
diagrams of the type site and of Bield and The Homesteads .
This pollen was derived mainly from landscapes close to each
site, but a proportion was doubtless derived from more distant
sources and these would include high ground to the north,
forming the Highland edge and also elevated land to the south
such as the Campsie Fells.
The three diagrams emphasise the dominance of herbaceous
p lants;

these include both species of open and treeless

ha bitats and also those of arctic, sub- arctic or alpine
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environments.
plants;

Grasses and sedges were the most prominent

genera such as Artemisia and Rumex indicate open

condition s and Empetrum, Thalictrum and Dr~ exemplify the
arctic component.

Aquatic pollen such as Myriophyllum and

Potamogeton also appear in the diagrams and these indicate
the existence of freshwater habitats.
Tree pollen consists only of Betula and Salix.

These

two genera are prominent today in tundra communities of
arctic situations and their presence at these sites suggests
a type of tundra vegetation analogous to modern communities .
Thus the floral composition that characterises the period
represented by this zone suggests the early stage of development of Post- glacial vegetation which accompanied the gradual
amelioration of climate which terminated the Loch Lomond
Stadial at£ · 10,300 B. P .
The pollen in the Main Buried Beach deposits indicates,
however, conditions also associated with proximity to seawater .

Both the Bield and The Homesteads sites contain

pollen of plants of the Chenopodiaceae which are common in
littoral situations and this pollen combined with the frequenc ies of Gramineae, Cyperaceae , Compositae and the clayey
nature of the deposits in which they occur is interpreted as
belonging to a saltmarsh habitat, formed by the flat , illdrained surface of the Main Buried Beach .

This beach has

only a very gradual slope as numerous bores have shown
(Sissons, 1966) .
The gradual withdrawal of the sea from the Main Buried
Beach as sea- level declined allowed representatives of the
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mesophytic and hydrophytic plant life of the time to colonise
the flat surface of the beach.

Consequently the vegetation

characteristic of brackish conditions such as saltmarsh was
replaced by freshwater swamp and marsh plant communities, in
which the common reed, Phragmites, was abundant, with fu?_hagnum
mosses and other bog plants .

These types of vegetation,

reflected by stratigraphy, pollen and spores in the diagrams ,
namely The Homesteads and Bield which include this zone, were
favoured by poor drainage resulting from both soil and slope
conditions and were conducive to peat formation as recorded
in the diagrams .
A comparable sequence of events has been recorded at
other pollen sites in this area, such as at West Flanders
Moss (Newey, 1966) where the deposits are similar stratigraphically and where deposition was contemporaneous with
those of the type site namely Zone IV of the English system .
The salient feature of Zone IV in these diagrams are a predominance of NAP (including pollen of plants characteristic
of the tundra) with Betula then Salix being the main AP
representatives .

They convey a picture of an essentially

herbaceous flora with colonies of birch and willow which bears
a striking resemblance to the vegetation at the type site and
confirm that Zone F . V. I at Woodend Farm Site 2 , The Homesteads
and Bield and Zone IV of the English zonation in the research
aree are indicative of similar conditions .
Radiocarbon dates obtained by Godwin (1957) from a site
at Scaleby Moss in northern England indicate that the PreBoreal lasted from c. 10,300 - 9.500 B.P .
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However, dates of

this period at sites in the research area are unavailable
at present, therefore exact correlation of Zone F.V.I and
Zone IV of the English system is not possible .
The Boreal Period.
The Borealis represented by Zones F . V.2 - F . V.5 in the
type diagram (Fig. 8).

It is distinguished by changes in

floral composition, particularly the immigration into the
western Forth valley of woodland species in response to
climatic, edaphic and other environmental factors.
The opening of the Borealis characterised by the sudden
and sustained rise of Corylus and the consistent increase of
Ulmus pollen totals and reductions in the values of Betula
and Salix pollen in Zone F . V. 2 i n the diagrams from Woodend
Farm Site 2, The Homesteads and Bield .

This evidence

indicates development of deciduous genera, namely the rapid
immigration into the region of hazel accompanie d by e l m.

As

these taxa advanced , birch and willow being light demanding
plants presumably declined , although Betula remained an important constituent of the vegetation.
Zone F . V. 2 is essentially one of rapid transition between the open early Post- glacial landscape and the later
thic kly wooded or forested landscape.

As Corylus and Ulmus

spread, the plants of open , treeless habitats decli ned together with those of arctic or arcti c/alpine environments .
This is most clearly shown in The Homesteads and Bield diagrams where, for example, Empetrum, Plantago, Rumex, Artemisia,
Lycopodiaceae and Selaginella a l l have decreasing pollen
frequencies.

These vegetational changes were produced by the
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development of a closed cover of trees and shrubs and also
by the rapid amelioration of climate in that area.
Pinus may also have been present at Woodend Farm as its
pollen increases in frequency in Zone F . V. 2 in the type
diagram.

However, it is well known that pine pollen can

travel long distances by air currents , therefore most Pinus
pollen recorded in Zone F . V.2 at Woodend Farm could have
originated from sources outwith the western Forth valley.
Hence they must be regarded as unrepresentative of the actual
presence of pinewood.

Frequencies of pine pollen in Zone

F.V . 2 in The Homesteads diagram are also considered unrepresentative as some of them at least were probably transported
from afar by water currents as explained earlier (Section
~.v.pp.93- 99) .
The early Boreal represented in Zone V diagrams from
other sites in the research area, namely Drymen and Gartmore
(Donner, 1957), West Flander s Moss and Kippen (Newey, 1966)
and East Flanders Moss (Durno , 1956) is also characterised by
sharp increases in Corylus and reductions in Betula pollen
totals .

Ulmus pollen values, however, do not usually show a

clear, consistent rise as those in the type diagram, although
they indicate an expansion of elm during this period as birch
declined and hazel swiftly advanced.

Non- arboreal pollen

ratios in these diagrams also fall, indicating the suppression
of herbaceous plants by the expanding woodland .

Thus it may

be assumed that Zone Vat these sites and Zone F . V. 2 at
Woodend Farm, Bield and The Homesteads are equivalent.
There is little doubt that the development of woodland
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during Zone F .V . 2 was in response to change s in e nvi r onmental conditions in the upper Forth valley .

Acc or ding to

Welker (1966 ) the exp ansion of Corylus during the Bor eel was
favoured by rising t emp eratures (mean summer temperatures
p robably exceeding 15°c) and the almost total eradication of
late s p ring frosts , as hazel flowers early e nd i ts sti gmas
are sensitive to fro s t (Godwin , 1956) .

The absence of sharp

cold s p ells would also be favourable for elm as lat e s p r ing
frosts are detrimental to the development of t h i s spe cies
accord ing to Godwin .

Thus comp arable c l imat ic c ondi tions

probably favoured the expansion of hazel and elm i n the uppe r
Forth basin during Zone F .V.2 .

Other fac t ors, however , may

also have assisted the spre ad of these t axa, such a s ma turing
soils and lack of competition from other tre es , par ticula r ly
oak .

F reedom from comp etition from high f ore s t t rees is

p articularly important for the development of Cory lus as this
species f l owers best in relatively open conditi ons wherea s
understory hazel flowers sp arsely (Faegri , 1966) .
At English sites the earl y Boreal wa s a lso t he time when
Corylus began its r apid advance accompanied by the expansion
of Ulmus, as signified by the fre quencies of these pollen
t ypes in diag rams from these locations .

However, p i ne ex-

ceeded birch in amount, particularly in the south of England
than at more northerly sites.
As t h e expa nsion of hazel and elm a t English s i tes i s
also attributed to improving c limatic and edaphi c conditions
(Godwin, 1956 ) it seems probable tha t the cli mate a nd
v egetation in Eng land and t he west ern Forth valley during the
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early Boreal were broadly similar.

Thus Zone F .V.2 in t he

upper Forth valley can be correlated with Zone V in England.
Correlation of these zones may also be p ossible by
radiocarbon evidence .

Dates presented by Godwin et al (1957)

from Scaleby Moss indicate that the Boreal began c. 9,500 B.P .
and ended between c. 9,000 - 8,800 B. P .

A date of 8,690 +

140 B. P . obtained by Newey (1966) from Zone V (F.V.2) deposits
at Ki ppen is relatively close to t h e upper dates of the early
Boreal at Scaleby, although its apparent age may have been
reduced by contamination of the material obtained for radiocarbon assay by younger material e . g. roots of trees (Sissons,
1966).

Thus it is likely that Zone F.V.2 in the western

Forth valley is synchronous (or approximately synchronous)
with Zone V in England.
The boundary between Zones F . V.2 and F.V . 3 is defined by
the increase of Quercus and by the reduction in the frequencies
of Corylus and Betula in the type diagram.

Though hazel

attains its maximum at the start of the zone it declines
thereafter in response to the changing environment brought
about by the dominance of tall, broad- leaf taxa, notably
Quercus and Ulmus;

the competition of these plants reduced

Corylus and Betula to the role of subordinates, though Betula
was still present in quantity, presumably occupying more open
spaces in the woodland where its demands for light were
fulfilled.

Corylus continued as an understory shrub species

in the forest, a role which it occupies at the present time .
This zone thus marks an important stage in the development of
a mature broad- leaf deciduous forest .
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Arboreal pollen spectra in the diagrams from The
Homesteads and Bield and those of early Zone VI from Drymen
and Gartmore (Donner, 1957), West Flanders Moss and Ki ppen
(Newey, 1966) and East Flanders Moss (Durno, 1956) are comparable to AP totals in Zone F.V.3 in the type diagram from
Woodend Farm.

They convey a picture of the development of

broad-leaf forest, notably oak and elm, and the decline of
pioneer species such as hazel and birch, similar to that at
Woodend Farm.

It may be assumed therefore, that the devel-

opment of this forest was also in response to changes in
climate and soil conditions and the inability of pioneer
plants such as Corylus and Betula to compete successfully
against the advancing layer dominants .
The characteristics of woodland development which
distinguish Zone F.V.3 in the western Forth valley are not
usually apparent in diagrams from Highland sites (including
those investigated by Durno, 1956, 1958;
Vasari and Vasari , 1968;

Moar, 1969;

Pennington and Lishman, 1971).

Donner, 1957, 1962;

Birks , 1970, 1972;

Comparison of arboreal pollen

evidence from these areas indicates that Post- glacial woodland history in northern Scotland differed from that in the
Forth ba.sin.

In the former region oak and elm, although

present in smell amounts, were subordinate to birch or, in
parts of north- west Scotland , to pine, whereas the reverse
was the case in the Forth valley.

Similar differences in

arboreal vegetation exist between these regions at the present
day .
The pine frequencies shown in the type diagram a re
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presumably the result of over-representation .

They may,

however , represent actual stands of Pinus in the vicinity
of the type site , since the soils of the area varied considerably as a result of glaciation.

Areas of outwash

sands and gravels are p resent (Simpson , 1933;

Sissons, 1966,

1967b) and they would develop strongly podsolised soils in
which Pinus associations may have occurred whereas the heavier,
more base rich soils were more favourable for Quercus and
Ulmus .

Dollhouse and Drymen appear to be cases where local

stands of pine occurred .
The Pinus frequencies recorded at The Homestead and
Bield sites were associated with the deposition of carse
clays produced by marine incursion.

Pollen of Pinus is

common in such deposits as a result of inwash and concentration
of floating pollen as discussed elsewhere (Sections 4.ii . pp .
80-83 and 4.vi.pp.100-110) .
The status of pine is therefore doubtful in the Forth
area and the pollen evidence for its widespread presence is
not conclusive.

This contrasts with the situation in

contemporaneous English zones as in Breckland, East Anglia,
where a preponderance of pine occurred in Zones V and VI
(Godwin, 1956).
However, despite the contrasts in the status of Pinus ,
forest development in the research area was generally analogous
to that in southern England where Quercus and Ulmus also
advanced and Corylus and Betula declined.
Further correlation of Zone F.V . 3 in the research area
and early Zone VI at sites in England is given by radiocarbon
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evidence.

D8tes from Sc8leby Moss indic8te th8t Zone VI

began between£· 9 , 000 - 8,800 B. P . and ended c. 7 , 500 B. P .
From Kipp en in the western Forth va lley dates of 8 , 690 +
140 B. P . and 8,270 ± 160 B. P . from Zone V (F . V.2 ) and early
Zone VI (F. V.3) deposits, respectively, signify that Zone VI
in this area opened sometime between c. 8 , 700 - 8 ,300 B. P .
which is relatively near the lower d8te for Zone VI at Sca leby .
This suggests that Zone F .V.3 in the upper Forth vall ey and
early Zone VI at English sites may be synchronous.
A further stage in the evolution of f orest in the
western Forth valley is represented in Zone F . V. 4 in the type
diagram by rising values of Quercus (which exceed those of
Ulmus), Alnu~ and increases in Corylus and Pinus.

Conversely ,

Betula frequencies fall, but more sharp ly than in the p revious
zone .

This evidence indicates that oak became pre dominant

in the forest and Alnus began its immigration into the region .
Betula , unable to compete a gainst the advancing layer
dominants declined rapi dly, although presumably with Cory lus
it remained an understory species in the forest.

Pinus may

also have expanded in the Woodend Farm area alt hough it is
highly likely that its representation is over- emphasised.
The changes in forest composition in the neighbourhood
of Woodend Farm were also accompanied by a ch ange i n s ite
conditions.

Freshwater marsh and p eat which de veloped at

Woodend Farm during the preceding zone were replaced by
saltmarsh communities as sea- level rose and cars e clays began
to accumulate at this site, as confirmed by strati graphy and
pollen eviden ce in the type diagram .
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Whet her the changes in forest composition, described
above, were influenced by the prevailing marine conditions
or other environmental factors is difficult to assess .

It

is a possibility t hat the rapid decline of birch may, in part ,
be attributed to destruction of marginal woodland by the
rising sea .

This is supported by stratigraphic evidence

consisting of a layer of birchwood immediately beneath the
carse clays, indicating that Betula was present at Woodend
Farm just before the sea rose and began to deposit carse clays .
A consistent fall in AP ratios at the level of these minerog enic deposits may also indicate the recession of coastal
woodland as sea- level rose.

The development of other wood-

land genera could also have been affected by the rising sea.
For instance , water-table levels would rise and produce wet
situations favourable for Alnus.

Thus the rise of alder

during Zone F . V.4 at Woodend Farm can be explained by favourable
site conditions for its development, namely, low lying clay
soils , a level topography and a high water- table .
Short diagrams from other sites in the research area
can be correlated with the type diagram from Woodend Farm .
Pollen and stratigraphy from Easter Offerance indicate the
presence of mixed oakwood as carse clays were laid down at
this site by a rising sea.

Tree pollen totals, especially

Quercus and Ulmus, in the diagram (Fig . 13) from this location
broadly resemble those of woodland genera which characterise
the Boreal in the type diagram.

Thus the pollen spectra and

carse clays represented in the Easter Offerance diagram are
also referable to the Boreal .
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Further correlation cannot be

expected as the pollen fre quencies fro m Easter Offerance
are from a small number of samples from a thin layer of
carse clay .
Pollen and stratigraphy represented in the diagram
( Fig. 16) from Newburn also convey a picture of broad- leaved
forest development as sea - level rose and carse clays began
to be dep osited at t his s i te;

events which accord with t h ose

which took p lace at Woodend Farm during Zone F . V. 4 .

However,

the rise of sea- level and deposition of c arse c lay at these
sites could have occurred at different times as explained
later ( Secti on 5 . vi.pp. 169-190) therefore exact corre lation
may not be p ossible.

Nevertheless, zonal determination of

the Newburn diagram may be possible by radiocarbon datings .
Radiocarbon evidenc e presented earlier (Section 4 . v .
pp .93- 99) indicates t hat carse clays began to accumulate at
Newburn shortly before c. 8,000 B. P . when mixed oakwood was
p resent .

Similar vegetational and marine conditions existed

during the mi d- Boreal (VIb) at Newey ' s (1966) site at Kippen ,
a short distance e ast of Newburn, and have been dated at
c. 8 , 270 ± 160 B. P •.

As these dates are relatively c lose

it may be assumed that t he events at Newburn also took place
during VIb .

The frequencies of tree pollen, particularly

oak and elm, which characterise VIb at Kippen and Zone F . V. 4
in the type diagram are remarkabl y similar and can therefore
be correlated.

In the light of this evidence it can be

concluded that the development of broad- leaved deciduous
forest and the deposition of c arse c lays at Newburn also took
plac e dur ing Zone F .V.4.
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I n contra st to the Newburn diagrams, those from Drymen
and Gartmore ( Donner, 1957) and East Flanders Moss ( Durno,
1956) reflect a long er p eriod of Post- glacial vegetational
history which can be compared more easily with that at
Woodend Farm.

Arboreal pollen totals in mid- Zone VI repre-

sented in these diag rams indicate a development of broad- leaf
deciduous woodland comparable to the development of forest in
t he vicinity of Woodend Farm during Zone F .V.4 .

There are

of c ourse differences in AP frequencies in the diagrams from
these sites.

For instance, oak and alder were more fre quent

in the Woodend Farm area than at East Flander s Moss , Dr ymen
and Gartmore .

These differences are not entire ly unexpected

as these sites are situated some distance from the type site
and account has to be taken of probable differences in site
conditions and their influence upon vegetational development .
Nevertheless , the AP totals from Woodend Farm, Drymen,
Gartmore and East Flanders Moss are in general similar ,
indicating an overall similarit y of forest development .
Therefor e , it may be assumed that Zone F . V. 4 at Woodend Farm
and mid- Zone VI at other sites in the research area are
e quivalent .

Furthermore , the vegetation and radiocarbon

dates from the mid- Boreal in the upper Forth basin and those
at English sites are also in accord and can therefore be
correlated .
The Late- Boreal (Zone F . V.5) is represented at Woodend
Farm by a fur t her rise of Alnus and a ' change in stratigraphy
which refle c t more changes in regional and local environmental
conditions.

The most outst anding of these changes is
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furnished by stretigrephy .

At 400cm Phregmites/Cerex/

Sphegnum peet is replaced by Eriophorum sp . peet indiceting
that plents charecteristic of freshwater marsh end swamp were
superseded by raised moss communities .

This chenge in

vegetetion is confirmed by rising totals of Sphegnum spores
end Ericaceae pollen in the type diagram.
The development of re ised moss is explained by the level,
waterlogged surface of the carse clay at Woodend Farm which
would provide a suitable habitat for the spread of Sphagnum
mosses together with other calcifuge plants such as Ericaceae
and Eriophorum.

Comparable stratigraphic and pollen evidence

is presented by Godwin (1955) from the Somerset Levels where
reedswamp was replaced by raised moss which developed upon
flat, saturated marine clays of Late- Boreal age .
Local environmental conditions would also tend to favour
the spread of Alnus as indicated by very high values of its
pollen which depress those of other woodland genera in the
type diagram .

Presumably alder was colonising the ill- drained

carse clays present in that area .

It is probable, therefore,

that the development of Alnus at Woodend Farm during Zone
F .V.5 was in response to favourable environmental conditions
at local and regional levels.
The poorly drained carse clay soils at Woodend Farm
would also be a suitable habitat for Betula, as this plant is
commonly present in ereas where drainage is impeded .

This

would account for the increeses in birch pollen totels in
Zone F.V . 5 in the type diagram.

However, on higher and well-

drained land in the region mixed-oakwood would predominate ;
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the presence of this forest in the area being indicated by
consistent counts of Quercus and Ulmus p ollen in the type
diagram.
Mixed oak-wood comparable to that at Woodend Fa rm a l so
developed at Easter Mye and Dollhouse Site 1, as indicated by
the similarity of pollen totals of oak and elm in the diagrams
from these sites .

Betula however did not expand although

it is highly likely that with Corylus it was an understory
species of the forest at Easter Mye and Dollhouse.

Pinus

was also present on freely drained soi l s in the vicinity of
Easter Mye as explained in a previous section (4.iv.pp . 89- 92) .
In contrast to the type site, Easter Mye and Dollhouse
Site 1 were inundated by the sea during

a

major marine trans-

gression into the Forth valley during Zone F . V.5.

This event

was accompanied by the deposition of carse clay and the development of saltmarsh at these sites as demonstrated by stratigraphy and pollen evidence .

The rise of sea- level produced

by the marine transgression may have influenced woodland
development at these locations.

For instance, water- table

levels would rise resulting in increased soil moisture favourable for Alnus.

This might account for the rise in frequency

of alder pollen in the Easter Mye and Dollhouse Site 1 diagrams .
However, the increased totals of this pollen type could also
reflect the response of Alnus to regional environmental
conditions, as dates of 7,840 ± 125 B. P , and 7 ,480 ± 125 B. P .
from Dollbouse Site 1 and Easter Mye respectively correspond
to dates of 7,354 ± 146 B. P. and 7,425 ± £· 350 B.P. when
Alnus began to expand during the late- Boreal (VIc) at Scaleby.
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Correlation of Zone F . v . 5 vegetation at the t ype site
and that which developed et Gertmore , Drymen , East Flanders
Mos s end West Flanders Moss during the Lete- Boreal can also
be attempted .

Frequencies of AP fr om these locations indicate

that late Zone VI was characterised by mixed- oakwood and en
expansion of Alnus similar to t he development of identical
texa et Woodend Farm.

Furthermore, ornbrogenous mire also

developed at Gartmore, Drymen and East Flanders Moss as
indicated by rising totals of Sphagnum spores and Ericaceee
pollen in the diagrams from these sites.

However , et West

Flanders Moss raised bog did not develop because the site
eree was flooded as sea-level rose .
In the light of the above evidence it can be concluded
that Zone F . V.5 at Woodend Farm end upper Zone VI et other
sites in the upper Forth valley ere the same.

The forest in

this area beers a close resemblance to that which c hara cterises
the Late- Boreal in England .

This evidence and t he closeness

of the radiocarbon dates from Dollhouse Site 1, Easter Mye end
Scaleby indicates that Zone F . V. 5 in the western Forth valley
and late Zone VI at Engl ish sites are also equivalent .
The Atlantic Period.
Ac cording to Godwin (1956) Atlantic time is c haracterised
by the Climatic Optimum in which temperatures end rainfall
increased.

Manley (1964) has suggested that annual precipit-

ation at t hat time may have been 25- 50% above that at the
present day.

Mean summer tempera t ures rose to about 2 . 5 oc

higher than they now are and wi nters were perhaps 2°c warmer
then at present .
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In these climatic conditions alder attained its maximum
developme nt ;

it would be present in the mixed forests of

the area forming associations in moist habitats too wet for
Quercus e.g . along streams.
in many parts of Britain;

At this time p eat bogs developed
blanket bogs developing on flat

upland surfaces with high rainfall and raised moss in moist
lowland areas with i mpeded drainage , for examp le on valley
floors .

Doubtless the western Forth valley formed an ill-

drained area with a moist climate during Zone F.V . 6 similar
to these conditions at the present day, p roducing conditions
conducive for the development of Alnus and ombrogenous mires ;
the latter gave r i se to the Ericaceae and Sphagnum rep res e nted
in the type diagr am and their presence is confirmed by stratigraphy .
The f r equencies of Quer cus and Ulmus in this diagram
signify that these taxa were also present;

the lik elihood is

that these plants predominated on well drained soils i n the
type area as in the previous zone .
The presence of high forest , Alnus and raised moss
development in the Woodend Farm area during the A~lantic period
is confirmed by comparable frequencies of AP and Nt.P toge ther
with stratigraphy in the short diagrams (Figs . 10 , 11) from
Woodend Farm Site 1, situated a short distance northwa r ds of
the type site, although for a time ombrogenous bog did not
develop at Woodend Farm Site 1 as the site area was flooded
by the sea , when carse clays were deposited a nd saltmarsh.
developed at this site as demonstrated by stratigraphy and
frequencies of Chenopodiaceae pollen.
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Presumably the

prevailing marine conditions were locally unfavourable for
alder as this genus is intolerant of saltwater ( Buxton, 1939;
Ranwell , 1972).
The carse clays at this site contain substantial amounts
of Pinus pollen;

however, they are unrepresentative of the

p resence of pinewood as it is almost certain that they were
transported from afar by the sea as explained earlier (Section
4.ii.pp.78- 83) .
Subsequently the sea retreated from Woodend Farm Site 1
and saltmarsh was replaced by freshwater marsh and swamp and
then by raised moss communities which with Alnus developed
upon the surface of the carse clay abandoned by the sea;
this change in vegetation being confirmed by pollen, spores
and strati graphy and the disappearance of Chenopodiaceae
pollen .

A radiocarbon date of the carse clay/peat junction

at this site , presented by Sissons and Brooks (1971) indicates
that this event took place at£ · 6 , 500 B.P .
A development of mixed- oakwood and alder, comparable to
t h e development of identical taxa at Woodend Farm during
Zone F.V . 5, is discernible in poll en diagrams (Figs . 24,26)
from the Dollhouse sites situated in the eastern extremity
of the research area .

Stratigraphic evidence presented in

Fig. 23 shows that these sites were influenced by the rising
sea and periodic river flooding.

Such conditions would

produce wet soils favourable for alder in addition to moist
climatic conditions as explained earlier.

The likelihood i s

that the development of Alnus at Dollhouse was in response
to local and regional environmental conditions during Zone F ~V . 6
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The vegetation at these sites and at Woodend Farm
matches the development of mixed- oakwood, alder and ombrogenous
mire at the sites at Drymen and Gartmore (Donner, 1957),
East Flanders Moss (Durno, 1956) and Turner ' s (1965) site at
West Flanders Moss during sub-Zone VIIa, as the pollen, spore
and stratigraphic evidence from these sites and the type site
are similar.

Therefore it can be concluded that VIIa and

Zone F .V.6 in the western Forth valley are equivalent .
Correlation of Zone F.V.6 vegetation in the research
area with Post- glacia l plant development at other Scottish
sites may not be possible as the rise of Alnus began at
different times in different places.

For instance, at a

site at Loch Scionascaig in north- west Scotland, alder began
its expansion at c. 6,250 + 140 B.P. ( Stuiver, 1969), nearly

-

-

one thousand years later than at Scaleby in northern England .
This date is close to a date of 6,490 + 125 B. P. obtained for
the rise of Alnus at Woodend Farm Site 1 by Sissons and Brooks
(1971) who suggest that the zonal divisions in the Forth
valley may not be exactly synchronous with those in England.
However , the AP frequencies in Zone F .V.6 in the type diagram
are strikingly similar to those which characterise the
Atlantic period at English sites.

Furthermore, the date from

Zone F . V. 6 deposits at Woodend Farm Site 1 and a date of
5 490 + 130 B.P. obtained from equivalent deposits at Turner ' s

'

-

site at West Flanders Moss , fall within the Atlantic period
dated from~ - 9,000 - 5 , 000 B. P . at Scaleby.

Thus Zone F . V. 6

in the upper Forth valley and VIIa in England are probably
synchronous.
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The Sub-Boreal Period.
The Atlantic/Sub- Boreal (F . V.6/F.V.7) transition in the
type diagram is set where Ulmus pollen values fall .

They

mark the decline of this species and the possible onset of
human activity upon forest development in the research area
as explained below.

Other changes in forest comp osition

also distinguish the Sub- Boreal from the previous zone, namely
the revival of Betula and Corylus as signified by increases
in their pollen totals.

However, those of Quercus and Alnus

maintain their previous levels, indicating that these taxa
maintained their position during the Sub- Boreal.
Pollen evidence in VIIb diagrams from Drymen (Donner,
1957) East Flanders Moss (Durno , 1956) and West Flanders Moss
(Turner, 1965) show a development of forest similar to that
at Woodend Farm during Zone F.v . 7 .

Thus Zone F . V.7 and VIIb

in the western Forth valley can be correlated .

Zone F.V . 7

can also be correlated with the Sub- Boreal represented in
English pollen diagrams which are also characterised by AP
frequencies closely resembling those in the type diagram .
Further correlation is given by radiocarbon evidence ;

dates

from Scaleby show that the Sub- Boreal began c. 5 , 000 B.P. and
ended£ • 2 , 500 B. P .
+.

These dates are close to those of 5,014

120 B.P. and 5 , 192 + 120 B. P . and 2 , 712

~

120 B. P . for the

lower and upper boundaries respectively of VIIa (F.V.7) in
Turner ' s diagram from West Flanders Moss .
The elm decline which characterises the Sub- Boreal at
many sites in Britain and the mainland of Europe is generally
accepted as being the consequence of forest clearance by
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Neolithic agricul turalists , as the fall in elm pollen value s
in many diagrams is accompanied by p ollen of plants of op en
habitat i ncluding weed species such as Pl antago lanceolata
(Iversen , 1949 ) .

Support i s given by archaeological evid ence

at the level of the elm decline at sites investigated by
Godwin (1956) and Troels- Smi th (1960) .

However, other

explanations for the fal l in elm poll en production have been
put f orward.

These incl ude the selective exp loitation of

elm by primitive farmers;

disease such as Dutch El m disease;

climatic factors , for instance decreasing temperatures
(Iversen, 1941, 1960);

wet and dry periods which resulted in

fluctuating water- table levels unsuitable f or the development
of elm (Tauber, 1965);

a

declining soil base status caus ed

by leaching of soils in resp onse to increasing precip itation
( Pennington , 1972) ;

a combination of climatic and human

factors (Dimbleby, 1964 ;

Sims, 1973 ).

Evidence that the decline of elm in Scotland was connected
wi t h early forest cl earance is strong at some sites, particularly those investi gated by Durno (1965) in Perthshire and
Lana rkshire, where the Sub-Borealis charac terised by increases
in NAP including Plantago p ollen at the level of the elm
decline.

At oth er Scottish sites, however (including those

investi gated by Donner, 1957 and Penningt on, et al 1973) the
connection between forest clearances denoted by the elm decline
and early farming practices is not established .

The main

discrepancy concerns the timing of the clearances with the elm
decline which do not take place at the same level in many
diagrams .

For instance , a t sites in north- west Scotland
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human interference upon forest development began£ · 3 , 500
B.P ., long after elm began to decline (Pennington , 1972') .
It is possible therefore, that the elm decline was produced
by causes other than human i nfluence .

Donner (1957) con-

sidered that the effects of environmental conditions during
the previous zone (the Atlantic period) , such as increased
rainfall , progressive leaching and acidification of soils and
development of peat bogs were largely responsible for the
diminution of forested areas in Sc otland.

Similar views have

been expressed by Durno (1956) a l though he also believed that
anthropogenic influence upon vegetation increased from the
beginning of the Sub- Boreal .
With ref erenc e to the Ulmus decline in the western Forth
valley , soil impoverishment in nutrients would certainly
occur during the moist Atlantic period as a result of increased
leaching .

Such soil change woul d be unfavourable to Ulmus

which requ ires soils of adequate base- status .
pollen counts of elm would fall .

Hence the

These effects, however,

would become apparent only i n the Sub- Boreal which experienced
a drier c limate as suggested by other evidence e.g . the drying
out of peat bog surfaces (Godwin, 1956), and the development
of Eriophorum sp. peat (Talli s, 1964).

Thus the development

of Eriophorum peat at Woodend Far m during the Sub- Boreal,
as demonstrated by stratigraphy , also suggests some tendency
towards lessened humi dity in the western Forth valley at this
time .

The drier conditions of the Sub- Boreal would not

restore Ulmus to its former status as the soil change would
be irreversible over a short period .
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The evidence for human influence upon forest composition
in the type diagram is less clearly indicated than in diagrams
from some other parts of Britain.

The other sites in the

research area moreover, are investigations of aspects of
environmental change of earlier date than that of the Ulmus
decline and hence can yield no supporting evidence .

Other

workers, however, have made contributions to the subject of
anthropol ogical influence upon vegetation in the upper Forth
region, and their conclusions may be cited as supporting
evidence (Durno, 1956 ;

Donner, 1957;

Turner, 1965) .

With reference to the Woodend Farm Site 2 sample diagram,
continuous frequencies of Plantago lanceolata appear above
the level of the Ulmus decline , although isolated grains were
recorded just below it .

This herb became

a

consistent, yet

small, component of the pol len rain during this zone and the
following zone , perhaps indicating some smal l clearings in the
forest, although the presence of other weeds of cultivation
is not recorded.

On the whole , the composition of the forest

was, apart from the absence of Ulmus, not affected although
there are fluctuations in the frequencies of Betula and Corylus ,
perhaps indicating the restoration of birch and hazel scrub
after clearances had been abandoned by early farmers.

In

the case of birch, however , it is more likely that its
exp~nsion during Zone F . V. 7 was associated with the development
of Sphagnum moss and a moist climate as Betula develops well
in such conditions (Kinnaird , 1974) .
Archaeological work has shown that in Scotland the human
inhabitants during the Neolithic formed primitive communities
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subsisting by hunting, fishing and food gathering (Piggott,
1958) and retained for a considerable time the characteristics
of the Mesolithic (Lacaille, 1954) .

Later, Bronze Age

communities, who derived their food from nomadic pastoralism
and grazing animals would make some impact upon forest
composition (Turner , 1965).

Thus it is possible that small

clearing s and perhaps selective exploitation of elm during the
Neolithic and Bronze Ages may have taken place in the western
Forth valley although this has yet to be established.
In the light of the above evidence it seems possible that
human disturbance of the forest in the upper Forth basin
during the Sub-Boreal was on

a

very small scale and may have

been connected with early farming practices .

However,

environmental factors such as leaching and acidification of
soils and the spread of raised m~ss in response to a moist
climate may have been more important causes responsible for
the decline of forest in the western Forth valley during
Zone F.V . 7, and may explain the presence of Plantago lanceolata
and increases in Betula and Corylus after elm began to decline
in this area .
The Sub- Atlantic Period .
The Sub- Atlantic , Zone F . V. 8, at Woodend Farm is distinguished by changes -in stratigraphy and pollen totals which
reflect the continued effect of climate and other environmental
factors and the probable intensification of human activity
upon the vegetation.
The most outstanding of these changes at the type site is
the replacement of dark, highly humified, fibrous Eriophorum
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sp. peat by paler Sphagnum peat of low humification.

This

stratigraphic change is accompanied by r ising values of
Ericaceae pollen and eP.hagnum spores and represents a further
development of raised moss.

A similar change in stratigraphy

usually characterises the Sub- Boreal/Sub- Atlantic transition
at other sites in the western Forth valley and elsewhere in
Britain and is called a recurrence surface or Grenzhorizont.
It i s generally accepted that the poorly humified Sph~num
peat of the Sub- Atlantic reflects a rapid growth of oligotrophic
veg etation and peat formation in response to climatic deterioration when temperatures fe l l £·

2°c

and. rainfall increased.

It is evident that such climatic conditions must have existed
in the upper Forth valley during the Sub- Atlantic and favoured
the rapid development of raised bog in thi s area .
Radiocarbon evidence from Scaleby shows that the SubAtlantic began£ · 2 , 500_ B. P . wh ich agrees with a date of
2,712

~

120 B. P . for the Sub- Boreal/Sub- Atlantic transition

at Turner's (1965) site at West Flanders Moss .

Thi s confirms

that the rapid development of raised moss in the western
Forth valley and in England during the Sub-Atlantic was
contemporaneous.
As ombrogenous mire developed ai Woodend Farm the forest
steadi ly decreased as indicated by the fall in AP ratios in
the type diagra m.

During this time elm was poorly represented

and a lder was less fre quent than in the previous zone.
Betula, however, continued to expand accompanied by increases
in Quercus and Corylus .

A similar picture of vegetation

during the Sub- At l antic is conveyed by pollen, spore and
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s t ratigraphic evidence in the diagrams from Drymen ( Donner,

1957), West Flanders Moss (Turner, 1965) and East Flanders
Moss (Durno, 1956), and in diagrams from Highland sites
(including those investigated by Durno , 1956;

Donner, 1957;

Vasari and Vasari, 1968) .
It is generally accepted that in Scotland forest had
rapidly declined as a result of natural processes (i.e.
development of peat bogs, progressive acidification and leaching
of soils connected with climatic deterioration) by the beginning
of the Sub- Atlantic, and that the decrease of forest during
Zone VIII was caused mainly by the continuation of these processes and the intensification of human activity.

These

factors doubtless influenced the vegetation of the research
area.
It is difficult however, to gauge the i mpact of man upon
the forest in the upper Forth basin from the type diagram as
the Sub- Atlantic is not ful l y represented.

According to

Turner (1965) large scale clearance of the forest in this area
took place from c. 80 AD during the Roman occupation .

These

clearances are represented by increases in Gramineae pollen
totals (above 80%) and those of Plantago and Pteridum in
upper Zone VIII in her diagram from West Flanders Moss .

It

is possible, however, that small clearings were made in the
forest prior to the Roma~ period i . e . during the Iron Age .
This is suggested by increases in Gramineae and low, consistent
totals of Plantago lanceolata pollen fre quencies in the type
diagram and early Zone VIII at Drymen and East Flanders Moss.
On the other hand, archaeological evidence of human
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occupation in the western Forth valley during the Iron Age
is much stronger.

Evidence presented by Feacham (1963 )

shows that high ground near Stirling was occupied at this
time, and an Iron Age crannog (a l ake/marsh dwelling ) recorded
by the Ordnance Survey on Flanders Moss (at NS 569988)
indicates that the mossy, ill- drained floor of the upper
Forth valley was also inhabited.

That Iron Age man actually

clear ed forest in the research are a has yet to be established,
although Turner (1965) has suggested that small clearings,
connected with semi- nomadic pastoralism, were probably made
in the forest during the Iron Age .
The course of vegetational history in the upper Forth
valley during the late stages of the Sub- Atlantic is not
rep resented in the type diagram as explained earlier (Section
4.i.pp.64- 77).

However, raised moss continued to develop

and forest declined as recorded in the diagrams from West
Flanders Moss (Turner, 1965) and East Flanders Moss (Durno ,
1956).

All of the primeval woodland and most of the raised

moss have been cleared for agriculture;

the reclamation of

peat moss began in 1776 and at the present time much of the
remaining area is planted with coniferous trees .
The evidence presented in this section establishes that
the course of Post- glacial forest history at Woodend Farm
Site 2 is representative of Post- glacial vegetational development in the upper Forth basin and can therefore be used as
a standard reference for the Post- glacial in that area.
Furthermore, i t bas been shown that radiocarbon dates from
Post- glacial sites in the research area generally fall within
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the major divisions of the Post-glacial dated at Scaleby .
The assumption can therefore be made that the chronological
index of Post-glacial vegetational history at Sca leby is
relevant as a temporary guide to date major s e quences of
vegetational development in the western Forth va lley during
the Post- glacial.
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5 . iv .

Interpretation of Pollen Frequencies in Marine
Deposits in the Western Forth Valley.
Studies have been made of flotation and long distance

transp ort cap abilities of pollen grains, in particular Pinus,
and the effect of these factors upon pollen spectra from
water- borne minerogenic material .

Early work by Erdtman

(1943) has shown that pine poll en is particularly subject to
long distance transp ort by sea currents ;

Hopkins (1970)

later demonstrated, under laboratory conditions, that p ollen
once wetted acts as any other f i ne elastic particle and is
thus transp orted as part of the washload .

Muller (1959)

however , was among the first to investigate , under field
conditions , relationships between the sedimentation of pollen
and marine deposits .

His researches show that the deposition

of pollen in marine sediments is closely related to wate r
cur r ents and is dependent upon relationships between pollen
size, specific gravity and water cur rent patterns .

Similar

relationships betwe en the sedimentati on of pollen and fine
mineral particles in marine depositional environments have
been demonstrated by Cross and Shaefer (1965) and Traverse
and Ginsburg (1967 ) .

This work shows that high Pinus pollen

frequenc i es are a f e a t ure of fine surfac e muds associated
with sluggish water movement , in contrast to l ow concentrations of this pollen t ype in sandy sediments associated with
turbulent sea currents .
Sedl·ments 1·s

'

The distribution of pollen in marine

therefore , a function of sediment types and

sedimentation characteri stics .
It was established earlier that the fine grained deposits
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which characterise the Main and Low Buried Beaches and carse
clays in the research areeare indicative of gentle sedimentation
associated with t he conditions prevailing at the head of an
estuary in a lowland situation.

During p eri ods of high sea-

level, the upper Forth formed a sheltered estuary with an
absence of strong wave action and therefore unlikely to be
subject to rapid erosion and deposition of coarse deposits.
Thus calm conditions prevailed as the estuarine muds and clays
of the buried beaches and carse clays accumulated in the
western Forth valley .

Pollen accumulated in these dep osits

as they were laid down , derived from landward and/or seawar d
sources and carried to the sites by river, tida l action or
air currents .

Pollen preservation was good owing to t he fine

grained , anaerobic character of the deposits .
Whether the pollen in these deposits is rep resentative
of vegetational development contemporaneous with the prevailing high sea- levels is of major importance.

Walker ( 1966)

considered that in the interpretation of pollen fre quencies
from marine laid mineral matter account has to be taken of
possible poll en selectivity by the movement of sea- water,
conditions of sedimentation and reworked poll en from old er
material.
Although poll en sel ectivity is possible it seems unlikely
that this would account for the pollen in the buried beaches
and cerse clays, particularly AP as they usually accord
(with the exception of Pinus) with AP fre quencies in p eats
overlying these ma rine deposits.
That pollen present in the buried beaches and carse
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clays are reworked from older material also seems unlikely
as the deposits reflect gent le sedimentation .

Furthermore ,

no corroded or broken pollen grains - indicators of reworked
pollen ( Birks, 1969), were observed in the samples analysed
for pollen .

The only evidence of recycled material in

t hese deposits are adventitious Pre- Quaternary spores .

They

consist mainly of Lepidostrobus Jacksonii and L. Oldhamius,
members of the Lycospora, which are common in Carboniferous
rocks ( Butterworth, pers.comm . ) and have also been found in
rocks of Devonian a ge by Chaloner (1967) .

Carboniferous

and Devonian rocks are predominant in the western Forth valley,
therefore it is almost certain that the Lycospores (and other
spore types) in the buried beaches and carse clays in that
area were derived from these strata.

It is likely that

these spores were released by the erosion of these rocks by
rivers which transported them into the sea .
Account must also be taken of the transportation and
deposition of pollen into the sea by rivers.

For instance,

~lnus p ollen in the carse clays at Dollhouse could have been
derived from alder present in streamside situations in that
locality and transported by streams and deposited in the carse
clays as they were laid down by the sea.

However, no marked

changes in the pollen counts characterise the marine and
fluviatile materi al at the Dollhouse sites and the conclusion
may therefore be safely made t hat these counts are a continuing
indication of the regional vegetational development .
Support is given by evidence from regions outwith the
Forth valley .

Groot (1966) has compared recent pollen grains
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suspended with fine elastic materia l in the Del aware River
in the United States with those in fossil marine sediments in
the Delaware basin .

He found that they were similar and

concluded that the pollen in the marine deposits reflected
vegetation comparable to that in the Delaware basin at the
present day .
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5.v.

yeg etational Response to Sea-Level Changes in the
Western Forth Valley.
From the pollen and stratigraphic evidence presented in

this thesis, sequence s of vegetation associated with changes
of sea-level are apparent and merit further discussion .
The most abundant pollen and mac rofossils in the buried
beaches and c arse clays are t h ose of grasses, esp ecially the
common reed Phra gmites, and sedges .

They are accompanied by

pollen of Chenopodiacea e, Plant~Q maritima and Compositae .
Representatives of these plants are characteristic of flora
in present day saltmarshes in the Forth valley (Foord and
Kidston, 1890;

Martin, 1934;

Chapman , 1941), t h e Tay estuary

( Smith, 1905) and at oth er coasta l estuaries in Britain
(Chapman, 1938;

Gillham, 1957 ;

Ranwell, 1972).

Consequent up on the regression of the sea from the
buried beaches and carse clays saltmarsh was usually replaced

by freshwater marsh and swamp, particularly at sites close to
the shorelines of the buried beaches and carse clays .

The

fa l l in sea- level would result in a lowering of water- table
levels which may have stimu lated t he expansion of reedswamp
at these locations.

This interpretation is supported by the

work of Sali sbury (1970) which shows that a lowering of watertable level may enhance the vigour of reedswamp and extend its
zone.

At some locations however, namely The Homesteads and

Turner ' s (1965) site at West Flanders Moss, communities of
raised moss develop ed i n suitable ill- drained situations on
the buried beaches and c arse clays and have continued to
develop to the p re sent day .
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In other parts of the Forth

valley the carse clays were colonised by oak, as evidenced
by historical records of its presence in these deposits
(Sissons and Brooks , 1971).
As the vegetational changes described above are related
to changes in sea-level they are of use in the dating of
Post-glacial sea - level changes in the upper Forth valley as
shown in the next section (5.vi).
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5 . vi .

Dating of Relative Land and Sea-Level Changes
in the .Qp:Qer Forth Valley during the Late end Post- glacial Periods.
Pollen zonation end radiocarbon datings of organic

and minerogenic material at the sites investigated provide
a chronological framework which , supported by geomorphol-

ogical evidence , can be of use firstly, to date relative
changes of sea- level in the western Forth valley during the
Post-glacial;

secondly, to cast some li~ht upon eustatic

and isostatic movements in this region, with particular
reference to possible influence of land uplift upon the
early rise of t he main Post- glacial marine transgression .
However, before this is attempted some recapitulation of
Late-glacial land and see-level changes in the Forth valley,
as determined by g eomorphological, radiocarbon and pollen
evi dence, seems to be required in order to place Post- glacial
isostatic end eustatic movements in the research area in
the sequence of Late- Quaternary events which occurred in
the Forth valley as a whole.
Geomorphological evidence presented by Sissons (1969)
shows that during the later pa rt of the Late- glacial, the
sea transgressed into the central lowlands of Scotland .
This marine transgression began later than c . 13,000 1 2 , 500 B. P ., when the last British ice sheet finally wasted
away in response to a rapid rise of temperatures , as
indicated by

c14 ,

stratigraphic and Coleopteran evidence

summarised by Sissons and Walke r (1974) .
probably culminated at about 10 , 300 B. P .
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The transgression

For a considerable period t his Late-glacial sealevel in the central Forth valley stood at or slightly
above its present level in relation to the land .

During

this time the Buried Gravel Shoreline and related features
were formed, Late- glacial clays being extensive ly planated.
Subsequently, sea- level rose to about 6m OD and then became
stable;

this rise being associated with further planation

of Late- g l acial clays in the central Forth lowlands.
Sissons (1974a) has correlated this p eriod of marine erosion
and the formation of the Main Late- glacial Shoreline, which
he has renamed the Main Late- glacial Shoreline, with Lateglacial marine erosional features on part of the west coast
of Scotland .
That the sea was present in the upper Forth valley
c. 11,800 B.P . is i ndicated by pollen, radiocarbon and shell
evidence from ice- transported marine sediments in the
Menteith moraine (Gray and Brooks, 1972) .

The dated marine

sediments were transported by ice of the Loch Lomond Readvance as it moved down the western Forth valley and were
deposited, together with other morainic material, in the
Menteith moraine, which marks the limit of this readvance
in the Forth valley.

The level of the sea in relation to

the land during the Late- glacial Interstadial was perhaps
partly related to downwarping of the land as ice of the
Loch Lamond Readvance began to advance into the western
Forth valley.

This event took place during a more

continental climate than now, when mean July temperatures
probably fell to about 7°c (Sissons, 1974b).
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It is generally considered that the Loch Lomond
Stadial lasted between£ · 10 , 800 - 10 , 300 B.P .

However ,

evidence reviewed by Sissons (1974c) suggests that gl aciers
of the Loch Lomond Readvance in Scotland exi sted before
10 , 800 B. P . and that deglaciation took place after 10,300
B.P .

In addition , variations in topography and precipit-

ation may also have caused g lacier ice to develop at
different times in different loc alities .
Thus until more
c14 datings become available , the dates conventionally
assigned to the stadial must be viewed with caution .
Nevertheless , in the context of sea- level changes i n the
Forth valley , geomorphol ogi cal evidence indic ates that the
maximum of the Loch Lamond Readvance in this area corresponds
to the culmination of the Late- glacia l marine transgression
represented by the High Buried Beach , when sea- level was
about 12m OD by the Menteith moraine .
Subsequently , the sea fell relative to the land, but
at approximately 9 , 000 B.P. there was probably a slight rise
when the Mai n Buried Beach, l ocated at about 10m OD
immediately outside the Menteith moraine , was formed .

By

this time glacier ice had disappeared from the Forth valley
(and perhaps from other parts of Scotland) and the sea
t r ansgressed to the western extremity of this region .

This

event is confirmed by the presence of Main Buried Beach
materia l at Woodend Ferm Site 2 , situated close to the
western margin of the Forth valley .

The buried beach

deposits a c cumulated at this s i te duri ng Zone F . V. 4 (Zone
IV of the Engl ish zonation) and are of equivalent age to
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the Main Buried Beach, represented by identical minerogenic
ma terial, at Newey's (1966) site at West Flanders Moss and
far t her east a t Bield and The Homesteads sites as s tated
previously.

Although no radiocarbon da t ing s of the Main

Buried Beach are available at p resent, the pollen and
s tratigraphic evidence from these sites indicate t hat the
sea probably transgressed rapidly westwards and was not
significantly retarded by isostasy.
Subsequent to the formation of the Main Buried Beach,
sea-level fell to nearly 7m OD when the Low Buried Beach was
formed .

This feature was probably associated with a minor

marine transgression as this buried beach , like the Main
Buried Beach, is extensively developed both inside and outside
the Menteith moraine , as shown by geomorphological evidence
presented by Sissons (1966) .

The level of the sea then

dropped f urther , probably reaching a minimal l evel at about
8,500 B. P. when it became restricted to the buried estuary .
Around or shortly after 8 , 500 B. P., the sea began to
rise rapidly in relation to the land (Fig . 3) and carse clay
began to accumulate over t h e buried beaches and the peat
resting upon them .

This transgression (the principal Post-

glacial marine transgression in the Forth valley) was caused
by a world wide eustatic rise of sea-level in response to
the disintegration of the world ' s ice sheets ( l. iii.pp . 29- 39).
The main Post- g lacial marine transgression culminated in the
western extremity of the Forth valley at £ ·· 6,500 B. P., as
indicated by radiocarbon evidence from peat immediately
above the carse clay surface at Woodend Farm Site 1.
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As the main Post-glacial sea transgressed into the
western Forth valley isostatic recovery of the land was
decreasing (p.36;

Fi g . 5) .

However, a major objective of

the thesis was to attempt to determine whether the early
rise of t h is transgress i on was retarded by land uplift, as
stated .

Of use to this investigation are the data from the

followin g sites;

Dollhouse Site 1, The Homest eads, Bield,

Newburn, Easter Mye, Easter Offerance and Woodend Farm Site
2, together with Newey's (1966) sites at West Flanders Moss
and at Ki ppen, because at most of these sites the base of
the carse clay is accessible and has been dated by pollen.
In addition, radiocarbon dates from Dol lhouse Site 1, Kippen,
Newburn and Easter Mye assist in dating the early stag es of
thi s marine transgression.

It should be pointed out,

however , that the sites are isolated p oints on the c arse clay
and distributed over

a

distance of about 38Km, and that the

carse slopes not only down-valley but also towards the centre
of the Forth valley (i.e. at ri ght angles to the carse
shoreline).

Thus the altitudinal measurements of the carse

clay base at the sites investigated need to be discussed .
Hei ght measurements, pollen and available radiocarbon
datings of the base of the carse clay at these locations are
p lotted on a height/distance diagram (Fig . 30) in order to
show the location of these sites , and the data from t hem ,
in relation to the gradients of the surfaces of the Main
Post - glacial and Main Buried Beach Shorelines in the research
area .
This diagram shows that both shorelines slope down- valley
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Fig 30

The Main Buried Shoreline reaches its highest altitude of
about 11.5m OD in the west and its lowest, at c. 7m OD, at
a point approximately 9Km east of Stirling .

Likewise, the

gradient of the Main Post- glacial Shoreline also declines
down-valley , from a maximum altitude of nearly 15m OD in
the westernmost part of the Forth valley, to about 10m OD
at Dollhouse Site 1 in the eastern extremity of the research
area .
The Main Post- glacial Shoreline is dislocated at points

F and G (Fig. 30) and these dislocations correspond to two
dislocations of the Main Buried Shoreline.

However , the

latter feature bas two abrupt changes of altitude not
represented in the carse shoreline.

One of these disloca-

tions is at the Menteith moraine, between points D and E in
the diagram , and may have been caused by the weight of ice
west of the moraine operating in the reverse sense during
and after the removal of the ice load.

The other dislocation,

between G and H, may have been caused by faulting, as a
major fault, the Abbey Craig Fault, crosses this buried
shoreline at H.

Apa rt from these dislocations, the Main

Buried and Main Post-glacial Shorelines are essentially
parallel and slope in sympathy with each other, indicating
that in the period of approximately 2,500 - 3,000 years
between the format i on of these features there was no
differential uplift of the land in the area .

That is to

say , that during this period the area was uplifted as three
units without detectable tilting, these units being
separated by the dislocations described above .
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Thus where

gradients now exist in the shorelines, they are the result
of tilting since the Main Post- glacial Shoreline was formed,
and the greater overall gradient of the Main Buried Shoreline
is a consequence of the dislocations at D - E and G - H
which have produced over half the overall slope of this
shoreline.
In the extreme west (section A - C in Fig. 30)
information on the altitude of the Main Post- glacial Shoreline
is sparse , since almost everywhere this shoreline is covered
or replaced by peat .

In this section is situated Woodend

Farm Site 2 , where the base of the carse clay, at 13 . 4m OD,
corresponds to the boundary between Zones F . V.3 and F . V. 4
(Vla/Vlb transition) .
In the area between C and D, within the Menteith moraine ,
the surfa c e of the carse clay is essentially horizontal .

In this section are located the sites of Easter Mye, Newey ' s
(1966) site at West Flanders Moss and Easter Offeranc e.
These are s i tuated on the carse surface at various distances
from the carse shoreline .

Easter Mye is located close to

the s h orel ine where the altitude of the base of the carse
clay is at 13.34m OD.

Pollen and radiocarbon evidence

indicate that carse clay began to accumulate at this site
during Zone F . V. 5 (Vlc) at about 7,500 B. P .

Approximately

0 . 5Km north of Easter Mye is Newey ' s (1966) site at West
F lande rs Moss.

Here the height of the carse clay ba s e is

at 10.67m OD , and pollen and radiocarbon data signify that
carse clay began to be laid down at this location close to
the Vla/Vlb junction (Zone F.V . 3/F.V.4 transition) at
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~ - 8 ,300 B. P .

About 0.5Km north of this site is that at

Easter Offerance where a thin band of peat is sandwiched
between carse clays .

Although only three samples were

analysed from the minerogenic deposits beneath this peat
layer, pollen and stratigraphic evidence suggest that the
peat and lower minerogenic material at this station are of
Late-Boreal age and accumulated during the main Post-glacial
transgression .

This evidence , however, does not help to

date the transgression at this site, although it may be of
some value in the interpretation of eustatic and isostatic
movements in the western Forth valley during the Late-Boreal
as shown later .
East of the Menteith moraine the Main Post- glacial
Shoreline has a slight down-valley gradient .

This eastward

sl ope of the shoreline is probably largely or entirely due
to the western measurements of the shoreline, located in an
embayment between the Menteith moraine and Arnprior, being
higher than those fart her east .

These differences may in

part be due to the build- up of the carse shoreline by local
site conditions, such as deposition of stream-borne
terrestrial minerogenic material .

However , if the measure-

ments between C and Fare analysed together, the shoreline
is not signi f i cantly different from horizontal .
In the section D - Fare located the Newburn site and
Newey ' s (1966) site at Kippen .

The former site is situated

at the mouth of a buried mel twater channel immediately east
of the Menteith moraine .

The stratigraphy at Newburn

consists of a l ower mineral layer , presumed to be carse
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clay (4.v.pp.93-99).

This is overlain bye thin bed of peat

wh ich in turn is buried beneath carse clay.

A da te of

8,010 ± 130 B. P . obtained from the top of the peat indicates
that s h ortly after this date this organic layer began to be
covered by carse clay.

According to pollen evidence this

event probably took place during Zone F .V . 4 (Vlb) , although
the stratigraphy at thi s site suggests that the poll en a nd
radiocarbon data from this location are of little use in
dating the initial rise of the mai n Post- g laci al transgression
as the base of the carse c l ay was not reached .

The above

evidenc e , like that from Easter Offeranc e may , however , be
of use in the interpre tation of land and sea- level factors
operative in the resear ch area during the Late- Borea l .
About 3Km east of Newburn is Newey ' s ( 1966) site at Ki ppen .
At this site , also situated at a p oint north of the Mai n
Post- glacia l Shorel ine , the base of the carse clay is at
7 . 69m OD.

This hori zon i s just below the Vla/Vlb t r ansition

(Zone F . V. 3/F . V. 4 boundary) at Kippen .

A

date of 8,270 ±

160 B.P. obta i ned from peat immediately beneath the carse
clay signifies that the latter material began to be laid down
at this loc ation about this time.
Over a distance of nearly 8Km, between F and G, the
surface of the Main Post- glacia l Shoreline has a down- val ley
gradient of 0 . 109m/Km .

The Bi eld s i te is located at a

poi nt close to the shoreli ne in this section where the base
of the carse clay i s at 9 .46m OD and rests upon peat.
According to pollen data the carse clays began to cover the
peat at this site during Zone F . V. 3 (Vla) .
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The Homesteads site is located at a p oint between
Hand I where the carse overlies p eat.

The peat/c arse

clay contact is at 8 . 19m OD and has also been p ollen dated
at Zone F .V.3.
Between K and L the Main Post-gla cial Shoreline has
been lowered by coa l mining subsidence and the majority of
measurements of the altitude of the carse surface are from
an embayment into which several streams flow .

Thus

a

meaningful shoreline gradient for this section of t he shoreline cannot be calculated.

Nevertheless, these measurements

indicate that the shoreline has a definite down- valley
gradient from about 12 . 5 to 11.5m OD.
It is likely t hat the eastward tilt of the carse clay
surface from L to Mis continued , for at Dollhouse Site 1,
situated in the easternmost part of the research area, the
top of the carse clay is at 9 . 6Om OD.

At t his site, located

close to the carse shor eline in an embayment, the early rise
of the main Post- glacial transgression may well be expressed
by coarse sands and gravels beneath the carse clay (4. vii.pp .
111- 121).
OD .

The base of thi s sand and gravel layer is at 7 . 14m

Resting upon its surface are minerogenic deposits consis-

ting of car se clays, river- borne sands and thin bands of gravel .
These deposits probably began to accumulate over the sand and
gravel layer after£· 7,800 B. P . as indicated by a date of
7 , 860

± 125 B. P . obtained f rom wood, probably transp orted ,

resting upon the buried surface of this gravel at 7.31m OD .
As stated earlier , each site is an isolated point on
the c arse clay over a distance of approximately 38Km .
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Only

five of these sites (Dollhouse Site 1, The Homesteads,
Bield , Easter Mye and Woodend Farm Site 2) are situated
close to the Main Post- g lacial Shoreline

'

and of these

'

two

(Dollhouse Site 1 and The Homesteads) are located in
embayments and one (Easter Mye) in a small re- entrant valley .
It is possible, therefore , that the measurements of the
altitudes of the carse clay base at these locations are
unrepresentative of this horizon i n the research area , as
they may reflect local v arietions in conditions at each site
before, during and after the main Post- glacial transgression .
These local variables might include the compaction of peat
by the weight of overlying c arse clays;

a possible

explanation for the hi ghly compacted peat beneath carse clays
at The Homesteads site.

There may also hav e been differen-

tial rates of sedimentation associated with different types
of sediment , as at Dol lhouse Si te 1 , where stream- borne
deposits probably accumulated rapidly in relation to carse
clays laid down by the rising sea .

Similarly , local fa c tors

may also explain the difference in altitude of the peat/
carse clay junction at Newey ' s (1966) sites at Kippen and
West Flanders ~oss , which are s i tuated at points north of
the Main Post- glacial Shoreline .
It seems unlikel y that the differences in altitude of
the base of the carse clay are due to erosion of peat by
the sea as carse clays began to be laid down because firstly,
at sites where peat is present (e.g . The Homesteads, Bield,
Easter Mye and Woodend Farm Si te 2), remains of plants pass
vertically from the peat into the carse clays ;
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secondly, the

latter deposits are generally fine g rained and indicative
of gentle sedi mentation.

A further p ossibility is that

tidal variation along the leng th of the Forth e stua ry may
have influenced t he height measurements of the shorelines
under considera tion , although this factor would not exp lain
the changes in t he g ra di ents of the shorelines , particularly
those between D - E and G - H.

That the constrictions of

the Forth estuary at the Stirling gap and at Mentei th
affect ed tidal conditions is also improbable, as the Main
Post- g lacial and Main Buried Shorelines are essentially
horizonta l on both s i des of the Stirling gap , while the former
shoreline is also horizontal on either side of the Menteith
gap .
The mea s urements of the cars e clay base at the sites
examined indicate first l y , a down- valley slope from west to
east , from the western margin of t he Forth valley to Stirling ,
and from north- west to south- east , east of that city ;
secondly , that the base of the carse clay also declines in
altitude towards the centre of the Forth valley .

This

evidence is in accord with the comparable slopes of t he carse
c lay and Mai n Buried Beach surfaces .
That the land was rising as the sea deposited carse
clays i n the upp er Forth vall ey is indicated by the two
dislocations of the Main Buri ed Beach , betv,een G - H and
D _ E , as they are not represented i n the Main Post- glacial
Shoreline and were probably a r esult of uplif t , but not
tilting , of the l and , as stated .

Downwarp ing of the land

towa r ds the centre of the Forth v a l ley , a lthough possible ,
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is considered unlikely (Siss ons, 1972).
The p ossibi lity exists t hat isostatic recovery may
have retarded the a dvance of the main Post- glacial sea into
the upp er Forth valley.

This p ossibility can be tested by

pollen and radiocarbon evidence from the sites investigated.
East of the Menteith moraine , the sea began to dep osit carse
clays at The Homesteads and Bield sites during Zone F.V.3
(Vla).

Farther west, at Kipp en, deposition of i dentical

minerogenic material commenced almost ot the end of Vla
(Zone F . V.3) , at about 8 , 300 B. P .

Within the Menteith

moraine , carse clays began to a ccumulate at Newey ' s (1966)
site at West Fl anders Moss towards the close of Vla and at
Woodend Farm Site 2, located in the westernmost part of the
Forth valley, at the beginning of Zone F . V. 4 (Vlb) .

These

dates , from between upper Zone F . V. 3 and the beginning of
Zone F.V .4, cover a short period of the Late- Boreal and
indicate that the sea transgr essed relatively swiftly into
the western Forth valley .

Thus retardation of this trans-

gression by land uplift was probably insignificant.
There are , however, differences in the t i mes when the
sea began to deposit carse clays at Easter Mye , Newburn and
Dollhouse Site 1, which may be explained by local variations
of site conditions .

At Easter Mye, located within the

Menteith moraine, deposition of carse clay began during
Zone F . V. 5 (Vlc), around 7,500 B. P . whereas at Woodend Farm
Site 2 , situated farther west , identical deposits began to
accumulate at the beginning of Zone F . V. 4 as stated .

This

difference is probably not attributable to differences in
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a ltitude , as t he base of the c arse clay at Woodend Farm
Site 2 i s only slightly higher (c . 6cm) t han that at Ea ster
Mye.

As t he latter s ite is located in a small re- entrant

va lley ( Sissons , 1966. Fig. 1) , it seems poss ible that local
conditions at this site favoured the accumulation of peat
which temporarily exceeded the level of the ris ing sea .
Support is provided by t h e fact that peat bogs in t h e re gion
of East Flanders Moss , investigated by Sissons, Cullingford
and Smith (1965), were not inundated by t he main Post-glacial
transgression , as they developed rapidly in relation to the
rising sea.

In addition , the arrival of the sea at Easter

Mye during Zone F . V. 4 may , in part, be related to a possible
slowi ng down of the rate of sea- level rise resulting , perhaps,
from diminution of meltwater flow into t h e oceans from
decaying ice sheets in the world .
Another possibil..ity is that land uplift may have delayed
the sea reaching Easter Mye until Zone F . V. 4.

About 0.5Km

north of this site is Newey ' s (1966) site at West Flanders
Moss where carse clay began to accumulate towards the close
of Vla (Zone F . V. 3).

Farther north is the site at Easter

Offerance where carse cla ys also began to be laid down during
the Late- Boreal , but deposition of this material was
temporarily halted and peat developed .

This organic layer

was subsequently buried beneath carse clay .

The strati-

graphic evidence from Easter Offerance suggests that the
formation of peat at t his site might have resulted from a
temporary stillstand of the sea or that the land rose and
fo r a short time was above the level of the sea .
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The former

x

possibility is unlikely as there is no evidence that the
rise of the sea-level was temporarily halted;

t he latter

p ossibility also seems improbable because there is no peat
layer between the carse clays at Newey's s ite, locat ed about
0 .5Km south of East er Offerance, nor at other s ites within
the Menteith moraine.

Furthermore, the p resence of peat

between the c arse clays at Easter Offerance indicates that
downwarping of the land in this part of the Forth valley is
unlikely, as this site would have been covered by the sea and
peat would have been unable to develop.

Thus t h e arrival of

the sea at Easter Mye may well have been delaye~ by local
factors, unconnected with land uplift;

t h e most important

p robably being that peat development temporaril y exceeded
the rate of sea- level rise.

Subsequently , the sea rose and

t he peat was covered with carse clay .
The development of peat at Easter Offerance may also be
attributed to local conditions.

Aq

stated earlier (4 . iii.pp .

84- 88), this site is situated in a small river channel and the
p eat in the section examined is part of an organic layer which
probably extends t he length of t his channel .

In addition,

it was• established that the p eat is in ~itu, as stems of
Phragmites and Carex s p . pass vertically from the lower
carse clay layer into the peat and from this organic material
into overlying carse clay.

The p resence of macro-remains

of reed in the lower carse clays indicates t hat representati ves of this plant must have been present as these minerogenic deposits accumulated at this site .

As Phragmites

is a silt- trapper par excellence (Tansley, 1939)
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it is a probability that this plant assisted in the silting
up of this site with carse c lays and possibly fine riverborne minerogenic material (although the latter, if p resent,
could not be distinguished from the carse clays) .

Con-

sequently the level of these deposits was ra i sed abov e the
sea and thereby created conditions favourable for the
development of freshwate r marsh and peat.

Later , plants

and peat were buri ed beneath c arse c l ays l aid down by the
rising sea .
A comparable sequence of events may also have occurred
at Newburn, situated near the mouth of an abandoned meltwater c hannel immediately east of the Menteith moraine,
where carse clays are separated by peat as at Easter
Offerance .

Furthermore , the p eat at Newburn i s a l so i n

situ , being part of a peat layer which has been traced for
a considerable distance up- va l ley by Si ssons , Cullingford

and Smith (1965) .

Pollen and st ratigraphic evidence from

the section examined indicate that plants characteristic of
reedswamp were also present as the l ower carse clays accumulated at this location .

Thus, as at Easter Offerance ,

these mi nerogenic depos i ts and possibly fine river- t r ansport ed sediments we re probably trapped by r eeds and raised
above sea - level, creating an environment s uitable for the
growth of freshwater ma rsh and peat .

Subsequently, this

organic material ·was overtaken by the rising sea and covered
with carse clays .

This event took p lace at about 8 , 010 ~

130 B. P . , the date obta ined from the upper peat/carse clay
junction at this site (4 , v . pp , 93- 99) .
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It is also possible that the conditions which gave
rise to the development of vegetation and peat at Newburn
may in part have been caused by land uplift raising the
lower c arse clays above sea-level, as clos e to this site
the Main Buried Beach is dislocated, this dislocation
p os sibl y resulting from isostatic readjustment during the
main Post-g lacial transgression as ex~lained .

However,

isostatic influence upon events at Newburn whilst possible
seems unlikely , because there is no peat band between carse
clays at Kippen, situated about 3Km east of Newburn, nor at
other s ite s investigated outside the Menteith moraine to
substantiate the view that land uplift exceeded sea - level
rise during the Late-Boreal .
Furthermore, although the land was rising (Fig . 5) ,
the rate of this rise was almost certa inly slower t han that
of the sea .

This is signified by pollen , stratigraphic and

radioc a rbon evidence from Newburn and Kippen .

At the latter

site , carse clay began to be laid down almost at the end of
Vla (Zone F.V. 3) at about 8,270 ± 160 B. P .

This date is

slightly older than that of 8,010 ± 130 B. P . from the upper
peat/ carse clay cont,act at Newburn, which is of Zone F . V. 4
age .

The initial accumulation of carse clay at this site ,

however, began earlier than £ · 8,000 B. P . as indicated by
carse clays below the dated peat .

Although the base of the

carse clay layer was not reached , it is probable that the
initial deposition of carse clay at Newburn began shortly
after identical mineral deposits began to be l aid down at
Kippen , as the radiocarbon dates from the se sites are
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relatively close.
I t is also probable that local factors influenced the
dep osition of c a r s e clays at Doll house Site 1 , situated at
the head of an embayment in the eastern extremity of the
research area.

At t his site , however, the early rise of

the main Post- glacial transgression i s not expressed by the
replacement of peat by carse clays as at other sites investigated .

Instead, the lower stratigraphy consists of a

layer of coarse sand and gravel overlain by carse clays.
The boundary between these two layers has been radiocarbon
dated at 7 , 860

~

125 B. P. and reflects a change in sedimen-

tation conditions which, according to p ollen evidence, took
p lace in t h e Late- Boreal, p robably during Zones F.V.4/
F.V . 5 (Vlb/Vlc) .

Doubtless this change of s edi mentation

was connected with the rise of the main Post- g lacial sea
in the western Forth valley from Zone F .V.3 to the early
part of Zone F . V. 6 .
From the stratigraphic evi dence under consideration
it is not clear which minerogenic lay er rep resents the initial
rise of the main Post- glacial transgression at Do llhouse Site
1.

It is almost certain that the sands and gravels were

dep osited at this site by river action as explained earlier
(4.vii . pp . 111- 121) .

For this material to have been trans-

ported from i nland sources river f l ow at Dollhouse Site 1
must have increased .

This may have resulted i n part from

raised water tables in response to the rising sea, and partly
from increasing surface run- off resulting from increasing
reg ional precipitation;

the latter being reflected
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by the development of raised bogs in the western Forth
valley during the Late- Boreal .
In addition, marine and climatic influences described
above could have been associated with occasional river
floods which led to the deposition of sands and gravels in
the sea .

A major flood , at about the Late- Boreal/Atlantic

transition , resulted in the accumulation of a thick band of
sands and gravels (the main gravel layer) in the sea at the
Dollhouse sites .

Consequently, the level of this gravel

layer was probably raised above sea -level until the sea
subsequently rose and began to cover this material with
carse clay, as explained in a previous section (4.vii . p.120).
It is probable, therefore , that the lower sands and gravels
beneath the main gravel layer at Dollhouse Site 1, were
similarly discharged into the sea by a river flood (thereby
preventing deposition of earse clays) and built up above
sea-level .

Then after about 7 , 800 B. P . the sea rose and

carse clays began to accumulate over this gravel bed .
As the lower and main gravel layers at Dollhouse Site
1 were, at separate times, above sea - level, it might be
expected that peat would accumulate upon them, comparable
to the development of organic material over similar sands
and gravels at Dollhouse Site 2 and Easter Mye .

That this

was not the case at Dollhouse Site 1 may relate in part to
the sands and gravels, subject to free drainage, being
unsuitable for peat development, and partly to possible
continuous deposition of the former deposits, followed by
the accumulation upon them of carse clays, thereby preventing
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plant growth and the formation of peat .

At Dollhouse

Site 2 , h owever, the dep osition of sands and gravels ( the
main gravel laye r) was not immediately followed by thet of
carse clays;

ins tead , the former material was replaced by

river- borne silts and sands and then by peat .

The absence

of comparable deposits over the main gravel layer at
Dollhouse Site 1 indicates that t he main gravel bed at
Dollhouse Site 2 was p ossibly above sea-l evel for a longer
period of time than that at the former location;

or that

the silts and sands at Dollhouse Site 2 produced moistureretentive soils favourable for plant growth and the formation of peat until sea-level rose and began to cover this
organic material with carse clays.

At Easter Mye a different

situation existed in that the sands and gravels at this
location are part of the Menteith moraine .

Thus there was

a considerable time for veget ation to become established and
for peat to develop at this site.
The deposition of the lower sands and gravels into t h e
sea at Dollhouse Site 1 and their build up above sea-level ,
may account for the initial accumulation of carse clays at
t h i s site being later than at most other sites investigated .
Furthermore
.

'

as the sands and gravels were laid down during

a river flood connected with the rising sea, it seems possible
that the base of the lower gravel layer at Dollhouse Site 1
may reflect the early rise of t he main Post- g lacial transgression at this locat ion,
The influence of local variations in site conditions
appears to have been more important than that of isostatic
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readjustment upon the early rise of the main Post- gla cial
marine transgression in the western Forth valley, as discussed
above .

However, this is not apparent from the data in the

height/distance diagram (Fig. 30) which indicate

a

thinning

out of the carse clays in a westerly direction , particularly
within the Menteith moraine, implying that l and uplift
steadily increased westwards as carse clays were laid down
in the upper Forth valley .

This implication is misleading

as only two sites, Easter Mye and Woodend Farm Site 2 , are
situated close to the Main Post-glacial Shoreline west of
the moraine.

Furthermore , the advance of the main Post-

glacial sea into the western Forth valley took place within
a relatively short period of time and was not significantly
retarded by land uplift, as explained above .
There are a lso apparent differences in the thickness of
the carse clay at sites situated outside the Menteith
moraine, but these differences are also probably unrepresentative as firstly, not all of the sites in Fig . 30 are
situated on the carse clay shoreline ;

secondly, the carse

clay also slopes and increases in thickness towards the
centre of the Forth valley;
points upon the carse ;

thirdly , the sites are isolated

fourthly , the altitude of the carse

clay base at some locations may have been influenced by
local factors such as compaction of peat by overlying carse
clay or the presence of streams, particularly at sites
s ituated in embayrnents .

In view of these possibilities ,

more height measurements of t he base of the carse clay are
re quired before meaningful comments about possible differences
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in thickness of the carse clay can be made .
In conclusion, the investigation into t he possible
influence of isostatic readjustment upon the advance of the
main Post- g lacial sea into t h e western For th valley has
shown that the effect of land uplift upon the ea rly rise
of this transgression was probably insignificant .

On the

other hand local variables, related to differences in site
conditions and location , were probably more important
factors which influenced this transgression, resulting in
the deposition of carse clays at some sites at different
times .

In addition, this study has focussed attention

upon some of these local variables and the difficulties
they present in attempting to correlate isolated fragments
of the Main Post- glacial Shoreline .

Similar detailed

investigations in other coastal areas may reveal comparable
or additional complications .

However , comparisons between

eustatic and isostatic movements in the Forth valley and
those in other areas must be approached with caution, as
fluctuations of sea and land in other regions may also
relate to local factors different from those in the research
area.

Nevertheless, it i s hoped that the data presented in

this thesis may be of use as a basis for further research
into problems re l ated to changes of Post-glacial sea and
land levels, particularly in the Forth valley .
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PART 6 .
Summary of Discussion.

Summery of Discussion.
Organic and minerogenic material from the sites
investigated a re divisible into biostratigraphic units ,
each being distinguished by cha racteristic pollen
assemblages .

Eight of these are recognised in the type

dia gram from Woodend Farm Site 2 and reflect stages of
Post- glacial vegetational development e quivalent to those
interpreted from pollen diagrams, zoned according to the
English zonation, from other sites in t h e western Forth
valley .
The earliest pollen zone in the type diagram, Zone
F.V . 1, relates to the Pre- Boreal , when immature soils
a nd probab ly sub- arctic climatic conditions existed in the
central Scottish l owlands.

At this time the flora was

p redominantly herbaceous and included pioneer scrub species
of Betula and Salix.

These taxa declined during Zone

F.V . 2 , the early Boreal, as Corylus and Ulmus migrated into
the area in response to maturing soils and climatic
amelioration.

At the beginning of Zone F .V. 3 hazel

attained its maxi mum extension and Quercus began to migrate
into the region;

the latter species steadi ly increased in

fre quency throughout this zone whereas hazel declined.
Pinus may have been present locally, but in general this
species was poor ly represented in the Forth valley during
t h e Post- gl acial .

In Zone F . V. 4 mixed broad-leaf

deciduous woodland continued to expand , the rep resentation
of oak exceeding t ha t of e l m, and Alnus began to immigrate
into the research area .

A feature of ~one F . V. 5 is the
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consistent spreed of alder, particularly where this
plant was colonising ill- drained carse cleys.

There

seems little doubt that the expansion of Alnus was also
favoured by increases in regional precipitation and
temperatures, the former being reflected by the growth of
raised bogs in the upper Forth valley .

Zone F . V. 6, the

Atlantic period , was the time of the climatic optimum when
rainfall increased and mean summer temperatures rose 2°c
higher then at present.

Under these conditions Alnus

quickly attained its maximum e:xpBnsion, particularly on
poorly drained lowland .

On higher and well drained land ,

however , mixed broad- leaf deciduous forests reached their
maximal development .

The wet climate and the presence of

extensive surfaces of leve l re lief floored by moistureretentive clays fa voured the development of raised bogs
during this zone .

Zone F . V. 7, the Sub-Boreal, is

characterised by the elm decline , which began~ - 5,000 B. P .,
and a revival of Betula .

The recession of Ulmus was

probably in part associated with the beginning of forest
destruction by early farming communities who derived their
livelihood from pastoral agriculture, and pa rtly by the
extension of raised bogs, acid soils and soil leach ing ;
Zone

conditions which favoured the expansion of birch .

F . V. 8, the Sub-Atlantic , is marked by the further development of raised mosses and the acidification and leaching
of soils in response to climatic deterioration.

These

factors and the intensification of farming practices
resulted in the continued destruction of forest trees ,
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except birch which s t eadily expanded during this zone .
Ra diocarbon dates from the typ e site are unavailable
et p resent .

However , da tes from other P ost-glacial s i tes

in the western Forth valley fall wit hin dated p ollen z ones
at Scaleby Moss in northern England, suggest ing that Forth
valley pollen assemblag e zones may be synchronous (or
approximately sync hronous) wi th those at Scaleby .

Hence

z onal divi sions at the latter location may be useful as a
temporary c hronological i ndex for dating Forth valley
pol len zones unti l t he s e a re r adiocarbo n da ted .
Broad trends of Post-glacial forest history reflected
in the type dia gram are di visible into three chronozones .
The earliest of these cover the immigration of trees into
the region during Zones F . V. 1 - 5;

the s econd relates to

the maximum development of mixed- broad- leaf deciduous
forest s and the growth of raised bogs during the c l imatic
optimum in Zone F .V. 6 ;

the third covers the p eriod of

p rob~ble human influence upon woodland destruction in Zones
F .V. 7 and F.V . 8 .

The main use of these chronozonal

divisions may well be to p rovide a broad c hronological
framework of major P ost - glacial vegetational events in the
upper Forth valley by which other pollen diagrams from this
area can be compa red and assessed.
Factors such as pollen selectivity by moving water,
e specially sea currents, and reworked po llens from older
deposits upon pollen spectra from t he Main Buried Beach and
c a rse clays a re considered unimportant , as pollen fre q uencies
. from these minerogenic laye r s are comparable to those from
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organic deposits at the type site and at other locations
which were not subjected to marine influence .

Thus pollen

counts from merine deposits of Zone II age (the Late- glacial
Interstedial) are considered to be representative of
veg etational conditions a t this time .

They indicate the

existence of an essentially herbaceous flora simil ar to that
interp reted from pollen spectra from terrestrial material of
e quivalent age et other Scottish sites .
Changes in relative levels of lend and sea in the erea
during the Post-gl e cial gave rise to v ariations in soil
conditions .

These we re associated with changes in plant

assemblages which can be reconstructed from pol len and
statistical data .

Falling sea-levels produced local

v egetational successions from halophytic species characteristic of saltmarshes to freshwater marsh and swamp or raised
moss communities ;

this sequence was followed by retrogression

as the level of the sea rose again .
As these changes took place the land was isostatically
readjusting from gl acial unloading;

the amount of isostatic

recovery increa sing westwards in the Forth valley .

A

major objective of this thesis was to attempt to determine
whether the rising lend retarded the advance of t h e sea,
particularly the early rise of the main Post - glacial marine
trensgression , into the western Forth valley.

Pollen

evidence indicates that during the formation of the Main
Buried Beac h in Zone F .V. 1 the sea rose more quickly than
the land and reached the western margin of the Forth valley
by the end of this zone.

Likewise, the early rise of the
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main Post- g lacial sea was relatively rapid in relation to
the land , pollen data indicating that the sea rose in
Zone F . V. 3 and was at the westernmost part of the Forth
valley at the beginning of Zone F.V. ~ -

However, the sea

reached some sites at later times because of probable local
variations in site conditions.

These include the develop-

ment of peat and deposition of river-borne minerogenic
deposits above sea- level;

t h e accumulation of carse clays

and ~ossibly fine stream transported sediments above the
sea and the development upon them of peat until the sea
subsequently rose and covered these deposits with carse
clays .
These local variables focus attention on some of the
difficulties of attempting to correlate isolated fra gments
of relict marine features in the western Forth valley, but
it is hoped that the data presented in this thesis may be
of use as a basis for further research into problems
relating to Post-glacial land and sea- level changes,
particularly in the central Scottish l owlands.
A corre lation table (Fig. 31) showing the main
characteristics and chronology of vegetation, climate, soils
and relative changes in the levels of land and sea in the
western Forth valley during the Late - and Post- glacial
periods , as described above, is presented below.
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The Loch Lomond Readvance moraines ofMull and Menteith

]. M. GRAY and C. L. BROOKS
Depart111e11t of Geography, University of Edinbmgh

SYNOPSIS
A radiocarbon date of 11 330± 170 B.P. for shells from the Kin.lochspelve
Moraine on the Isle of Mull indicates that a readvance of ice took place there
during Zone III. The ice apparently scooped up marine deposits laid down
during the preceding Zone II (A.l.lerod) climatic amelioration.
Analysis ofpollen from clays in both the Kin.lochspelve and Menteith moraines
substantiates this opinion and together with radiocarbon dates and geomorphological evidence enables correlation of both moraines with the Loch Lamond
Readvance. On Mull the mapping of moraines and thick drift deposits indicates
that an ice cap and several separate glaciers existed on the island at this time.

INTRODUCTION
In the Geological Survey memoir for Mull (Bailey et al. 1924) a local valley
glaciation on the island was described and correlated with the ' Valley' or
'Moraine Glaciation' of the West Highlands. Similarly Charlesworth (1955)
described the former valley glaciers of Mull and correlated this stage with the
' Moraine Glaciation ', his Stage M. With this stage he also correlated the lobes
at Menteith and Loch Lamond previouslr. mapped and described by Simpson
(1933). From pollen studies inside and outside the limit of this readvance in the
Oban and Mcnteith areas, Donner (1957) inferred that it took place during the
Zone llI cold phase* or between about 10 800 and 10 300 B.P.
Synge (1966) suggested that Charlesworth's Stage M actually consists of two
readvances in the vicinity of Oban. The earlier one was said to be represented
by the Ohan-Ford Moraine south of Oban. The younger one, at Loch Etive
and Loch Creran north of Ohan and represented by the Connel Moraine, was
believed to have taken place during Zone III. Synge, however, could find no
representative of this younger stage on Mull, believing that th~ ice had retreated
into the carries by this time; and instead he correlated the ice-limits of the Mull
valley glaciation with his Ohan-Ford Moraine. Similar views were expressed in
a later paper (Synge and Stephens 1966).
Sissons (1967a, 19676) correlated the valley glaciation of Mull and the icelimits at Loch Etive and Loch Creran, with Simpson's (1933) Loch Lamond

* For brevity the terms Zone I, Zone II etc. are nsed in a chronological sense though it is realized
that strictly these are not time correlatives.
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Readvance at Menteith and Loch Lamond. Radiocarbon dating at the latter sites
has confirmed Donncr's (1957) Zone III dating (Sissons 1967a), and at Loch
Creran has enabled the readvance there to be correlated with the Loch Lamond
Readvance (Peacock 1971).

T HE MENTEITH MORAINE

Extending for 20 km (12 miles) in an arcuate loop from 10 km (6 miles) west
of Buchlyvie to Port of Menteith, the Mcnteith Moraine complex encloses the
western part of the Forth lowlands. On the lower ground it is largely composed
of ridges and mounds of sand and gravel and areas of glacier-transported marine
clay and shells. Simpson (1933) described a section in the moraine on the banks
of the Lake of Menteith where 3 m (10 ft) of dark grey clay containing fragm.ents
of Mytilus edulis is overlain by about 9 m (30 ft) of sand and g ravel. Radiocarbon
dating of shells from this section has yielded a date of 11 800 ± 170 B.P. and shells
from a sand pit at Drymen in the Loch Lamond Moraine complex were dated
as 11 700 ± 170 B.P. (Sissons, 1967a). It has therefore been concluded that the
sea had access to Loch Lamond and the western part of the Forth lowlands during
Zone II (Allerod Interstadial) and that subsequently the glaciers advanced across
the marine clay and shells and redeposited them during Zone III.
The molluscan faw1a collections from Menteith and Drymen have been
identified recently from photographs taken before the shells were radiocarbon
dated. The shells arc listed approximately in order of decreasing abundance as
far as this can be established from the photographs.
Menteith [NN 589000]
Mytilus edulis L.
N11culana pernula (Miiller)
Littorina littorea (L.)
Littorina littoralis (L.)
Buccim1111 undat11111 L.
Chlamys sp.
Maco111a sp.

Drymen [NS 483880]
Arctica isla11dica (L.)
Trido11ta montagui (Dillwyn)
Trophonopsis clathratus (L.)
Trido11ta elliptica (Brown)
Littorina littorea (L.)
Littorina littoralis (L.)
Tridonta borealis? (Schumacher)
Nuce/la lapill11s (L.)
Chla111ys isla11dica (Miiller)
Lunatia pallida? (Broderip and Sowerby)
Macoma calcarea? (Gmelin)

Although the number of species collected from Menteith is small, both
assemblages indicate that sea temperatures were lower during Zone II than they
arc today. The fauna from both moraines can be described as constituting boreal
to sub-arctic assemblages.
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FfG. 1. The moraines, thick drift deposits and ice-limits of Mull. 1. Hummocky moraines. 2. Fluted
moraines. 3. Deeply gullied drift. 4. Drift plastered rock. 5. Outwash. 6. Karnes, kettle holes
and eskers. 7. Terminal moraines. 8. Upper limit of thick drift where this is clearly defined.
9. U pper limit of thick drift where this is not clearly defined. The inset map shows the position
of Mull (shaded) and Meuteith (M),

THE KINLOCHSPELVE MORAINE

At the head of Loch Spelve on eastern Mull (Fig. 1) there is a group of morainic ridges here collectively termed the Kinlochspelve Moraine. These ridges
clearly represent the terminal point of a readvance of ice along Loch Spelve from
the north-east and were interpreted as such by previous writers (Bailey et al. 1924;
Synge 1966; Synge and Stephens 1966). Evidence of a readvance is observable
in a section in the moraine [NM 656259) near Kinlochspelve Farm which shows
grey and orange varved clay with cross-bedded sand above, both truncated by
overlying sand and gravel. This depositional succession in this location indicates
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ice readvance into an ice dammed lake or sea loch reduced in salinity by meltwater.
Most of the material constituting the morainic ridges is a blue-grey or browngrey clay with stones. Shell material was observed in the moraine at only two
sections near Kinlochspelve Farm. The shell fragments arc fairly abundant in
certain layers, though often they are weathered and crumble easily, while other
parts of the clay are barren. Contrasting with the poorly preserved fragments,
however, are the occasional, almost unweathercd lamellibranchs with valves still
joined at the ligament, a characteristic particularly noted in the species Nucula11a
pemula and Trido11ta elliptica. The clay is usually homogeneous, but thin sand
lenses occur locally and these contain concentrations of small, washed, shell
fragments.
A collection of about 180 g of the better preserved shell fragments was made
from a. small pit dug on the west side of the track lea.ding to Kinlochspelve Farm,
where it crosses the eastern end of a large morainic ridge, at about 25 m (82 ft)
O.D. [NM 656261]. The scarcity of unweathered shells is demonstrated by the
fact that about 60 hours were required to collect this weight. The molluscan
fauna is listed approximately in order of decreasing abundance, the last eight
species being rare:
Tridonta elliptica (Brown)
Tridonta mo11tag11i (Dillwyn)
Arctica islandica (L.)
Nuculana pemufa (Mtillcr)
Portlandia (Yoldiella) phillipiana (Nyst)
Mya truncata (L.)
Littorina littoralis (L.)
Acanthocardium sp.
Trophonopsis clathratus (L.)
Buccinum u11datum L.
Littorina saxatilus (Olivi)
Littorina littorea (L.)
Tellinacea
Arenomya arenaria? (L.)
L1matia pallida? (Broderip and Sowerby)
Trochidae
This list, though longer than that contained in Bailey et al. (1924), is similar
to it and confirms that the molluscan fauna contained in the Kinlochspelve
Moraine constitutes a. marine assemblage of boreal to sub-arctic character. The
fauna bears a. marked resemblance to the Menteith and Drymen assemblages,
especially to the latter, no signi£cant temperature differences being indicated.
A radiocarbon date of 11 330 ± 170 B.P. (I-5308) has been obtained for the
Kinlochspelve shell sample. Although this date is slightly younger than those
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from Menteith and Drymen, it still falls within the Allerod climatic amelioration.
The situation at Loch Spclve thus appears to be similar to that at Menteith and
Loch Lomond. During Zone II the sea had access to Loch Spelve, but ice later
advanced over the marine clays and shells, redepositing them at the Kinlochspelve
Moraine during the Zone Ill cold phase.
THE LAST GLACIATION OF MULL

Fig. 1 shows the moraines, thick drift deposits and ice-limits of Mull. The
mapping was done on Ordnance Survey 1: 63 360 maps from 1: 10 560 aerial
photographs and most of the area, except the high corries, was checked in the
field. In addition the coastal ice-limits were mapped at the 1: 10 560 scale.
Usually it is possible to delimit the vertical extent of the thick glacial deposits
in each valley as the upper limit of deeply gullied drift or drift plastered rock, but
places where the mapping of this limit is less certain are shown by a broken line
on Fig. 1.
The valleys of Mull contain a well developed system of hummocky moraines.
The moraines arc particularly clear in the valley draining northwards from Loch
Fuaron into Glen More, locally termed' the valley of the hundred hills', though
in fact several hm1dred of these mow1ds exist in this area. At the point where
this valley joins Glen More there is evidence of lineation of the hummocks, but
this phenomenon is best developed on the spur north-west of Sgurr Dearg. In
this area the convergent nature of the lineations indicates convergent glaciers
(Pl. 1). Linear drift accumulations are present elsewhere in the valleys of central
Mull and are particularly common in the corries. Elsewhere in the west Highlands drift lineations have been described by Peacock (1967) and Sissons (19676),
the latter referring to them as fluted moraines.
The Kinlochspelve Moraine is a terminal feature of the Mull valley glaciation,
and other important ice-limits include the Loch Don Sand Moraine and the
outwash spreads at Glen Forsa and Loch Ba. Fig. 1, which compares well with
the map published in the Mull mem.oir (Bailey et al. 1924, fig. 64) showing the
morainic drift on part of Mull, is considered to indicate the approximate extent
of the last glaciation ofMull. The Kinlochspelve date indicates that this glaciation
took place during Zone III and is the Mull equivalent of the Loch Lomond Readvance, despite Synge's (1966) statement that such a correlation cannot be
upheld. It appears that a small ice cap existed on Mull at this time, Sgurr Dearg,
Beinn Talaidh and Beiim na Duatharach protrudii1g as nm1ataks. Separate corrie
glaciers existed i.J.1 the vicinity of Ben More and in Glen Byre and Glen Libidil,
while two major valley glaciers were present on the S0tmd of Mull coastline. In
the east of the island confluent glaciers occupied the Loch Spelve and Loch Don
basin. During this readvance glaciers were apparently able to form as low as
200 m (650 ft) O.D. and in many cases the glaciers descended to sea level.
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POLLEN ANALYSIS

Samples of glacier- transported shelly marine clay were obtained from the
Kinlochspelve Moraine [NM 656261] and the Menteith Moraine [NN 589000].
The samples, each weighing 2 g, were deflocculated with 10% KOH and siliceous
matter was removed by 40% H F, as described by Faegri and Iversen (1964).
Slides were made by mounting the samples in safranin-stained glycerine jelly. A
total of 300 pollen grains and spores, excluding derived pre-Quaternary spores,
were counted from each sample. The table below compares the pollen and spores
from the two sites.

Al1llls
Betula 11a11a
Betula
Pi1111s
Salix
]11aiperns
Anneria
Caryophyllaceae
Chenopodiaceae
Compositae
Cyperaceae

Dryas octopetala
Epilobium
Empetrum
Ericaceae

Filipendula
Galium
Gramineae

Helianthemum
Hippophae rhanmoides
Pla11tago maritima
Rammculus
Rumex
Succisa
Thalictrum alpinum
T ilia cordata
Umbelliferae

Urtica
Myriophyllum alterniflorum
M. spicatum
Nymphaeaceae

Kinlochspelve

Menteith

3

1
10
22
42
3
1
1
13
5
1
5
1
1
12
27
29

14
4
23

3
3
1
12
2
1
12
3
20
14
47
2
51
15
1
11
1
1
4
4
10

1
1
1

61
11
1
1

8
1

1
8
1
3
7
5

I
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Kinlochspelve

Menteith

Potm11ogeto11

1

1

Filicales

7
2

3

Lycopodium clavatum
L. selago
Polypodi11111 vulgare
Selaginella selagi11oides
Sphag1111111

I
\

1
8

11
1
10
3

3

Total count

300

300

Derived pre-Quaternary spores
Arboreal percentage of total count
Non-arboreal percentage of total count

71
17
83

1525

2

26
74

The very low arboreal pollen percentages do not include pollen of warmth
demanding trees such as oak and elm. Of the pollen present, Betula 11ana (tentatively identified by pore characteristics), Salix and Juniperus are commonly found
in Late-glacial deposits. Some of the Bctula and Pinus pollen in these glaciertransported marine deposits are likely to be of secondary origin and both are
known to be subject to long distance wind transport. The presence of small
numbers of Al1111s and Tilia pollen may be the result of sample contamination.
The major components of the non-arboreal pollen, particularly Gramineae and
Cyperaceae, together with Caryophyllaceae, Dryas, Empetnim, Filipendula, Helimithemum, Ranunculus, Thalictrum, Lycopodium clavatum, L. selago and Selaginella
belong to plants of open habitat. The high totals of these non-arboreal pollen
and spores compared with those of the arboreal pollen are indicative of open and
relatively treeless vegetation which suggests a Late-glacial age for the deposits.
The pollen assemblages in the table, although from isolated samples, favour
an interpretation of a Zone II age. That from the Menteith Moraine is comparable with the Zone II pollen assemblages recorded by Vasari and Vasari (1968)
from a site only 15 km away. A Zone II age for the deposits at both Menteith
and Kinlochspelve is indicated by the radiocarbon dates of shells from these sites.
No pollen investigations of morainic material in Britain have been published
with which the pollen results from Kinlochspelve and M enteith can be compared.
The pollen and spore assemblages are comparable however, to those found in
other Zone II pollen sites in Scotland by Donner (1957, 1958), Moar (1969) and
Newey (1970). The arboreal pollen content from these sites varies between 10
and 30% of the pollen totals and consists of Bet11la, Pinus, Salix and Juniperus.
The dominant components of the non-arboreal pollen are mainly Gramineae and
Cyperaceae together with pollen of taxa which are fotmd in present-day open
habitats. The low arboreal pollen content from these sites is interpreted as indicating open vegetation. Vegetation of this type has been described by Moar
B
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(1969) from a Zone II deposit, dated by radiocarbon at 11 580 ± 180 B.P. and
11 820 ± 180 B.P. (Godwin and Willis 1964).
The presence of marine shells in the Kinlochspclve and Menteith deposits
indicates that both localities were influenced by a marine incursion during Zone II.
Pollen of Am,eria, Caryophyllaceae, Chenopodiaceae, Hippoplrni! and Pla11tago
maritima found in the samples may represent the influence of marine conditions
on the vegetation at these sites, as these taxa are foLllld in coastal situations today
(Tansley 1949). On the other hand these plants are also found today in open
habitats; hence their pollen in the deposits could have been derived from similar
environments in Late-glacial times.
Virtually all of the derived pre-Quaternary spores found in the Menteith
sample were of the Lcpidostrob11s Jackso11i and L. Ofdl,a111i11s types described by
Knox (1938) from. the Productive Coal Measures of the Fife Coalfield. Since the
ice that deposited the Menteith Moraine came from the west, most or all of these
spores were probably derived from the Carboniferous outcrops farther cast in the
Forth Valley and redeposited by the Allerod sea.
The total number of derived pre-Quaternary spores found in the Kinloch. spelve sam.ple is much smaller than in the Menteith sample. The two Carboniferous spore types found abundantly in the latter could not be identified in the
sample from Mull and it is suspected that the spores from the Mull site have been
derived largely or entirely from adjacent Mesozoic outcrops.

I
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CONCLUSIONS

The radiocarbon date, pollen analyses and geomorphological evidence presented in this paper indicate that the Kinlochspelve Moraine, like the Menteith
and Loch Lamond Moraine complexes, was deposited by a readvance of ice
during Zone III. A small ice cap and several separate valley glaciers existed on
Mull at this time, and the readvance is confirmed to be the Mull equivalent of the
Loch Lomond Readva.nce at Menteith, Loch Lomond and Loch Creran.
The ice-limit correlations of Charlesworth (1955) and Sissons (1967a, 19676)
are, therefore, upheld with certain modifications, but those of Synge (1966) and
Synge and Stephens (1966) are not.
The Kinlochspelve date is the first relating to glacial limits to be obtained for
the Western Isles of Scotland. It is possible that a glacial readvance on Skye,
Rhum,Jura, Islay, Arran and Harris can also be correlated with the Loch Lomond
Readvance but detailed evidence is not available for these islands.
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PLATE 1. Convergent drift lineations on the north-west spur of Sgurr Dearg, Isle of Mull. Convergent glaciers moved towards the lower right from the valley of the Abhainn an t-Sratha Bhaiun
(lower left) and Glen Forsa (upper right). Between the dark area of outcropping rock on Sgurr
Dearg (upper left) and Glen Forsa the fluted moraine consists of lincated hummocky moraines
rather than the continuous moraiuic ridges of the central part of the photograph. The area
shown is about 2·2 x 1·7 km. Ministry of Defence (Air Force Department) photograph, Crown
Copyright Reserved.
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paper. Dr Shelagh M. Smith very kindly identified all the listed shells. The
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ABSTRACT. Pollen diagrams of the Main Buried Beach and associated deposits at two sites in the western part of the
Forth valley are discussed and compared with pollen evidence from similar deposits at two other sites in the same
area. At three of these sites the buried beach deposits ceased to accumulate at the end of Zone I V while at the fourth
site it is very probable that the beach ceased to form at this time. Pollen analysis thus supports the geomorphological
evidence indicating that the dislocated and variably uplifted Main Buried Shoreline is an essentially synchronous
feature.

IN the western part of the Forth valley in central Scotland there are extensive deposits of
estuarine silts and clays which form wide tracts of almost level land known as carse. Beneath
a considerable part of these deposits is a layer of peat of variable thickness. The peat usually
rests on gently sloping marine surfaces referred to as the High, Main and Low B uried
Beaches, which were formed at the close of Late-glacial and in early Post-glacial times (J.B.
Sissons, 1966).
The objects of this investigation were to study vegetational changes during changes of
sea level, to determine the approximate time of these changes and to compare results with
other pollen studies related to the Main Buried Beach deposits in the Forth valley west of
Stirling. A particular object was to determine by pollen analysis whether the feature described in the preceding paper by Sissons in this volume (pages 145-59) as the Main Buried
Beach is an approximately synchronous feature or whether it is, in fact, composed of beaches
of different ages. Since palynological studies related to the Main Buried Beach had already
been made at two sites in the Forth valley, respectively 16 and 22 km west of Stirling (S. E.
Durno, 1956; W . W. Newey, 1966), this investigation was concerned with sites nearer
Stirling, these being located on either side of the pronounced dislocation in the Main
Buried Shoreline.
Radiocarbon dating of the peat was not attempted since, with the equipment available,
sufficiently large samples could have been obtained only by putting down numerous closely
spaced bores and the risk of contamination was therefore high. I t should be added that the
buried peat t hat rests on the Main Buried Beach is nowhere exposed in the area investigated.
At Bield (Grid Reference NS 696947), sit uated 10 km west of Stirling, the buried beach
surface is at 9·04 m 0 .D., while at The Homesteads (NS 778932), located 2 km west of
Stirling, it is at 7"44 m O.D. At each site samples were taken at intervals of 5 cm from the
16 1
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top of the buried beach deposits, from the overlying peat and from the base of the carse
deposits. Samples 10 cm apart were analysed initially for pollen, intervening 5 cm samples
being analysed later where more information was required. Samples were obtained using a
Hiller borer with a 50 cm chamber. The sites were located close to the southern margin of
the carse within 10 m of the southern edge of the Main Buried Beach deposits at points
where the buried peat layer was known to be well developed. The surface heights at the
two sites were levelled from Ordnance Survey bench marks.
In the laboratory pollen was extracted from peat by boiling I g of the sample in IO
per cent KOH followed by acetolysis. Mineral matter when present was removed by boiling
the sample in HF acid, as described by K. Faegri and J. Iversen (1964). Slides were prepared by mounting treated samples in safranin-stained glycerine jelly. The arboreal and
non-arboreal pollen diagrams were constructed on a basis of I 50 arboreal pollen grains,
except at 420 cm in The Homesteads diagrams, where the percentages are based on a
count of 100 arboreal pollen grains.
The zonal division of the diagrams follows the system used by H. Godwin (1956).
Scottish pollen diagrams, particularly those of upland or northerly areas, do not consistently
show the same trends of vegetational development as those of parts of England. Thus J. J.
Donner (1957, 1962) in his diagrams of Highland sites does not differentiate between Zones
V and VI, and N. T. Moar (1969) in work in south-west Scotland uses an independent system of sub-division, based upon changes indicated in that locality. In this paper, however,
which refers to lowland sites in central Scotland, the pollen assemblages accord with those
shown by Godwin as characteristic of each zone and his criteria of division and sub-division
are indicated in the diagrams.
THE HOMESTEADS SITE

The samples from the buried beach deposits at this site contained abundant remains of

Phragmites communis and Carex spp., which were replaced in the peat by Sphagnum leaves.
Some Phragmites and Carex plant remains were observed in the sample at 390 cm, above
which Sphagnum became dominant. From 375 to 365 cm the Sphagnum samples contained
much silt and at about 360 cm Phragmites and Carex reappeared. Above 360 cm to about
340 cm Sphagnum remains were abundant. The basal carse clay samples, from 330 to 320
cm contained abundant remains of Phragmites and Carex.
The pollen diagrams (Figs. 1 and 2) permit a general interpretation of the forest cover
of the locality and also of the vegetation that grew in the immediate vicinity of the site.
Samples from the buried beach deposits contained high frequencies of Gramineae and
Cyperaceae pollen which, together with pollen of Artemisia, Caryophyllaceae, Compositae,
Chenopodiaceae and Plantago maritima., are characteristic of saltmarsh vegetation (V. J.
Chapman, 1964). This pollen decreases in the basal peat from about 400 to 380 cm during
which relatively high frequencies of Gramineae and Carex pollen continue. From about
375 to 365 cm pollen of saltmarsh vegetation reappears accompanied by an increase in
Gramineae counts. Between these levels Sphagnum spores also increase and reach very high
values which continue to about 340 cm. In the carse deposits pollen assemblages indicative
of saltmarsh communities reappear together with high counts of Gramineae and, to a lesser
extent, Carex pollen.
An upward sequence of vegetational change is indicated by the changing values of the
non-arboreal pollen and spores at this site. It appears that saltmarsh vegetation developed
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Arboreal pollen diagram for The Homesteads site
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on the buried beach. The consequent diminution of marine influence and probable lack of
adequate surface drainage encouraged the growth of raised moss. Pollen characteristic of
saltmarsh occurs in this vegetation at 375 to 365 cm and may be the result of a temporary
marine incursion which redeposited this pollen in the moss. The Sphagnum moss continued
to flourish until the influence of the rising sea level of the main post-glacial transgression
caused a reversion to saltmarsh conditions as the carse deposits began to accumulate over
the peat.
A dating of Zone I V is indicated by the pollen spectra from the deposits of the top part
of the buried beach deposit. It is apparent that the deposit was formed prior to the period
of development of the warmth-demanding forest trees as their pollen is poorly represented
in this part of the diagram. The only arboreal pollen present in substantial frequencies is
that of Betula. Pollen of plants of open habitat such as Rumex, Galium and Helianthemum
together with pollen of plants characteristic of tundra conditions such as Dryas octopetela,
Empetrum, Thalictrum alpinum, Saxifraga and spores .of Lycopodiaceae and Selaginella
selaginoides are also well represented.
The transition from Zone IV to Zone V is indicated by substantial values of pollen
of Betulrt and a rise in that of Cory/us, together with a diminution in the representation of
plants of open and mountain habitats: The passage to Zone VI is suggested by the increased
values of Ulmus and Qpercus and very high C01J1lus representation.
At this site the arboreal pollen diagram shows substantial frequencies of Pinus pollen
occurring from 375 to 360 cm and from 340 to 320 cm. Although high Pinus frequencies are
characteristic of Zones V and VI , the evidence at these levels suggests that some of the pollen
may have been redeposited by the sea (Godwin, 1943; P. Brinkmann, 1934), as demonstrated
by the curves of derived Carboniferous spores.
THE BIELD SITE

Samples from 480 to 445 cm in the buried beach deposits contained remains of leaves and
stems of Phragmites and Carex which became very abundant from 440 to 436 cm. The same
macroscopic fragments were also seen in the peat layer from 436 to 400 cm and were also
found in the overlying carse deposits from 390 to 385 cm.
The buried beach deposits contained high counts ofCyperaceae and, to a lesser extent,
Gramineae which, together with pollen of Artemisia, Armeria, Caryophyllaceae, Compositae, Chenopodiaceae and Plantago maritima, indicate the presence of saltmarsh vegetation
which grew on the beach in the vicinity of this site (Fig. 3). This pollen dies out in the
overlying peat layer in which counts of Gramineae and Cyperaceae remain relatively high,
suggesting that the diminution of marine conditions caused the saltmarsh to be replaced
by freshwater grass and sedge communities. In the carse deposits Gramineae frequencies
increase; this, together with small counts of Artemisia, Chenopodiaceae and Plantago
mrtritima., indicates the re-establishment of saltmarsh vegetation in response to rising sea
level.
The arboreal pollen frequencies (Fig. 4) indicate that the top of the buried beach
deposits at this site was formed in pollen Zone IV. Betula counts are relatively high with
low values of Cory/us. Ulmus is represented by only one pollen grain while Querrns
pollen is not represented at all in this zone. Cool climatic conditions at this t ime are inferred
from the presence of Betula nana (identified by apparent pore characteristics), Empetrum,
Dryas and Thalictrum pollen and spores of Lycopodiaceae and Selaginel!tt. These, together
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with the occurrence of Filipendula, Galium, P!tmtago major,Rammculus and Rumex, indicate
the open character of the vegetation that characterizes this zone.
In Zone V the rise of Cory/us and, to a lesser extent, Uhmts and Quercus, accompanied
by high increases in Filicales spores, imply a woodland advance in response to rising
temperature, in accord with which pollen and spores of plants of mountain habitats disappear. In early Zone VI the expansion of Ulmus and Quercus pollen values continues and
Cory/us pollen reaches very high values.
DISCUSSION

The pollen evidence shows that, at both Bield and The Homesteads, the top part of the
buried beach deposits accumulated in late Zone IV. Thus, despite the marked dislocation
between the two sites, it appears that both are on the same beach.
At East Flanders Moss, about 16 km west of Stirling, Durno (1956) has shown that the
basal part of the peat overlying the Main Buried Beach at about 10 m O.D. was formed
in Zone V. This site is located on an extensive tract of the buried beach some distance from
the shoreline.• Although the buried beach deposits were not analysed for pollen, it seems
very probable that the top of these deposits represents late Zone IV, for Durno's diagram
shows Zone V, which is a relatively short zone, to be represented by folly one metre of
peat. Carse deposits were not laid down at this site during the main post-glacial transgression
since the peat accumulated sufficiently rapidly to keep out the sea (Sissons and D. E. Smith,
1965).
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5. Location of pollen sites in relation to the Main Buried Shoreline

Newey's (1966) pollen diagram from West Flanders Moss, about 22 km west of
Stirling, relates to a site about o· 5 km from the shoreline of the Main Buried Beach where
the beach surface is at about 10 m O.D. His diagram shows that the Main Buried Beach
deposits ceased to accumulate here at the end of Zone IV. The overlying peat was formed
in Zones V and Vla and the carse mud began to accumulate at the site at the VIa/VIb
transition.
Thus, at sites spaced at fairly regular intervals over a 20 km distance in the F orth
valley west of Stirling, pollen analyses provide a consistent picture. At three of these sites,
saltmarsh conditions have been shown to have existed as the sea withdrew from the beach
and were followed by peat accumulation under freshwater conditions, saltmarsh later
developing again as the sites began to be inundated during the main post-glacial transgression which resulted in the accumulation of the carse deposits. At these three sites the

Pollen analysis in the Forth valley
pollen evidence indicates that the buried beach deposits ceased to accumulate at the end of
Zone IV. At the fourth site (East Flanders Moss) pollen evidence is incomplete but it is
very probable that the beach ceased to form at this time.
The location of the four sites in relation to the Main Buried Shoreline is shown in
Figure 5. The sites investigated by Durno and Newey, situated on the surface of the
buried beach some distance from its shoreline, are marked at the appropriate shoreline
positions on the diagram. It will be noted that each site is on a different section of this dislocated and variably uplifted shoreline. The conclusion from geomorphological evidence
that the shoreline is a single synchronous (or approximately synchronous) feature is thus
supported by the independent method of pollen analysis.
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NOTE

r. The National Grid Reference and the ground s urface altitude of this site given by Durno (1956) are incorrect.
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RtsuMt. A11alyse de po/Im et le principal rivage mfoui ii la parlie occide11Ja/e de la vallee de la Forth. On discute les
diagrammes de pollen du principal rivagc enfoui et les depots associes a deux emplacements a la partie occidentale
de la vallee de la Forth et on les compare avec le temoignage de pollen des depots pareils adeux autres emplacements dans la meme region. A trois de ces emplacements Ies depots enfouis de la plage ont cesse d'accumuler a la fin
de Zone IV, tandis qu'au quatrii:me emplacement ii est tres probable qu'a cette epoque la plage a cesse de former.
L'analyse de pollen ainsi soutient le temoignage gcomorphique en indiquant le caracti:re essentiellement synchrone de
la dislocation et soulevement varic du principal rivage enfoui.
FIG. 1. Diagramme de pollen non-arboricole de !'emplacement • The Homesteads •
FIG. 2. Diagramme de pollen arboricole de !'emplacement • T he Homesteads •
FIG. 3. Diagramme de pollen non-arboricole de !'emplacement • Bield •
FIG. 4. Diagramme de pollen arboricole de !'emplacement • Bield •
FIG. 5. Situation des emplacements de pollen relativement au principal rivage enfoui

C. L. BROOKS
ZUSAMM~FASSUNG. Pol!eua11alyse 1111d der verdeckte Ha11ptstra11d im 111es1lic/1en Tei/ ties Forrhtals. PolJendiagrammc des
verdeckten Haup1s1randes und damit verbundcne Ablagcrungcn in zwci Bcrcichen im westlichcn Tcil des Forthtals
werden diskuricrt und vcrglichcn mit Pollenbcweismaterial aus iihnlichen Ablagerungen in zwei andcrcn Bercichcn in
derselben Gegend. Auf drei dicscr Stellen hiirtcn die bcgrabencn Strandablagcrungcn am Ende dcr Zone IV auf sich
anzuhiiufcn, w:ihrend cs schr wahrscheinlich ist, class in dem vicrten Bcrcich der Strand sich zu dicscr Zeit nichr
mchr formte. Pollenanalyse untcrsttitzt also das geomorphische Bcweismarcrial, dass anzcigt, dass die vcrstcllre und
unterschiedlich erhobene verdeckte Hauptstrandlinic ein wcscntlich synchrones Charaktcristikum ist.
ABB. 1. Nicht baumartiges Pollendiagramm for den Bercich dcr ,Homesteads'
ABB. 2. Baumartiges Pollendiagramm for den Bereich der ,Homesteads'
ABO. 3. Nicht baumartigcs Pollendia~nmm auf dem ,Biele!' platz
ABB. 4. Baumartiges Pollendiagramm auf dem ,Bield' platz
ADB. 5. Stcllcn von Pollenlagen in Bezug auf die verdecktc Hauptstrandlinic

Dating of Early Postglacial Land and
Sea Level Changes in the Western
· Forth Valley
J. B. SISSON S & C. L. B ROOKS
Depa rtment of Geography, University of Edinburgh, High School Yards, Edinburgh EHI INR

Radiocarbon dates, pollen analysis and
morphological and stratigraphic evidence relating principally to a small
area in the western part of the Forth
valley (central Scotland) enable a graph
of relative sea level changes and hence
land uplift to be dr awn for that area.
MosT of the radiocarbon dates, pollen analysis and morphological and stratigraphic evidence used in this communication
relate to an area J 6 to 23 km west of Stirling. The chief
morphological feature is the large expanse of almost flat
ground representing raised mud flats, known in Scotland as
"carse". The termination of the carse against surrounding
higher ground is the Main Postglacial Shoreline, which marks
the limit of the principal postglacial marine transgression.
Over considerable areas the carse is covered by thick peat.
The Menteith moraine, a complex arcuate feature 20 km
long, encloses the western part of the carse (Fig. 1). PoJJen
analysis' and radiocarbon dating2 show that the moraine was
formed in pollen zone HI.
Beneath the carse clay are three buried raised beaches, each
of which is partly or almost entirely covered by a buried peat
layer. These features, referred to as the High, Main and Low
buried beaches, are distinguished from each other particularly
on the basis of altitude and composition. Their distribution
in the Forth valley is known in considerable detail from about
2,000 bores put down to investigate them 3 - 6 • The borehole
information is especially detailed for the ground on either side
of the Menteith moraine.
The altitude of point J (Fig. 2, 12.2 m oo) is the average of
twenty-three measurements on the horizontal shoreline of the

High Buried Beach immediately east of the Menteith moraine5 •
The beach does not occur inside the moraine, but its deposits
partly rest on buried outwash gravel laid down by glacial
meltwaters that cut a deep channel through the moraine. Thus
the beach ceased to be formed after the moraine had been
built up but before significant glacier decay had occurred.
This implies that the beach ceased to accumulate at or shortly
after the end of pollen zone III, that is, probably between
10300 and 10100 BP.
No radiocarbon date was obtained for the thin patchy peat
layer that intervenes between the carse clay and the buried
beach. This peat probably developed in response to the rising
watertable associated with the later transgression of the carse
sea, an interpretation supported by pollen analysis6 •

Fig. I Location of sites. +, Pollen sites; • , pollen and
radiocarbon sites; heavy broken line, buried raised shoreline
forming site l.

The altitude of point 2 (9.9 m) is the average of sixteen
measurements of the Main Buried Shoreline where it is horizontal immediately east of the Menteith moraine. The
uppermost deposits of the Main Buried Beach and the over-

tying peat have been analysed for pollen at two sites in the
vicinity of the moraine and at two sites nearer Stirling 7 • 8 • At
a fifth site near the moraine only the peat was analysed for
polleo 9 • At all these sites regression of the sea from the
beach at the end of pollen zone IV (standard system of zones)
or at the IV/V junction is indicated.
No section showing buried peat resting on the Main Buried
Beach has been found in the Forth valley. Radiocarbon dating
of the peat has therefore not been attempted owing to the
danger of sample contamination under pressure of the carse
clay with the small borer available. If the zone IV/ V boundary
in the western Forth valley is approximately synchronous with
the IV/V boundary dated at Scaleby Moss in northern
England10 it may be inferred that regression of the sea from
the Main Buried Beach occurred about 9600 BP. This inference
is supported by evidence from a section south of Perth, where
peat shown by pollen analysis to have accumulated in the
later part of pollen zone IV has a radiocarbon age of 9640 ± 140
BP (ref. l I).
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Fig. 2 Relative sea level changes at the Menteith moraine. For
sites 3a to 7 horizontal lines extend one standard error either
side of radiocarbon dates. Sites 1 and 2 based on other evidence
and length of horizontal lines arbitrary.
Points 3a and 3b refer to a section (NS 630960) showing the
upper part of the Low Buried Beach deposits, overlain by peat
50 cm thick which is, in turn, covered by 5 to 6 m of carse
clay. Pollen analysis and macroscopic plant remains indicate
that salt-marsh conditions characterized the final stages of
accumulation of the buried beach deposits, that the marine
regression that followed was accompanied by the development
of freshwater swamp which was subsequently replaced by birch
woodland, and that later transgression associated with the
deposition of the carse clay resulted in the re-establishment of
salt-marsh vegetation 7 • The basal 2 cm of the peat (7.2 m
OD) gave a radiocarbon age of 8690 ± 140 BP (ref. 3). Regression of the sea from the now buried beach very shortly before
that date is implied (3a, Fig. 2). The top 1 cm of the peat
has a radiocarbon age of 8270 ± 160 BP (ref. 3) and dates the
subsequent marine transgression across the peat at this point
(3b, Fig. 2).
At point 4 (NS 631961) a section shows several metres of
carse clay merging rapidly downwards at its base into a thin
peat layer. That the peat formed in response to the rising
water table associated with the transgression of the carse sea
is suggested by its composition, for it consists chiefly of remains
of Phragmites and Carex. Pollen analysis revealed high
frequencies of pollen of Gramineae and some very high values
for Cyperaceae (897% of the arboreal pollen count in one
sample) along with limited quantities of Chenopodiaceae.
The top 2 cm of the peat (9.5 m OD) has a radiocarbon age of
8010 ± 130 BP and this dates the transgression of the carse
sea over the peat at this point.
Point 5 is located near the edge of the carse where the carse
clay is thin. An excavation (NS 582952) exposed 64 cm of

carse clay merging downwards into a 12 cm clay/ peat transition; this, in turn, merged into 25 cm of peat, the whole resting
on fluvioglacial gravel of the moraine system. A marked
peak in pollen of Cyperaceae occurred at the top of the peat
and in the lower part of the peat/clay transition, which corresponded to a very pronounced maximum of pollen of Gramineae (641 % of the arboreal pollen count in one sample).
Pollen of Chenopodiaceae appeared near the top of the peat
and increased constantly in amount upwards to attain 24 %
of the tree pollen count at the base of the carse clay. This
evidence points to a rising sea level associated initially with
freshwater marsh and subsequently with salt-marsh conditions.
A sample from the peat/clay transition (13.3 m OD) gave a
radiocarbon date of 7480 ± 125 BP, which records the time of
marine transgression at this point.
Points 6a and 6b relate to one of a series of boreholes put
down in West Flanders Moss. At the site investigated in detail
(NS 560955) the top 15 to 20 cm of the carse clay contained
remains of Carex and Phragmites, which became abundant
upwards as the carse clay faded out and finally disappeared.
These deposits were covered by 4.25 m of peat. Pollen of
Gramineae was plentiful in the carse clay, but this pollen
dropped abruptly to very low values in the overlying peat.
On the other hand, pollen of Chenopodiaceae, counts of
which amounted to 25 % of the arboreal pollen count in the
carse clay where it contained few plant remains, diminished in
quantity upwards as the macroscopic remains of Carex and
Phragmites became abundant, and disappeared completely
just before the carse clay faded out. Since the carse surface
in this area accords with the maximum of the main postglacial marine transgression, this evidence apparently records
the culmination of the rise in sea level and the beginning of
the regression with salt-marsh being replaced by freshwater
marsh and this in turn by the accumulation of Sphagnum peat.
Samples for pollen and radiocarbon dating at site 6 were
obtained with a Hiller borer with 50 cm chamber. A sample
from the basal peat (14.4 moo) gave a date of 6490± 125 BP.
The sample was obtained by putting down more than thirty
closely spaced bores and taking from the bore chamber in
each case only a narrow ( ~ 1 cm) central band of peat from
the lowest 10 cm of the peat layer. D espite these precautions
we were concerned about the possibility of contamination
from higher levels in the peat and an additional sample 20 cm
higher in the bores was therefore dated. This sample consisted
of wood from a branch or trunk of birch (10 cm thick) and
contamination during boring is very unlikely. The radiocarbon
date obtained was 6135± 105 BP in accord with the lower date.
The arboreal pollen at site 6 suggests that the zone Vl/VUa
transition occurs at or very close to the clay/peat junction.
Within a vertical interval of 10 cm, Pinus pollen drops from
63 % to less than l % of the total tree pollen while Alnus pollen
rises from 4 to 95 %- The VI/Vfla transition was dated at
Scaleby Moss as ~ 7400 BP (ref. 10). This date does not
accord with the two radiocarbon dates for site 6. The correspondence of the VI/ VIIa boundary with an important stratigraphic change suggests possible over-representation of Pinus
in the carse clay because of marine transport. A second
possibility is that peat growth did not begin immediately the
carse clay ceased to accumulate. A third possibility, in our
opinion the most likely, is that the zone VI/VIIa boundary is
much later at site 6 than at Scaleby Moss. (At a site in northwest Scotland the Alnus expansion occurred about 1,000 yr
later than at Scaleby Moss 12.) The radiocarbon dates for
site 6 are therefore considered acceptable and it is inferred
that by 6490 ± 125 BP sea level had begun to fall from its
postglacial maximum.
The final point (No. 7) in Fig. 2 relates to an excavation
(NS 749965) made through 2.5 m of surface peat down to the
underlying carse clay. Samples for radiocarbon dating and
pollen analysis were taken from the bottom 2 cm of the peat.
The former gave an age of 4120 ± 105 BP whereas the latter
showed no evidence of salt-marsh vegetation (W. W . Newey,

personal communication). The pollen evidence suggests that
peat accumulation did not immediately follow deposition of
the carse clay at this locality, an interpretation supported by
evidence published 175 years ago when peat clearance was
in progress 1 3 • Very large trees were described as lying at the
base of the peat, their roots usually standing in the underlying
carse clay. Felling of some trees by human agency is indicated
by axe marks and wooden trackways were also seen. This
clear evidence of man's activities is particularly interesting
when the radiocarbon date for the site is compared with a
date of 4020 ± 100 BP for the change from forest to blanket bog
at a site in north-west Scotland, where the forest destruction
is believed to have been anthropogenic 1 2 .
It thus seems that at site 7 the date obtained fof the basal
peat does not date marine regression. The sea fell below 10.7 m
oo (the altitude of the carse surface here) at least sufficiently
long before 4120 ± 105 BP for large trees to grow.
The transgression peak shown in Fig. 2 at point I, which
marks the culmination of a major rise of sea level, is based
partly on evidence from elsewhere in the Forth valley 4 • Local
evidence that the High Buried Beach marks a transgression
maximum is the complete absence above its shoreline of the
distinctive pink/brown highly micaceous deposits of which it
is composed. Similar reasoning in relation to the distinctive
light grey highly micaceous deposits comprising the Main
Buried Beach accounts for the minor transgression (amplitude
unknown) marked at point 2. Evidence of transgression is
not available for point Ja but a transgression is shown because
it is more probable than a relative still-stand of land and sea.
The trough between points Ja and Jb relates to the time
when the sea was restricted to the well-marked buried channel
of the Forth3 • The amount of regression is unknown but it
was at least sufficient to eliminate marine influence from site 3
and permit birch forest to grow.
The culmination of the principal postglacial transgression
is marked as having occurred slightly before the date given by
the lower of the two radiocarbon dates for site 6 because the
dated basal peat lacks pollen evidence of marine influence.
The later oscillations in the curve tentatively relate to visible
raised shorelines below the Main Postglacial Shoreline 14.
The accuracy of the curve, of course, depends on the reliability of the dates used, but it will be noted that the dated
points appear consistent with each other. Among other
factors that might affect the validity of the curve, two will be
considered. One of these is compaction, which is due almost
entirely to peat compression by overlying sediments, especially
the carse clay. The only point in Fig. 2 seriously affected by
compaction is Jb, which relates to the top of a peat layer
clearly compressed by the overlying carse clay. Marine
transgression at point Jb occurred at a level higher than that
shown on the graph.
The other factor is isostatic tilting of the land consequent
on deglaciation. The principal sites on which Fig. 2 is based
were intentionally selected from a small area to minimize
isostatic complications. The only principal point located well
away from the main group is point 7. As isostatic tilting in
the Forth area is generally towards a direction south of east,
the altitude of point 7 is too low in relation to the other points
and an arrow in Fig. 2 indicates the probable amount of correction.
While the present investigation has been in progress, it has
been found that the Main Buried Shoreline is dislocated at the
Menteith moraine; it is I m lower just outside the moraine
than immediately within it 5. Because the altitudes of points 1
to 4 in Fig. 2 are based on evidence outside the moraine and
points 5 and 6 are based on evidence within it, these two parts
of the curve are not exactly comparable. The Main Postglacial Shoreline is essentially horizontal over a distance of
7.5 km that includes the moraine (seventy-three shoreline
measurements giving a gradient of0.008 m km- 1 down valley).
Thus the 1 m dislocation of the Main Buried Shoreline was
produced before the culmination of the main postglacial trans-

gression. It seems reasonable to infer that, because the
dislocation was associated with isostatic recovery from glacial
loading, it was formed chiefly (or entirely) in the earlier part
of the 3,000 yr period available.
The Main Postglacial Raised Shoreline in the Porth valley
has usually been considered to be about 5,500 yr old on the
basis of a radiocarbon date in West Flanders Moss (situated
east of the Menteith moraine), where wood peat from I O to
J 2 cm above the surface of the carse clay gave a date of
5492 ± 130 BP (ref. 15). The evidence given above indicates
that the shoreline is about 1,000 yr older than this. The
revised age of the feature accords with evidence from near
Leuchars in north-east Fife, where it has been shown that the
transgression culminated between 7605 ± 130 BP and 5830 ± I 1O
BP (ref. 16).
The curve shown in Fig. 2 reflects essentially the interaction
of isostatic uplift and eustatic sea level changes. The descent
of the curve before about 8500 BP means that land uplift
exceeded world sea level rise. The small reversals of this trend
may relate to glacial readvances in North America and/or
Scandinavia, but speculation about possible correlations seems
unwarranted at present. But the pronounced reversal at about
8500 BP that initiated a transgression of 7 m in 1,000 yr implies
rapid melting of the two great ice-sheets, causing eustatic
sea level rise to overtake the isostatically rising land. In this
context it is significant that Bryson et al. 1 7 believe that in
Canada "catastrophic ice disintegration" followed the Cockburn Readvance. This readvance is considered to have reached
its maximum between 8500 and 8000 BP. On the basis of Fig. 2
a date of 8500 BP seems probable.
The rapid reduction in the rate of sea level rise as the maximum of the postglacial transgression was approached, subsequently followed by regression, indicates that by this time
decaying ice sheet remnants were contributing much less water
to the oceans and the isostatic factor became dominant again.
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Land uplift at the Menteith moraine during the past
10,000 yr.

In Fig. 3 the isostatic component has been plotted separa tely,
land uplift at J ,000 yr intervals being determined from Fig. 2
in conjunction with published evidence on eustatic sea level
changes. Initially a series of separate curves was drawn. each
curve combining the evidence in Fig. 2 with the published
eustatic data given by a particular author. Certain curves
were rejected because (a) they were markedly divergent from
the majority, or (b) they indicated reversals of isostatic uplift,
or (c) they were based on evidence from areas of significant
subsidence. The curves not rejected, using data from five
sources 18 - 22 , were then averaged and the result is reproduced
in Fig. 3, the curve being extended to the present qay. ([n
making the calculations 2 m was subtracted from the total
for isostatic uplift at each point to take into account the fact
that the data in Fig. 2 relate to high water mark.)
Although the uplift curve shown in Fig. 3 owes its smoothness partly to the elimjnation of aberrant eustatic data, the
fact that such a curve can be drawn at all encourages the

belief that t he original data on which this communication is
based have some validity.
We thank Dr W. W. N ewey and Mr J. M. Gray for commenting on the draft of this article.
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